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ABSTRACT 

The nature of interface in contact with skin, clothes or joints is one of the prime interests in the 

field of metallic biosensors. This interface can be enhanced through PVD processes in terms of 

chemistry and microstructure. Furthermore, dynamic evaluation of the contact interface at the 

early stage is essential to better understand the wear mechanism and to anticipate the efficient 

service life of the corresponding bio-device. Therefore, within this thesis, a laboratory-made 

micro-tribometer was developed and presented. This particular reciprocating ball-on-disk stage 

is coupled with an environmental SEM (eSEM) to characterise, at small scale, the tribological 

behaviour of the system under realistic in situ conditions.  

To express the proof of concept, a preliminary analysis was performed with a conventional TiN 

PVD hard coatings, used as a model surface. The testing procedure for the dynamic approach 

during the run-in period throughout 100 cycles was defined in the controlled atmosphere in 

eSEM chamber (both in high vacuum and 50% relative humidity (RH)). When the tribological 

tests were performed, the wear track of the films was examined in situ after every 10 cycles, 

while the ball track was analysed in post mortem mode. Once validated, the mini-tribometer 

stage was applied for a more realistic metal used in biosensor systems: titanium. Indeed, this 

metal presents a high biocompatible character, coupled with interesting mechanical properties. 

The wear character of pure Ti film is still an issue, due to its columnar microstructure, which 

can be modified with an addition of proper alloying elements. In this sense, silver is an 

outstanding material to be alloyed with titanium for bio-sensor applications regarding its anti-

bacterial character and ductile nature, as well its remarkable sliding behaviour in nanoparticle 

form. Within this thesis, Ti-Ag films were deposited with magnetron sputtering PVD process 

with several Ag contents. Various types of multiscale characterization (microstructural, 

chemical, electrical, mechanical) were performed to analyse the effect of Ag in the film 

composition. It was shown that increasing Ag content led to a denser microstructure with Ag-

based nano-/micro-meter sized clusters distributed into the film matrix. Moreover, from a 

functional point of view, it also provided a slight improvement on hardness, Young’s modulus 

and electrical conductivity of the films. During the in situ tribological analysis, the small-scale 

strategy of characterization that was specifically developed in this PhD, has highlighted a strong 

influence of the contact environment on its tribological behaviour. In particular, the effect of 

the humidity rate of the contact region on the tribological behaviour was deeply investigated, 

and the effect of Ag content on tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films was studied. It was seen 

that temperature change to modify the humidity affects the tribological behaviour of polymer 

counter-face and Ag. 
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RESUME 

La nature de l'interface en contact avec la peau, les vêtements ou les articulations est d'un intérêt 

primordial dans le domaine des biocapteurs métalliques. Cette interface peut être améliorée par 

des procédés PVD en termes de chimie et de microstructure. De plus, l'évaluation dynamique 

de l'interface de contact à un stade précoce est essentielle pour mieux comprendre le mécanisme 

d'usure et pour anticiper la durée de vie efficace du bio-dispositif correspondant. Par 

conséquent, dans le cadre de cette thèse, un micro-tribomètre fabriqué en laboratoire a été 

développé et présenté. Cette platine à billes sur disque est couplée à un MEB environnemental 

(eSEM) pour caractériser, à petite échelle, le comportement tribologique du système dans des 

conditions in situ réalistes.  

Pour exprimer la preuve de concept, une analyse préliminaire a été réalisée avec un revêtement 

dur PVD TiN conventionnel, utilisé comme surface modèle. La procédure d'essai pour 

l'approche dynamique pendant la période de rodage tout au long de 100 cycles a été définie 

dans l'atmosphère contrôlée de la chambre eSEM (à la fois sous vide poussé et à 50% d'humidité 

relative (RH)). Lors des essais tribologiques, la trace d'usure des films a été examinée in situ 

tous les 10 cycles, tandis que la trace de la bille a été analysée en mode post mortem. Une fois 

validée, la platine du mini-tribomètre a été appliquée à un métal plus réaliste utilisé dans les 

systèmes de biocapteurs : le titane. En effet, ce métal présente un caractère biocompatible élevé, 

couplé à des propriétés mécaniques intéressantes. L'usure du film de titane pur reste un 

problème, en raison de sa microstructure colonnaire, qui peut être modifiée par l'ajout 

d'éléments d'alliage appropriés. Dans ce sens, l'argent est un matériau exceptionnel à allier au 

titane pour les applications de biocapteurs, en raison de son caractère antibactérien et de sa 

nature ductile, ainsi que de son remarquable comportement de glissement sous forme de 

nanoparticules. Dans le cadre de cette thèse, des films Ti-Ag ont été déposés par un procédé 

PVD de pulvérisation magnétron avec plusieurs teneurs en Ag. Différents types de 

caractérisation multi-échelle (microstructurelle, chimique, électrique, mécanique) ont été 

réalisés pour analyser l'effet de l'Ag dans la composition du film. Il a été démontré que 

l'augmentation de la teneur en Ag conduit à une microstructure plus dense avec des clusters de 

taille nano-/micro-métrique à base d'Ag distribués dans la matrice du film. De plus, d'un point 

de vue fonctionnel, cela a également permis une légère amélioration de la dureté, du module 

d'Young et de la conductivité électrique des films. Au cours de l'analyse tribologique in situ, la 

stratégie de caractérisation à petite échelle qui a été spécifiquement développée dans cette thèse, 

a mis en évidence une forte influence de l'environnement de contact sur son comportement 

tribologique. En particulier, l'effet du taux d'humidité de la région de contact sur le 

comportement tribologique a été étudié en profondeur, et l'effet de la teneur en Ag sur le 

comportement tribologique des films Ti-Ag a été étudié. Il a été constaté que le changement de 

température pour modifier l'humidité affecte le comportement tribologique de la contre-face en 

polymère et de l'Ag. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The background was introduced and the problematics of this study was discussed.  

Then the objective and the outline of this PhD was defined in the introduction chapter. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background and Context 

Thin films are having a significant place in various fields of applications as transportation 

industry, medicine, energy etc. In a general viewpoint, Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) is a 

reasonably favourable technique to prepare these films thanks to its efficiency and 

environmental-friendly character. With the technological developments on biosensors, thin 

films deposited with PVD technique is increasingly preferable. 

The development of biosensors could be identified in three generations until reaching the use 

of thin films for this specific application. The first generation is defined as mediator-less 

amperometric biosensors. After that, second generation biosensors had a separated component 

(e.g. a co-reactor or auxiliary enzyme) which was fixed to the sensor itself to provide higher 

efficiency. Finally, for the third-generation sensors, bio-receptor is the integral part of main 

sensing element. The enzymes and mediator are placed on the same electrodes which provides 

higher feasibility in addition to the lower cost [1]. In Table 1.1, the chronological development 

of biosensors is explained. 

Table 1.1: Chronological development of bio-sensors 

1st generation 

1962 Clark et al. Enzyme electrode for oxygen detection [3] 

1967 Clark Enzyme electrode with glucose oxidase immobilisation [4] 

1969 Guilbaut & 

Montalvo 

First potentiometric enzyme electrode (to detect urea) [5] 

1973 Guilbaut &Lubrano Lactate enzyme sensor with Pt electrode for H2O2 detection 

[6] 

1974 Mosbach et al. First thermistor [2] 

1975 Lubbers & Opitz Optical biosensor (to detect alcohol) [2] 

2nd generation 

1976 Clemens et al. Electrochemical biosensor (to detect glucose in artificial 

pancreas) [7] 
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1976 La Roche Lactate analyser [8] 

3rd generation 

1980 Peterson Fiber optic pH sensor (to detect blood gases in vivo) [9] 

1982 Schultz Fiber optic biosensors (to detect glucose) [10] 

1983 Liedberg First surface plasmon resonance biosensor (immune-sensor) 

[11] 

1999 Poncharal et al. First nano-sized bio-sensor [12] 

2018 Girbi et al. Nerve on chip biosensor (to detect nerve impulse) [13] 

 

Previously wet-contact Ag/AgCl based electrodes were used for bio-sensing applications 

(Figure 2.3) [14]. However, for new generation biosensors, polymers are highly demanded 

materials based on their low cost and good biocompatibility. Nevertheless, for reliable signal 

acquisition, high electrical conductivity is required and thin films over polymeric substrates 

could be used to enhance this characteristic in addition to bio-functionalization of electrode 

[15]. Also, the optical [16] or mechanical properties of biosensors could be modified for thin 

films [17]. The conductive polymers could be also used instead of thin films but since the thin 

films provide the reproducibility in long term and reduce the instability for detection, they are 

a significant alternative substance to be used in biosensor design [18]. Another requirement of 

thin films for biosensor applications is the miniaturisation of the sensing devices. With the latest 

technological enhancements, it is targeted to develop biosensors as micro- and nano-sized. 

Thereby, thin coatings could provide the expected feasibility and efficiency for these small size 

devices [19]. 

Since thin films can provide to achieve small scale devices [20] in addition to the advantage of 

the PVD technique to modify the film behaviour, various types of coating can be obtained [21]. 

Thereby, longer signal acquisition and more reliable measurements can be performed in 

addition to their low cost with these thin film-based biosensors without any requirement of skin 

preparation [22] in contrary to wet electrodes. Today, thin films are being used for various bio-

potential electrodes such as electrocardiography, electromyography and 

electroencephalography [23]. Here, it is also important to consider the bio-adaptability, 

electrical conductivity and mechanical durability of these thin films regarding the final bio-

applications. 
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When focusing in biological field, Titanium is a common material used for bio-applications 

since it is highly bio-compatible, whereas silver is a well-known anti-bacterial material. By 

combining their special properties, Ti-Ag PVD film were developed in a first aim to be used 

for bio-sensor applications. Regarding this aspect, their electrical and mechanical properties 

were studied and it was seen that increasing Ag content in the Ti-film provides enhanced 

fracture resistance thanks to the ductile character of the silver. Therefore, a longer and 

continuous signal acquisition can be provided for a sensor [24]. However, by considering the 

friction of a sensor against human body (joints and skin) or clothes, the wear behaviour of them 

is also quite significant to estimate their durability and service life. Even though pure titanium 

does not have high wear resistance, silver in nanoparticle form is known with its enhanced 

sliding behaviour [25] in addition to its anti-bacterial behaviour [23]. Therefore, it is expected 

that changing Ag content will provide a crucial effect on the tribological response of these films. 

However, previously the wear behaviour of these films was not investigated. 

On the other hand, both Ti and Ag have a strong tendency to oxidisation. Thus, while 

investigating the friction and wear character of Ti-Ag films, it is necessary to consider the effect 

of contact environment. 

It is known that during the early stages of the contact, the friction behaviour could be different 

than the steady state. Also, based on the effect of environment (e. g. humidity) the modifications 

on the tribological behaviour of these films can be investigated detailly in this stage. To examine 

the progress on the wear behaviour of Ti-based films at the early stage (run-in period) of the 

contact, in situ characterization is needed. Moreover, small scale investigation provides to 

deeply and comprehensively study the tribological responses of these films. 

1.2. Objective 

In this study, it is aimed to better understand the tribological behaviours of Ti-based thin films 

with the role of environment in small scale approach in situ conditions. Therefore, it was aimed 

to perform the tribological-tests with a novel approach in controlled environment. Firstly, it was 

needed to be assured that the designed concept for this specific purpose is qualified. The tests 

were performed with a laboratory made ball-on-disk micro-tribometer which is implementable 

into scanning electron microscope (SEM) chamber. First tests were performed with TiN hard 

coatings which were deposited with cathodic arc evaporation. After, it was aimed to investigate 

the functional properties of Ti-Ag films and the effect of Ag content on the film characteristics 
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for bio-sensor applications. Therefore, Ti-Ag films were deposited with magnetron sputtered 

PVD technique with varying Ag content. Finally, as another crucial purpose, the tribological 

behaviours of Ti-Ag films were targeted to examine. The effect on Ag content and the role of 

humidity were aimed to investigate in situ conditions in controlled environment. Hereby, the 

verified coupling of laboratory-made mini-tribometer with eSEM chamber was used to perform 

the tribo-tests on these films.   

1.3 Outline  

In this manuscript, the small scale tribological behaviour of Ti-based thin films were discussed 

with a small scale approach in situ conditions with the effect of the environment. 

The first chapter as the Introduction expresses the background and the context of this research 

work. After that, it states all the objectives within the framework of this Ph.D. in addition to 

indicated its outline. 

In the second chapter, the State of the Art is indicated. This chapter expresses the bio-sensors, 

details Ti-based PVD thin films and their properties in the literature in terms of their adhesion 

character, mechanical and electrical behaviours. Then, since this work is focused on friction 

and contact behaviour of Ti-based films, their tribological behaviour are discussed. Lastly a 

part dedicated to the role of environment on tribological behaviour of these films is taken a 

place in this chapter.  

The third chapter was focused on Materials and Methods. In addition to the preparation of 

substrates and deposition process of the films, the used counter-faces (polymeric and steel balls) 

were explained. Furthermore, all the characterization techniques which were used for analysing 

microstructural, chemical, mechanical and electrical behaviours of TiN and Ti-Ag films were 

stated. Moreover, the laboratory-made micro-tribometer, the microscopes (SEM, TEM, optical 

microscope) were introduced. The special SEM which is operable in environmental mode as 

the tribometer implemented inside its chamber expressed detailly with its detectors. Then the 

complementary characterization methods were mentioned. 

The main target of the fourth chapter is to introduce the proof of the concept of the in situ small 

scale tribological study during run-in period in eSEM by using TiN films as the reference 

coatings. Thus, in this chapter, the system to perform the tribological tests was validated. The 

procedure and the requirement of testing both in situ and post mortem conditions were explained 
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in addition to the confirmation of the fact that the developed tribo-microscope system allows to 

perform the tribological tests in different environments.  

In fifth chapter, Functional Characterization of Ti-Ag Magnetron Sputtered PVD films with the 

Preliminary Tribological Tests. Their microstructure, morphology, density, chemical 

composition, mechanical and electrical properties were explained. Then the first tribological 

tests performed with the steel ball in high vacuum with the post mortem conditions were stated 

and the challenges based on the contact environment and film adhesion were detected. By 

considering the difficulties of the tribological analysis of these films, their adhesion 

performance was aimed to be enhanced and new series of films were deposited with and 

interlayer and statically analysed to be able to continue the in situ tribological tests. 

The sixth chapter is dedicated to Dynamic Tribological Analysis of Ti-Ag films in Small Scale. 

In this part, it is firstly started with analysis of the microstructural, mechanical and electrical 

behaviours of these second set of Ti-Ag film series with interlayer. Then, in situ tribological 

tests were performed to examine firstly the effect of environment. Here, the tests were 

performed in various humidity levels in addition to the ambient air conditions. Finally, the effect 

of Ag content on the friction and wear character of these films against polymeric counter-part 

was examined and indicated detailly. Three different films with increasing Ag content were 

tested and their friction maps, wear behaviours, and mean coefficient of frictions were 

discussed. 

Lastly, seventh chapter was taken a place as the Conclusion and chapter eight was dedicated to 

following Perspectives regarding this PhD.  
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The previous studies were reviwed about the preference of thin films for biosensors. The 

importance of Ti-based thin films was emphasized for these applications and the 

properties of Ti-based PVD films were indicated. 

Scientific background was explained for tribological analysis in addition to the 

significance of the in situ small scale investigations. Finally, the role of environment on 

tribological behaviour of these films were asserted in the state of the art chapter. 
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2. STATE OF ART 

Objective of the PhD is to contribute to a better understanding of the tribological behaviour of 

thin Ti-based films, adopting a small-scale in situ approach. A special emphasis will be put on 

the early stages of degradation on the one hand, on the effect of the atmosphere of the contact 

on the other hand. Therefore, this part devoted to the state of the art is structured into three parts 

concerning, as illustrated in Figure 2.1:  

• 1: the thin film,  

• 2: the tribological analysis of the surface, 

• 3: the influence of the environment.  

 

Figure 2.1: Schema of the film-substrate system pointing out 1) the film-substrate 

interface, 2) the film itself, and 3) the film-environment interface 

 

2.1. Thin films 

2.1.1. Towards vacuum-deposited films 

For a long time, surface modification has been an efficient strategy to improve characteristics 

of the functional parts. Painting, plating, electrochemical (electroless or electro-deposition) 

were conventional processes leading to coated surfaces [1-3]. A new generation of coatings was 

proposed in the 80's with the development of physical vapor deposition techniques, which 
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drastically opened new perspectives. Besides, a key-advantage was the control of the deposition 

atmosphere (reactive or not), together with its environmental-friendly character [4]. 

The first emblematic film produced by such out-of-equilibrium processes was TiN, extensively 

studied for its outstanding tribological properties [5-8]. Since then, thin films (TFs) are covering 

various kinds of materials in the industry. Because of their specific thermal, mechanical, 

chemical and physical properties, they guaranty and extend the service life of materials while 

adding functional properties. In bio-environments, a controlled electrical conductivity allows 

TFs to be used as the part of biosensors [9,10]. For prosthesis, they improve fatigue life and 

wear resistance [11,12]. TFs are also used to cover machining parts, bearings, cutting tools [11]. 

Because of their low thickness, they are also suitable in small scale engineering applications 

such as MEMs and NEMs. They are also found in optical applications like OLEDs 

[10,12,13,14,15] or decorative purposes [20]. TF deposition methods are multiple; however, 

two techniques stand out: the physical vapour deposition (PVD) and the chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD) [16]. For both processes, the specific film properties are designed by the 

deposition parameters. As an example, Table 2.1 gives a non-exhaustive overview of the 

functionalities which can be changed through a modification of the surface. 

Table 2.1: Relation between the thin film properties and the elaboration parameters  

Property Parameter to modify the property 

Adhesion Deposition current and voltage [17], deposition time [18], 

alloying elements [19,20], heat treatment [21], multilayer 

deposition [18,22,23,24] 

Interfacial stress Deposition current, voltage and pressure [35], alloying 

elements, film thickness, thermal expansion coefficient 

[25,26], multilayer deposition [26] 

Fracture fatigue behaviour Film thickness [27], film morphology and defects [28], 

alloying elements [11,12,13,17] 

Hardness Young’s modulus Deposition voltage [30], alloying elements [31], film 

morphology [32,33], multi-layer deposition [34] 
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Electrical optical properties Deposition voltage, current and pressure [35,36], deposition 

time [35], alloying elements [10,12], heat treatment [12,37], 

film morphology [35] 

Wettability Glancing angle deposition [38,39], alloying elements [40], 

surface treatment [38,41,42], heat treatment [42] 

Roughness Deposition voltage [43], glancing angle deposition [44], film 

thickness [43], alloying elements [45], surface treatments 

[43, 46, 47, 48] 

Oxidation corrosion 

behaviour 

Alloying elements [49,50], heat treatment, testing 

environment [51] 

Wear behaviour Film thickness [52,53], alloying elements [54-59], surface 

treatments [57], heat treatment [60], testing environment 

[27] 

 

A modified surface constitutes in fact a system, where three critical regions can be 

distinguished:  

(1) The film-substrate interface (internal surface): At this point, the adhesion properties and 

the interfacial stresses [18,22,23,61,62] are considered since they are at the origin of 

delamination, bending or crack initiation of film in service [63]. 

(2) Film itself: The film bulk properties are driving the fatigue and fracture behaviours, 

hardness, Young’s modulus, electrical and optical properties [10,12, 13, 14, 15, 44, 64, 

65] 

(3) The film-environment interface (external surface): Controls the wettability [40], 

roughness [66], oxidation, corrosion [65,66] and wear behaviour in addition to the 

biocompatibility [68,69]. 

 

2.1.2. Ti-based films for Biosensors 

In this project, it was focused on titanium and Ti-based films. The main reason was the fact that 

titanium and its alloys are well known materials to fulfil many specific requirements regarding 
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their physical mechanical and chemical properties. The bio-adaptable nature of titanium [33] in 

addition to its superior mechanical [31,64], and electrical properties put it forward rather than 

many other materials [13] in biomedical applications [12] in addition to their use in many other 

fields such as aerospace applications [68], bearings [11] and also the small scale engineering 

devices [12].    

Bio-medical field (biosensors and bio-prosthesis) is one of the most important application of 

Ti-based TFs. Recently, Ti-based films found new perspectives in the field of biosensors. 

Sensors could be defined as a module or a device which provides detection of physical 

quantities by converting them into signal to monitor and analyse. Biosensors converts 

specifically the biological response to electrical signals with an integrated receptor-transducer 

system [70]. A transducer converts the energy from one to another form while the receptor 

gathers the data [71]. They can be classified according to their transducer types 

(electrochemical, optical, thermal, piezoelectric…) or to their bio-recognition types as 

enzymatic, anti-body, nucleic acid and whole-cell based sensors [72]. An optimal biosensor 

should provide reliability, repeatability, sensitivity, selectivity, linearity and rapid response 

[70]. Using thin films in biosensor applications (Figure 2.2) actually provides to avoid from 

skin preparation as the main difference than the wet electrodes in addition to the high reliability 

of the measurements [73]. 

 

Figure 2.2: Electrodes as Ag/AgCl a) wet-based, and dry Ti-based metallic film 

deposited on b) steel and c) polyurethane substrates [73] 

 

The first known use of thin film for biosensors was in 1989 by Koudelka et al. [74] under in 

vivo conditions on a silicon substrate, yet the sensing tools are ion-sensitive, instability 
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problems occurred. Since then, there have been many developments and in the previous studies, 

various types of thin films have been used to enhance the performances of biosensors. For 

example, Pu et al. [75] used graphene for this purpose, since it is the most well-known solid 

lubricant which provides a low friction and wear rate in addition to its superior mechanical and 

electrical character. Similarly, Narayan [76] studied on the use of diamond-like-carbon (DLC) 

film for the biosensors applications to optimise the fatigue, corrosion, and wear behaviour of 

these devices. Also, polymer thin films by embedding metallic nano-particles were developed 

for this purpose [77]. However, the use of metallic films is also very common for biosensors. 

For instance, Jonsson et al. [70] used gold for a surface plasmon resonance biosensor and it was 

examined that the thickness of the gold layer has an effect on the signals obtained. Furthermore, 

Shul’ga et al. [78] used gold, chromium, copper and nickel thin films on conductometric 

transducers of biosensor to detect glucose and urea. 

First use of titanium as thin film for biosensor applications was performed by Urban et al. in 

1990. Here, the Ti-film (50 nm) was preferred to use as the adhesion layer below platinum film 

(60 nm) for the electrode of the sensor to detect glucose and they obtained high reproducibility 

and stability [74]. Also, Qui et al. [79] deposited TiN film with 29.8 nm thickness to 

functionalise the sensor efficiently against biotin. TiN is a fantastic alternative material to the 

fold-based surface plasmon resonance (SPR) bio-sensors and its optical properties could be 

modified by changing deposition conditions and sizes of microstructure. In another study, 

Dominik et al. [80] worked on titanium oxide films for optical biosensing purposes and it was 

seen that any change on the TiOx character affects the biofunctionalization and if it is going to 

be used as an optical based sensor, film composition modifies the refractive index and so the 

detection performance of the sensor. As another example, Gordin et al. [81] preferred to use 

commercially pure titanium and Ti-6Al-4V alloy with nitrogen addition to investigate their 

mechanical properties and biocompatibility. In this study, it was stated that, titanium has high 

strength, good corrosion resistance and biocompatibility; however, its friction and wear 

resistance is not sufficient, so the nitrogen addition was performed during the film deposition 

process. Also, Lopes [73] deposited Ti-based films in four different alloy form (Ti-Ag, Ti-Au, 

Ti-Cu and Ti-Al) to be used for biosensor applications and examined their electrical and 

mechanical properties. For that purpose, ductile metals were selected to provide the bio-

potential character in addition to the choice of polymeric substrate to provide flexibility (Figure 

2.3). It was seen that these Ti-based dry electrodes can provide more reliability and avoiding 
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from any allergic skin reactions by comparison to the conventional Ag/AgCl wet electrodes. 

Starting from pure Ti, effect of increasing alloying element content in the composition were 

also tested. Especially, Ti-Au and Ti-Cu films were exhibited outstanding signal acquisition for 

in vivo bio-sensing tests. 

 

Figure 2.3: Ti-based bio-sensors with polymeric substrate on skin contact [73] 

However, friction is a significant parameter for durability and efficiency of thin films [82]. Any 

surface may face up with tribological issues and tribology has a crucial role for the biological 

fields. Many body parts are exposing to a relative cyclic motion such as, blinking the eye-lids 

or a foetus moving in mothers’ uterus. Another most well-known body parts which exposes to 

cyclic motion are joints. Regarding to this, in 2018, Etiemble et al. [83] deposited Ti-Ag films 

for biosensor applications to be used for hip joints and investigated their fracture resistance and 

electrical properties. It was seen that increasing Ag content in the film composition provided 

higher durability with longer signal acquisition (Figure 2.4). However, their friction and wear 

behaviour were not investigated in their study. Therefore, in this study it was aimed to 

characterize the tribological behaviour of Ti-based thin films in small scale in situ conditions. 
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Figure 2.4: Ti-Ag films on polymeric substrate of a bio-sensor for hip-joint-prosthesis 

 

Regarding this aspect, by considering the structure mentioned above, corresponding film 

properties and their modifications for Ti-based films were discussed in this chapter. During this 

research, the adhesion properties of the films were needed to be enhanced as one of the aspects 

which is a required characteristic to be considered for the film-substrate interface. Therefore, a 

detailed background research about the adhesion character of Ti-based films were expressed. 

Furthermore, the mechanical and electrical properties of film-itself were needed to be 

investigated for bio-material applications since the electrical signal acquisition is the key 

parameter for bio-sensors and mechanical properties are significant for joint-prosthesis. Finally, 

for the film-environment interface, the tribological behaviour of Ti-based PVD coatings were 

reviewed from previous works and explained detailly since the tribological analysis of Ti-based 

films is the main objective of this project. Even though there are several researches for the 

tribological behaviour of TiN films in various conditions, there is not much study about Ti-Ag 

films. Yet, several researches indicated below about the wear behaviour of Ti-based PVD films 

used to be enlightened for the current project. 

Ti-Ag film onto 

polymeric 

substrate 

Polymer 

(PVDF) 

Ti:Ag 
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2.1.2.1. Adhesion Behavior 

A strong film adhesion for titanium and titanium-based coatings is critical for the service life 

of the final product. In previous studies it has been seen that deposition parameters [17], film 

thickness [18], surface treatments [84, 85], alloying elements addition [23] and multi-layer 

deposition of the films are the common techniques to enhance the adhesion [86]. Additionally, 

various sputtering techniques such as radio frequency or direct current physical vapour 

deposition may provide different adhesion character [22]. For example, Kondo et al. [85] 

investigated the effect of surface pre-treatments for DC magnetron sputtered titanium coatings 

and tested their adhesion performances with pull-out method to estimate the peeling 

susceptibility. To analyse the effect of surface pre-treatment, Ar ion bombardment and chemical 

etching with buffered HF were applied. It has been observed that chemical treatment is more 

efficient than Ar bombardment to enhance adhesion with respect to the interface evaluations 

after pulling-out with the epoxy. The main cause of decrease in adhesion of films for Ar 

bombarded samples has been based on the high concentration of Ar at the interface between Si 

substrate and the titanium film. Additionally, Lugscheider et al. [87] have done another research 

to investigate the effect of deposition method on adhesion for TiN films. The coatings have 

been deposited both with magnetron sputtered and cathodic arc PVD methods. Tape has been 

placed onto the samples and then pulled out to analyse the delamination and spalling of the 

deposits and better adhesion performance has been observed for the magnetron sputtering films 

than cathodic arc plated ones. Moreover, the adhesion performances of RF magnetron sputtered 

Ti, TiN and Au films, were considered by Kim et al. [22].  The scotch has been applied onto 

surfaces and then pulled with an accelerating force. No delamination for Ti-based coatings was 

obtained whereas the Au films were completely removed.  

Additionally, the effect of deposition parameters, single- and double-layer film structures and 

film composition on adhesion behaviours of the films have been investigated in previous 

studies. For instance, TiAlN PVD films could be used in aggressive machining parts such as 

cutting tools; therefore, their tool life is quite important. Better adhesion properties enhance the 

tool life of these films. For example, Harris et al. [24] deposited TiN/TiAlN duplex coatings in 

order to compare their performances with TiAlN single layer ones. After the Daimler-Benz test, 

it has been proved that TiN/TiAlN double layer film performs better adhesion character and 

thereby, the tool life for this type of films is 20% longer than the single layer TiAlN coatings.  
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2.1.2.2. Mechanical Properties 

Hardness and Young’s modulus (H and E respectively) parameters have critical importance 

regarding TF applications such as dental implants, body prosthesis [32], tribune engines [34], 

microelectronic devices [88] or antimicrobial applications [89]. The microstructure, 

composition [33], and homogeneity of the film are the significant parameters to modify the 

hardness and Young’s modulus values of materials [32]. To analyse the hardness and elastic 

modulus of TFs, mostly the values were drawn from the bulk materials; however, it is possible 

to deposit the films in plenty of composition which does not exist in bulk form via physical 

vapor deposition. Thus, it is not possible to assume the same values for bulk materials and their 

films in alloy form [90]. On the other hand, there is a strong influence of the substrate on the 

hardness and elastic modulus response of coatings because the films are mostly not enough 

thick to control the contact response [91]. The system response is similar to the contact 

modulus: for higher indentation loads the substrate response is more effective; while for lower 

applied loads, the coating response comes forward. Thus, small-scale indentation (nano-

indentation) with a Berkovich indenter is the recommended method to estimate the hardness 

and contact modulus of thin films [92]. Vickers hardness test could also be applied for hardness 

measurements yet, the indentation depth has to be 1/10th of the coating thickness [93].  

It is known that the toughness and the wear behaviour of thin films could be correlated with 

their mechanical properties. Film toughness could be estimated with the H/E* ratio where E* 

is the reduced modulus [94] (E*=E/(1-υ), while υ being the Poisson’s ratio [95]). Also, 

resilience helps to estimate the friction resistance of a film. It can be described as the resistance 

against the plastic deformation and it is correlated with H3/E*2 [94]. 

Mechanical properties of TFs could be investigated and enhanced through several methods. 

One of the main factors for this purpose is modification on the grain size of coatings. To provide 

the grain size refinement, diverse alloying elements could be incorporated into film during 

deposition such as carbon [88], silicon [30], silver [89], copper to increase the hardness [96]. 

Moreover, adding alloying elements provides the solid solution hardening and causes an energy 

barrier to block the dislocation movements out of the distorted lattice to enhance the mechanical 

properties [30]. By changing the concentration of incorporated elements in the film, the 

hardness and modulus could be increased with nanocomposite formation up to a critical 

enrichment [97]. In another study Etiemble et al. [11] investigated the effect of Ag content into 
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the Ti-film on fracture resistance of the film. It was seen that the crack propagation develops in 

a different way with increasing stain rate for Ti-rich (Ag/Ti=0.08) and Ag rich (Ag/Ti=2.14) 

films (Figure 2.5). Increasing Ag content in the Ti-Ag film provided to reduce the crack density 

and formation of the continuous cracks on the polymeric substrate. Therefore, it could be stated 

that proper alloying element may enhance the mechanical properties of Ti-based films.  

Depositing the coatings in multilayer form and changing the film thickness also aid to achieve 

the expected film hardness and elastic modulus values [33,34,97].  

 

Figure 2.5: In situ tensile test of Ti rich ang Ag rich Ti-Ag films with different stain 

rates [11] 

Titanium-based films are commonly used for various applications where high hardness and 

elastic modulus are required. For example, Zhou et al. [34] preferred to use Ti/TiN multilayer 

coating for the compressor blades of the engines for gas tribunes thanks to its high hardness. 

Also, Andrade et al. [98] have reported that with copper addition, the mechanical properties of 

titanium coatings could be enhanced. In another study, Wojcienszak et al. [32] suggested to use 

Ti-Cu coating which has higher hardness than pure titanium, thus it provides greater grindability 
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for dental implants. As an example of another Ti-based metallic films, Ewald et al. [45] 

analysed Ti-Ag films in terms of their mechanical behaviours; however, it was expressed that 

increasing silver content may not really enhanced the mechanical properties of these films and 

they are still comparable with pure titanium film. Additionally, Lopes [73] investigated the role 

of increasing alloying element on the mechanical properties of Ti-based metallic films. It was 

first seen that there is a Ti-based solid solution forms, then, with the increase of alloying 

elements intermetallic compounds were formed. Further increase on alloying elements caused 

the formation of the solid solution with corresponding alloying element matrix. These changes 

caused the modifications on the mechanical properties of the films. It was seen that with 

increasing Al and Ag content, the mechanical properties were enhanced in the intermetallic 

zone however with further increase of these elements in the film, hardness and Young’s 

modulus were decreased (Figure 2.6). On the other hand, for Au and Cu, the films behaved a 

different character in terms of their mechanical susceptibility. On the contrary of Ti-Ag and Ti-

Al films, firstly hardness and Young’s modulus decreased with increasing Au and Cu content 

in the intermetallic zone and then either stabilised or increased with further increase of these 

alloying elements (Figure 2.7). Here, it can be noted that the type and the content of the alloying 

elements in the final composition of Ti-based film can vary the hardness and Young’s modulus. 

The variations on the mechanical properties of the films were associated the modification on 

film microstructure. Here, with increasing alloying element content, the reduction on the grain 

size played a role on the modification of the hardness and elastic modulus values as well as the 

ductility of the four different alloying metals. 
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Figure 2.6: Mechanical properties of a) Ti-Al and b) Ti-Ag films with increasing alloying 

element content [73] 

 

Figure 2.7: Mechanical properties of a) Ti-Cu and b) Ti-Au films with increasing alloying 

element content [73]  
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Conventionally, a way opened by PVD processes to harden surfaces relies on their ability to 

change a metal into a ceramic. In that area, transition metal nitrides, and specially titanium 

nitride, are one of the most important system. Incorporating the film with different elements 

may cause nanocomposite formation with improved mechanical properties [31]. Saladukhin et 

al. [30] stated that for transition metal nitride coatings, ternary films have mostly higher 

hardness than their parent binary systems. For example, (TiAl)N coatings are still harder than 

TiN films which were deposited in same conditions [99]. Similarly, (Ti,Zr)N film provides 

energy barrier against the dislocation movements in lattice regarding the solid solution 

strengthening and so it has higher hardness than TiN films. In another research, Chang et al. 

[97] investigated the effect of Al concentration on mechanical properties of magnetron 

sputtered Ti1-xAlxN PVD film. It has been observed that the highest hardness and elastic 

modulus values were obtained for Al/(Al+Ti) =0.19 but when this ratio was reached 0.57, the 

decrease of hardness was seen due to the loss of the cubic structure. 

To conclude, mechanical properties of titanium-based films could be controlled by several 

strategies. Grain refinement and solid solution strengthening are two of the major mechanisms 

to increase the hardness and elastic modulus which could be provided by incorporating various 

additive elements (N, Si, C, Zr, Al, Ag, Cu) into titanium films. Additionally, changing the 

coating's architecture at a nanometer scale (multi-layered design or nanocomposite structure) is 

also an alternative to reach high level mechanical values.  

2.1.2.3 Electrical Properties 

Electrical responses of thin films also have a great importance by considering their applications. 

Especially for future biosensor applications, TFs were aimed to be used for biosensor 

applications but also, they could be used in flexible electronic circuits [100], electro-

physiological monitoring [13], heat mirrors [14], semiconductor industry [15], interconnects 

and electrode materials [10]. Thus, to tailor the electrical properties of these films, it is necessary 

to consider different factors such as their chemical composition, microstructure [35], film 

thickness [15], impurities [36], and the deposition parameters of these thin coatings [101].  

Firstly, low resistivity is essential for electrodes and interconnects, and this could be achieved 

by adding different alloying elements during deposition. For example, silver is the metal which 

has the lowest resistivity. Thus, by incorporating the film with silver and changing the silver 

content into the film, it is possible to enhance the electrical response [10]. Also, microstructure 
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has a critical role on electrical character of the coating. Regarding the electron scattering at 

grain boundaries, lattice defects [101], film architecture [35] and impurities, the resistivity of 

the film could be differed [36]. Increasing film thickness may also cause film densification and 

the film may achieve the resistivity values almost as much as the bulk material of the same 

composition [15]. Additionally, the concentration of carriers and film conductivity increases 

with thickness for the metallic films [37]. Moreover, in terms of deposition parameters; bias 

voltage, Argon flow rate and partial pressures of deposition gases [36] are effective on the final 

electrical response of the film. Another important concern for the resistivity is the annealing 

process after deposition, which may enhance the electrical behaviour by modifying the film 

crystallinity [10,37]. Resistivity measurements are mostly done by four-point-probe technique 

(Figure 2.8) and when considering the resistivity value, it is necessary to be taken into account 

all the influential parameters (Matthiessen’s rule) (Eq. 1). 

 

Figure 2.8: Schema of four-point atomic force microscope probe [102] 

𝜌 = 𝜌𝑎 + 𝜌𝑖 + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝜌𝑠 (Eq. 1) 

Where, ρa is the bulk resistivity, ρi, ρg, ρs are resistivities from impurities, grain boundaries and 

roughness respectively [103].  

Titanium-based TFs are quite appropriate materials for electrical applications such as flexible 

electronic circuits, bio-sensors [9] and health monitoring electrodes (e.g. electrocardiogram 

(ECG), electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalogram (EEG) (Figure 2.9)) regarding 

their high conductivity [13].  

a

) 

b

) 
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Figure 2.9: Bio-potential sensors placed on human body [73] 

To study the effect of thickness on the resistivity of Ti-based TFs, Savaloni et al. [37] deposited 

TiO2 films via PVD and with varying thicknesses. It has been examined that, carrier 

concentration and the film conductivity has been improved and the resistivity has been 

decreased for increasing thicknesses regarding the densification of the film microstructure and 

decrease of voids and valleys as it was seen by AFM investigations. 

Additionally, Etiemble et al. [11] stated that electrically conductive materials (e.g. Ag, Au, Cu) 

are efficient for the films to be used for flexible electronic circuits; however, they have adhesion 

problem and high ductility. Thus, depositing these metals with titanium in an alloy form 

enhances the adhesion behaviour and the brittle character of the films. It has been observed that, 

with increasing silver content into titanium film, firstly the resistivity increased due to the 

formation of intermetallic phases (TiAg and Ti2Ag) but then with the further increase of Ag, 

the electrical response has been increased due to low resistivity of silver for the Ag-richer zones. 

Another reason for the improvement of the electrical response is the enhanced fracture character 

due to the increasing film ductility with increasing Ag content which was examined by in situ 

tensile test. Regarding the high Ag content, the generated cracks have been short and 

discontinuous as it was shown in Figure 2.6; thereby, the electrical pathway was preserved and 

the signal acquisition was not interrupted all along the film. 
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In order to investigate the effect of the microstructural architecture of the films, Lopes et al. 

[35] have deposited Ti-Ag films via glancing angle physical vapour deposition technique in 

oblique, helical and zig-zag patterned microstructures (Figure 2.10). It was seen that, increasing 

the incident angle of deposition causes an increase in the obliqueness of the deposited columns. 

Thus, a more porous film micro-structure is obtained and it was concluded with higher 

resistivity for the films deposited in oblique form. However, helical-tailored Ti-Ag TFs have a 

more compact character than oblique and zig-zag micro-structured films and they have lower 

resistivity. Nevertheless, the highest conductivity has been exhibited for the films deposited 

with zero incident angle owing to quite densified microstructure and higher concentration of 

charge carriers. Thus, it could be stated that microstructural architecture of the films has a 

critical role on film resistivity.  

 

Figure 2.10: Examples of microstructure geometries of thin films deposited with glancing 

angle deposition [35] 

The influence of deposition parameters such as flow rates of deposition gases, bias voltage, and 

substrate temperature has to be considered on electrical response of PVD Ti-based thin films. 

Arshi et al. [101] investigated the influence of Ar flow rate on the resistivity of TiN films. With 

increasing Ar flow from 5 sccm (standard cubic centimetre per minute) to 10-15 sccm the 

crystal structure of the film modified to a mixed-orientation {(1 1 1)-(2 0 0)} but with the further 

increase, a preferred orientation (1 1 1) has been obtained which causes higher resistivity 

because of the scattering of conduction electrons in vacancies of TiN film. In another research, 

Arshi et al. [36] also analysed the effect of nitrogen flow rate for TiN PVD films. It has been 

determined that from 0 to 3 sccm (standard cubic centimetres per minute) of nitrogen flow rate, 
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the resistivity varies with the phase transformation; however, for further increase up to 9 sccm, 

the resistivity of the film changes again because of the scattering of conduction electrons at 

grain boundaries. To examine the effect of bias voltage, Xi et al. [104] deposited TiN films 

with different bias from 0 to -150 V in their research. It has been asserted that for the films 

deposited with bias between 0 and -30V, the surface was smoother but when it changed to -

60V, the film roughness and resistivity increased. However, for the films deposited with -150V 

bias, the resistivity decreased with decreasing roughness. So, it could be stated that with 

increasing bias voltage the roughness of the film differs which causes a change in the electrical 

performance of the film. Another critical point for the electrical response of Ti-based TFs is the 

substrate temperature. Savaloni et al. [31] expressed that resistivity of the TiO2 film decreases 

with increasing temperature of substrate during deposition owing to the rise of diffusion of TiO2 

particles on the surface of the substrate with higher mobility. 

Annealing as post treatment process after film deposition could also vary the electrical response 

of Ti-based films. For example, Kawamura et al. [10] stated that for Ti-Ag single layer, and 

also Ti/Ag and Ti/Ag/Ti multilayer films, the resistivity has been decreased with annealing (at 

500°C) compared to as-deposited samples. The film crystallinity has been increased, the 

roughness of the film has been reduced and Ag grain size has been enlarged with heat treatment; 

therefore, the electrical response of the film has been improved. 

To sum up, Ti-based PVD thin films are the efficient materials to be used in bio-medical 

applications regarding their electrical and mechanical properties in addition to ability to change 

film nature by tuning the deposition parameters, adding alloying elements or applying various 

post-treatments. In this Ph.D., the characteristics of film-substrate system were reviewed in 

terms of the properties of film-itself, their tribological behaviours and the tuning of their 

tribological susceptibility by changing environmental conditions. However, their mechanical, 

electrical and microstructural features in addition to their adhesion character can be enhanced 

with several processes such as alloying element addition, multi-layer deposition, surface 

treatments or modification on the deposition parameters.  

2.2 Tribological Behavior 

In most of the industrial fields such as bio-medicine, nuclear power, aerospace, railways and 

the machining tools, bearings, or in systems expose to sliding motion, the wear resistance has 

a great importance since the surfaces of these materials have to be subjected to friction [68, 69]. 
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Similarly, for bio-prosthesis and bio-sensors, the wear resistance has a great importance for 

their service life [105, 106].  

2.2.1 Tribometry systems and quantitative analysis 

The friction and wear behaviours of materials can be estimated by tribometers. Tribometers can 

be classified in two main groups regarding the motion of their tip-heads which are rotational 

and reciprocating tribometers (Figure 2.11) [107, 108]. It has to be noted that, there are many 

parameters of tribometry system which have an important role to determine the wear resistance 

of TFs such as type of the contact, contact geometry, load, sliding speed, stress, surface 

conditions and testing environment [51]. Moreover, the wear performance of the TFs can be 

modified as the other film parameters by changing the film thickness [52, 53], adding alloying 

elements [54-59] into the film, and applying heat treatment [58, 60, 109]. These processes could 

provide solid lubrication [110], enhanced adhesion, changes on the crystal structure of the films 

and so the wear behaviour could be tailored [57].   

 

Figure 2.11: Tribometers due to sliding mechanisms as a) reciprocating, b) rotating 

[108] 

To analyse the wear behaviour of thin films, tribometers or scratch testing systems could be 

used. The tribometer system could be provide ball on disk or pin on disk contact with an applied 

normal load, so the Hertzian contact pressure is obtained (Figure 2.12). 
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Figure 2.12: Hertzian contact of a ball-on-disk system [111] 

 

Hertzian law is based on calculating the maximum and minimum of the contact pressure based 

of material properties in contact as well as the applied normal load. In this case it is necessary 

to calculate the contact radius (Eq. 2) Here a is the contact radius where FN is the normal load, 

R is the radius of ball in contact, and Er is the reduced Young’s modulus. 

𝑎 = (
3𝐹𝑁𝑅

4𝐸𝑟
)
1
3⁄

 (Eq. 2) 

Here the reduced Young’s modulus can be defined as a parameter which is related with the 

Young’s’ modulus of two materials in contact (E1 and E2) and their Poisson’s ratios (υ1 and υ2) 

(Eq. 3). 

𝐸𝑟 = (
1−𝜐1

2

𝐸1
+

1−𝜐2
2

𝐸2
)−1 (Eq. 3) 

Here the contact area can be defined as: 

𝐴 = 𝜋𝑎2 = 𝜋(
3𝐹𝑛𝑅

4𝐸𝑟
)
2
3⁄  (Eq. 4) 

Therefore, finally the maximum (Pmax) and the mean (Pmean) Hertzian contact pressures were 

calculated as it was shown in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
3𝐹𝑁

2𝜋𝑎2
 (Eq. 5) 

𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
2

3
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (Eq. 6) [123] 

 

Friction force (Ff) could be defined with Coulomb’s law in dry friction conditions which is 

proportional with the normal load (FN) and the friction coefficient (f) (Eq. 7).  
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𝐹𝑓 = 𝑓𝐹𝑁 (Eq. 7) [112] 

Wear volume could be calculated after a 3D interferometer analysis of the wear track. For the 

flat surfaces tested with reciprocating tribometer the wear volume could be expressed as below. 

(Eq. 8) The possible shape and 3D profile of the wear track is indicated in Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13: Shape and the profile of the wear track on a flat surface formed by 

reciprocating tribometer [113] 

 

 

𝑉𝑤 =
𝜋.𝑙2(𝑑−𝑠)2

64
.
1

𝑅
+ 𝑠𝑊𝑞,𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 (Eq. 8)  

 

 

Here, Vw is the total wear volume, l is the width of the wear track, d is the total length of the 

track and R is the radius of cross section of the wear track [113]. The wear rate (Ws) could be 

expressed as the ratio between the wear volume to applied normal load (FN) along the sliding 

distance (L) (Eq. 9) [109]. 

𝑊𝑠 =
𝑉𝑤

𝐹𝑁𝑥𝐿
 (Eq. 9) [76] 

Wear behaviour has a significant role for the final application of coatings. To examine the wear 

susceptibility of TFs, selected tribometer applies a certain normal load with a sliding motion to 

2B                  A             
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form a wear track. The normal-load range and the nature of the contact could be varied 

depending on the materials in contact.  

2.2.2. Tribology in Metal-Polymer Contact for Bio-Materials 

Tribological phenomena appears in many body parts of living species. Especially for human 

beings, it can be considered for joints, skin, eyes, teeth and heat valves [114].  

In several studies, titanium was used as commercially pure (cp)-Ti film [106] or in hard coating 

form as TiN [115, 116], or in several alloy forms such as TiAl, Ti6Al4V [117] or TiAg films 

[11]. Moreover, numerous polymeric materials were preferred as the counter-part to be coupled 

with Ti-based films. Even though, conventionally ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene is 

used, also PEEK, epoxy resin, hydrogels [114] and polyurethane have been selected as the 

polymeric counter-pars for body prosthesis [118]. Regarding the appropriate moduli, low 

weight, cost efficiency and easy preparation of polymers, they are good candidates to be 

coupled with metallic surfaces in relative motion for bio-materials. In the given particular 

examples below, polymers were used as articulating component and metal-based surfaces were 

used as femoral or tibial component for hip and knee joints to enhance the durability of the 

implants [119]. Additionally, in the case of the contact at joints, proper lubrication conditions 

should be also considered. For this purpose, the designed prosthesis was tested previously with 

water, bovine solution, saline solution [118] and simulated body fluid [115].  

Regarding all aspects mentioned above, Wang et al. [119] examined the tribological behaviour 

of TiN coating on steel substrate against high density poly ethylene (HDPE). It was seen that 

both in water and simulated body fluid, the wear track has the similar behaviour with a friction 

coefficient ~0.1. However, the wear debris of poly-ethylene can cause a chronical inflammation 

around the soft tissue of the prosthesis (Figure 2.14).  
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Figure 2.14: Forming of wear debris in a prosthesis based on friction [120] 

On the other hand, polymeric counter-part has an efficient role on bio-material applications. 

Polyurethane (PU) is one of the significant materials to be used for this purpose. For example, 

Auger et al. replaced the UHMWPE cups with PU to be used for hip joint prosthesis. PU is 

elasto-hydrodynamically equivalent material for UHMWPE in addition to its low friction 

character. Also, Unsworth et al. correlated mechanical properties of PU with its friction 

character and indicated that it is a suitable material to be used for hip joints as a soft layer [118]. 

In this PhD, for the targeted bio-sensor application, wear involves an open contact. Therefore, 

interior inflammation in human body based on wear debris was not a main concern. However, 

for the reliable measurements with continuous signal acquisition, good wear resistance and low 

friction coefficient is still needed. Therefore, proper material choice is the critical point. 

2.2.3. Tribology for Ti-based films 

Titanium and some of its alloys have high hardness and chemical stability as it was mentioned 

before; however, they do not have enhanced wear resistance with their high friction coefficients 

regarding their highly columnar microstructure [5]. Therefore, several modifications on 

deposition process, film composition or crystal structure is needed. To investigate the 

tribological behaviour of Ti-based thin films, the counter face is often selected as a hard material 
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by considering the industrial applications; however, for the bio-sensor applications, it is 

significant to consider the skin contact and to select the counter-face material accordingly. In 

this point, a polymeric contact could be effective. Below, first the variations on the tribological 

behaviours of Ti-films against a hard counter-face were reviewed in terms of several aspects 

such as alloying element addition, changes on deposition parameters, multi-layer deposition. 

Secondly, tribological behaviours of Ti-based films against polymeric contact were discussed. 

In previous studies, to investigate the tribological behaviour of Ti-based thin films against 

various counter-face materials, steel [52], alumina, SiN [121], or ruby [56] balls were used. 

Also, it was aimed to improve the tribological character of these films in several different 

methods. To enhance the wear behaviour of Ti-based coatings, Nolan et al. [56] used plasma 

nitriding technique during PVD film deposition of TiN and Ti2N coatings. It was seen that 

plasma nitriding forms a strengthened nitrogen diffusion layer below the coating which 

enhances the wear character of the film against a ruby ball. Additionally, Kaneta et al. [52], 

studied the effect of film thickness on the wear character of Ti and TiN coatings on their 

tribological response against steel ball. It was examined that increasing thickness provides 

lower wear rate for pure Ti film whereas the wear rate is quite stable with the changes on the 

thickness of TiN film. 

Alloying elements could also modify the wear and friction character of Ti-based coatings. 

Previously liquid lubrication was used to control the friction for these coatings; however, 

several elements such as noble metals could provide solid lubrication to improve the wear 

resistance of Ti-based TFs [58]. Regarding this aspect, Du et al. investigated the effect of Ag 

addition into TiN matrix and it was seen that 60% and 80% (at.) Ag addition provides higher 

wear resistance by comparison to pure TiN film [68]. Similarly, Zhou et al. [122] focused on 

appearance of wear track with silver addition for TiCN-Ag film. It was observed that adding a 

soft material such as Ag provides the formation of fcc-Ag phase which enhances the lubrication 

performance, and therefore the wear track has a smoother appearance with increasing Ag 

content even though there is an increment on applied normal load.  It was explained that with 

increasing Ag content the microstructure of the film was changed from densely-packed crystals 

to spherical small grains, which were randomly placed in amorphous matrix. Such modified 

microstructure helped to increase the wear resistance. As another solid lubrication method, 

carbon addition could be considered. For example, Nolan et al. [56] analysed the effect of C 

content on wear character of titanium carbide- amorphous nanocomposite films (TiC-a:C). It 
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was seen that for the amorphous carbon content above 60-65%, the solid lubrication occurs and 

the tribological behaviour of the film is controlled by the presence of sp2 bonds while the TiC 

nanocrystals regulate the carbon matrix and improve the wear resistance. The wear and friction 

characters of various Ti-based films with various other alloying elements were also compared 

in previous studies. Hsieh et al. [55] compared the friction coefficients and wear rates of TiN, 

TiSiN, TiCNO, TiAlN and AlTiN films against alumina ball. It was seen that TiCNO film has 

the lowest friction coefficient with the smallest wear rate, whereas Al containing films has the 

highest friction coefficient and the highest wear rate (Table 2.2). In another study, Aihua et al. 

[59] explained that the higher friction coefficient and wear rate of AlTiN film is dependent on 

the brittleness of the aluminium oxide which increases the chemical reactivity and causes 

aroused severe abrasive wear. 

Table 2.2: Comparison of friction coefficients and wear rates of different Ti-based films 

[55] 

 TiN TiSiN TiCNO TiAlN AlTiN TiCN (C rich) TiCN (N rich) 

Friction 

coefficient 

0.65 0.99 0.19 0.94 0.87 0.20 0.21 

Wear rate 

(mm3/m)x10-6 

4.34 8.01 1.12 19.70 46.62 1.93 2.58 

Heat treatment also plays an important role on the wear behaviour of Ti-based coatings. 

Adochite et al. [60] stated that at room temperature the friction behaviour of Ag:TiO2 film is 

based on film structure; however, the film starts to crystallize after 300°C and with further 

increase in temperature Ag starts to segregate through the surface which provides a reduction 

on friction coefficient and improves the wear behaviour of the film. 

It also has to be noted that, as well as the modification on the Ti-based films, changes on the 

testing environment [123], testing parameters (load, speed) [124] and the material of the 

counter-face has a crucial role on the contact behaviour [123, 124]. 

The applied normal load and the sliding speed of the counter face could also modify the friction 

behaviour and the wear scar. Kateria et al. [124] studied the effect of sliding speed and the 

normal load on the friction coefficient of pure titanium coating. It was seen that friction 

coefficient decreases with increasing sliding speed, yet while the normal load increases the 

coefficient of friction also increases with larger deformation on the pure Ti TF. Additionally, 
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when Nolan et al. [56] examined the role of the normal load which was applied as 10 N, 20 N 

and 40N on TiN film, it was observed that there is relatively lower wear rate for the tests 

performed with 10 N and 20 N but, the highest wear rate was obtained with 40 N of normal 

load application. 

Regarding the targeted final application of the titanium-based TFs, the choice of the counter-

face material is also significant because the coefficient of friction and the wear behaviour of the 

coating differs against selected counter-face materials since the contact pressure is dependent 

on the mechanical properties of both of materials in the contact. In order to examine this issue, 

Kateria et al. [124] performed tests with steel, SiN and Al2O3 balls on pure Ti film, and it was 

seen that while the lowest wear rate has been obtained against SiN ball, the highest material 

loss was occurred for the test against Al2O3 ball. 

The bio-compatibility and wear resistance of “Ti-based TF in polymeric contact” make them a 

suitable system for bio-sensors. Therefore, Ti-based TF to be used for bio-sensor applications 

which could be possibly exposed a relative motion has to be considered with the proper counter-

part [125-127]. As it was explained, for most of the bio-sensors, polymers are preferred 

regarding their flexibility and durability [105]. Also, conductive polymers are developed for a 

reliable signal acquisition [125,127,128].  Normally, the relative motion like on pulse or 

cardiograph measurements [129], or movements on joint prosthesis of knees or hips, are 

endlessly repeating during the lifetime [130, 131]. To investigate the pulse rate or the 

deformation on joints, bio-sensors can take place. For this purpose, polyurethane is an efficient 

material to be used in bio-sensor applications in addition to its use for body-prosthesis [132]. It 

can provide bio-compatibility and reduce the bacterial adhesion. Marois et al. [133] stated that, 

regarding the in vivo and in vitro tests performed with PU, this material can be used in 

cardiovascular system, middle ear, for eyes, and endoprosthesis. Here, it was either used as a 

substrate with a coating of a metallic film [80] or as a functionalised layer for corresponding 

bio-sensing purpose [134, 135].  In the previous studies PU has been used for various sensing 

purposes as the component of many different bio-sensor mechanisms (Table 2.3) [136]. 
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Table 2.3: PU use in different biosensor applications [136]

 

In this PhD, polyurethane was selected as the counter-part material for Ti-Ag PVD films 

regarding its efficient role both for bio-prosthesis and bio-sensors. It was aimed to achieve soft 

contact with a reduced friction coefficient to provide more realistic contact conditions for the 

bio-sensor applications. Even though, in the previous studies, the durability of bio-sensors 

against relative motion was not investigated, polyurethane is a good candidate to be used as the 

counter part for examining the tribological behaviours of the Ti-based films to be used for 

biosensors. 

To conclude, the tribological behaviours of Ti-based thin films were investigated and several 

techniques to improve their friction and wear characters were discussed. The alloying elements, 

their concentration in the film, change on bias voltage, current or temperature during deposition, 

and modification on surface roughness are possible processes to enhance the wear resistance of 

Ti-based PVD thin films. For the bio-sensor applications, it is necessary to provide continuous 

electrical signal acquisition to achieve the reliability of the measurements. Therefore, to deeply 

investigate the tribological behaviour of Ti-based TFs and to be assured for the continuous 
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electrical conductivity from the beginning of the contact, it is firstly focused on the early stage 

of the contact (run-in period) and the wear mechanism based on friction. Here, Ti-based films 

against polymeric contact were analysed. As the polymeric counter-face, poly-urethane (PU) 

was investigated regarding it bio-compatibility and flexibility. 

2.2.4. In situ Small Scale Analysis at Early Stage of Contact 

Regarding the developments on small scale engineering devices such as MEMS, NEMS, 

biosensors; the size of the contact [137] and the applied force to estimate the friction behaviour 

of surfaces have a great importance [138]. The real contact area between two surfaces is in 

microscopic or nanoscopic range and so it is not possible to characterise the tribological 

behaviour of these surfaces in larger scale [137]. As another reason to perform small scale 

tribological characterization is to increase the resolution and to be able to better understand the 

sliding contact conditions [139]. Since the scale has a significant role on tribological 

phenomena various microscopy and spectroscopy techniques have been used [140]. To examine 

the sliding contact in a better way is not easy since the interface is buried [139]. Nano-indenters 

couples with AFM is a well-known technique for small scale tribological analysis [151, 52]. 

Other microscopy techniques to perform micro or sub-micro scale investigations are also have 

a significant role on tribological investigation in small scale. For example, Achanta et al. [153] 

performed microscale investigation with lateral force microscopy to evaluate the very sensitive 

surface interactions with ultra-low force and in small length scale. Heinrichs et al. [154] used 

SEM, TEM, EDS and EEES (electron energy loss spectroscopy) for the post mortem analysis 

of the wear tracks after the tests performed on TiO2 films against a polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) ball.  

Additionally, tribologists willed to investigate the contact interface during sliding to understand 

the wear mechanism, formation of third bodies, material transfer and evolution of the 

microstructures. Thus, in situ characterization is needed. In the previous studies, in situ 

characterization to examine the material flow was performed in various scales [155-158]. There 

are several set-ups designed to perform the tribological tests especially in SEM. In SEM 

chamber, it is possible to achieve sub-micrometric investigations with high resolution in real 

time [155]. Michler et al. [155], Heinrichs et al. [156] and Gee et al. [158] designed various 

micro-scratchers with a pin sliding tip to perform in situ analysis in SEM. 
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Another significant point for the tribological analysis is examining the material behaviour 

against sliding during running-in period. Even though the tribological behaviour of materials 

was well-documented in the previous studies [159-162] crucial changes on surface roughness, 

grain size or the texture of the surface can be formed during running-in state [163, 164]. This 

stage takes place at the early times of the contact and the testing conditions during the running 

in period can affect the steady state times of sliding because during the running-in state large 

amount of plastic deformation can occur with the high wear rate [165] 

By performing in situ tribological tests, mixing of the materials, chemical changes and role of 

the surrounding environment could be identified progressively. Thereby, the wear mechanism 

can be modelled and so the service life of the final products could be predicted for the 

corresponding applications [141]. Additionally, even though there are some studies to explain 

the damaging mechanism during running in period, usually [142], it is not considered. However, 

it could be efficiently investigated with in situ analysis for the early stages of the contact. In the 

future, in situ characterisation for tribology could even provide to perform simulations in atomic 

scale [139].  

2.3. Effect of Environment in Tribology 

It is known that many factors can modify the wear and friction behaviour of thin films 

significantly, such as roughness [41], crystal orientation, chemical composition and mechanical 

properties. However, as well as the properties of film itself, the operating environment also has 

a crucial role on the tribological response of thin films [42]. Also, it has to be noted that the 

operating conditions can control the friction and wear mechanisms [143]. Therefore, the effect 

of environment has to be considered while investigating their tribological behaviour because 

tribo-chemical reactions may occur at the interface between the surface and the sliding counter-

face [41]. Also, physisorption of the environmental species could have a role on the 

modification of the friction and wear character of the TFs [42].  

Previously, the effect of environment has been investigating for several types of thin films 

[41,42]. Depending on the materials in contact, the role of environment takes place on 

tribological behaviour of surfaces. For example, solid film lubricants are usually used to reduce 

the friction coefficient at contact. While the tribological behaviours of graphene and graphite 

films enhance with increasing humidity, the situation is contrary for diamond like carbon (DLC) 

films [144].  DLC films are the most well-known films which has tuning character on its 
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tribological response with changing environmental conditions based on the fact that carbon has 

many stable forms due to its ability to hybridise in various states regarding the various humidity 

levels [42]. DLC films have a self-lubrication character in dry air atmosphere against friction; 

however, with a slight increase in humidity the friction coefficient increases. Previously 

Gilmore et al. [145] studied the effect of Ti doping in DLC film on its tribological behaviour 

under as 5%, 65% and 85% relative humidity. It was seen that titanium tends to reduce the 

friction coefficient for all the relative humidity; nevertheless, the effect of titanium is quite the 

same even though the humidity increases. Another example for the films which have tuning on 

their tribological character based on the environmental conditions is MoS2 which has a similar 

behaviour as DLC films. While it is self-lubricating in high vacuum, the friction coefficient 

increases with the existence of humidity in the atmosphere [144].  

Tribological susceptibility of titanium based films is also sensitive to the environmental 

conditions [43-50]. It could be stated that, today one of the greatest challenges for the wear 

performance of Ti- based coatings is working environment [58]. Since titanium is quite tend to 

oxidise, a passive oxide layer forms on the surface of the film in humid environments which 

could also provide a solid lubrication and reduce the friction.  

In this point, Manu et al. [144] investigated the tribological behaviour of commercially pure Ti 

with increasing humidity. It was seen that from 0 to 10% relative humidity the friction 

coefficient was slightly decreased. This characteristic was explained as the effect of 

dehumidification. The surface energy of the titanium surface was decreased regarding the small 

amount of adsorption of water molecules which helped to reduce the friction. However, with 

the further increase on humidity (up to 55%) the friction coefficient started to increase. This 

behaviour was correlated with the increasing thickness of the water adsorption layer which 

caused an increase in shear stress and stick-slip motion. Also, the surface energy was increased 

based on the formation of hydrogen bonds between OH and H molecules. However, 

surprisingly the friction coefficient decreased for the very higher relative humidity than 55%. 

This issue was based on the confinement of the excessive water molecules at the contact 

interface which restrict the interaction between two surfaces in contact (Figure 2.15). 
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Figure 2.15: Tribological behaviour of cp-Ti with increasing relative humidity [144] 

Additionally, the tribological behaviour of TiN films can be tuned with the changes on relative 

humidity. For example, in the study performed by Yoon et al. it was seen that the friction 

coefficient of TiN film was decreased with increasing relative humidity from 2% to 25% [146]. 

Also, Barril et al. [110] compared the wear rate of TiN film in aqueous solution and under dry 

contact in atmospheric conditions and it was seen that, passive oxide film forms on the surface 

of the coating (Eq. 10). Additionally, in aqueous solution, the wear behaviour of the Ti-based 

TF is also dependent on the aggressiveness of the liquid which makes necessary to consider the 

corrosion behaviour of the coating. On the other side, under dry contact, the tribological 

response of the film is controlled by the level of the relative humidity of the testing environment. 

Therefore, it was indicated that the frictional properties are dependent on the hydration of oxide 

layer which was formed on the film surface. In another study, Zhang et al. [123] observed that 

while the wear behaviour of Ti-based films tested in nitrogen environment, existence of N2 in 

the testing environment, inhibits the formation of the oxide layer. Additionally, when the 

friction behaviour of titanium-zirconium-molybdenum coating was examined in salted and 

distilled water, it was seen that the coefficients of friction in both environmental conditions 

were low in the beginning. However, it started to increase gradually for the salty water 

environment regarding the aggressiveness of liquid which causes corrosion. 

-𝑇𝑖𝑁 + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑇𝑖𝑂2 +
1

2
𝑁2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− (Eq. 10) [110] 
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Also, Whang et al. [147] investigated the effect of silver on tribological behaviour of WS2 films 

with increasing humidity. Here, Ag is selected because it provides lower shear stress as a soft 

ductile material. It was aimed to improve the wear character of the films and it was seen that 

Ag addition help to reduce the friction coefficient under vacuum conditions. However, in humid 

conditions, the effect of Ag was negative on tribological behaviour of the films (Figure 2.16). 

It was seen that Ag has a sensitivity to environment in terms of its tribological behaviour. 

Therefore, in this PhD it was aimed to analyse the role of Ag on tribological behaviour of Ti-

Ag films in various humidity levels to deeply understand its sensitivity. 

 

Figure 2.16: Effect of Ag in vacuum and humid environment on friction coefficient 

[147]  

As well as the metallic film, the counter-part should also be considered. Therefore, the changes 

of the tribological behaviour also for the polymers based on the environmental conditions has 

to be considered. Because, environment (e.g. humidity) has a strong role on the modification of 

fretting life for most of the polymers. It is also important to consider that, the polymers to be 

used in bio-applications are subjected to humidity and natural lubricants such as synovial fluid 

at joints. Previously, Briscoe et al. [148] examined the friction behaviour of HDPE, PEEK and 

PA in different humidity levels. It was seen that for all these three types of polymers, the water 

adsorption is limited with their amorphous regions. However, when they adsorb water, their 

mechanical properties decrease and slight surface plasticization occur which helps to reduce the 

shear stress as well as the friction coefficient. This phenomenon is named as Rubenstein effect. 
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However, with the further increase of the adsorbed water molecules, based on softening of the 

polymer surface, both the contact area and the friction coefficient increase [149]. Even though 

there are some studies about the effect of humidity on the friction behaviour of several 

polymers, PU was not deeply examined. Only Khun et al. [150] stated that hydrogen bonding 

in PU regarding the adsorption of water molecules significantly modifies the morphology and 

physical properties of the material. However, in their study, the role of acidity and immersion 

time of PU into acid were investigated in terms of tribological aspect. Thereby, it is crucial to 

consider that changing relative humidity could also modify the friction and wear behaviour of 

PU counter-part.  

To sum up, the tribological behaviour of the materials can be affected by the testing 

environment. Here; humidity, temperature, aggressivity of the environment could take place to 

modify the tribological behaviour of surfaces. In this chapter it was aimed to review the role of 

humidity on the Ti-based thin films’ wear and friction characters. It was seen from the previous 

studies, titanium tends to oxide and form an oxide layer on the surface of the film. Depending 

on the level of humidity, the absorbed water molecules and formation of oxide layer can cause 

the tuning of the tribological character of the film. Moreover, for TiN film, this oxide layer 

helped to reduce the friction coefficient by behaving as solid lubricant. Even though there are 

some studies focused on the role of environment on tribological behaviour of pure Ti [144], 

some Ti-alloys [143] and even hard Ti based films (e.g. TiN) [146], there is no research was 

done about Ti-Ag films behaviour about this issue. Therefore, in this study, the role of 

environment based on the relative humidity level was examined on friction and wear behaviour 

specifically for Ti-Ag films. Since in the literature, it was indicated that, while Ag provides 

enhanced sliding behaviour in vacuum conditions, it causes a reduction on wear resistance of 

the films in humid environment. Therefore, in this manuscript, it was aimed to examine the 

modifications of tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films detailly regarding the changing Ag 

content and increasing humidity.  
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The substrates and the films deposited on them were introduced. Then, the analysis 

techniques were indicated to evaluate the corresponding film properties. In this point, 

microscopy and spectroscopy methods and tools were explained in addition to the 

methodologies for the analysis of electrical and mechanical properties. After that, the 

designed micro-tribometer and the methodology to perform the tribological test as well as 

to analyse the recorded results were stated in this chapter.   
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The objective of this chapter is to describe the different materials that were investigated and the 

specific methods used for their study. Thin films, substrates, and the counter faces were defined, 

starting from the deposition process. After that, all the characterization methods for both in situ 

and post mortem analysis were used to determine the corresponding properties. Specifically, 

the thin films deposition process (magnetron sputtering), Microscopy (Scanning electron 

microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, light microscopy) and other spectroscopy 

techniques (Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) are 

presented, in addition with X-Ray diffraction (XRD) and non-contact topographical 

interferometry. Moreover, the in situ small scale method which based on a reciprocating ball 

on disk system to be used for tribological analysis is presented in detail in this chapter. 

3.1. Materials  

3.1.1. Substrates 

Films were deposited on different types of substrates, in relation with their targeted 

characterization. All the substrates (fused silica, glass and single crystal (100) silicon, NaCl, 

PET, steel) were prepared firstly by cleaning. Cleaning process was done either by an optical 

tissue and/or degreasing and rinsing with acetone and ethanol respectively. Even though this 

pre-cleaning step was varied based on the substrates, all the surfaces for each type of substrate 

were activated with Ar plasma. The “Zepto” plasma system was used (by Diener Electronic) 

which was equipped with a 40 kHz/100W generator with a 2.6 liters chamber volume. The 

power used was 90W under 80 Pa pressure. While fused silica and silicon substrates were 

designed for micro-mechanical deformation test (e.g. nanoindentation), silicon substrates were 

also used for the cross-section and density analysis of the films. Also fused silica substrates 

were specifically designed for high temperature analysis since they are heat resistant. Moreover, 

thanks to the solubility of NaCl in water, these were designed to extract the film over them 

easily to transfer onto TEM grids. Furthermore, while glass substrates were used for electrical 

measurements thanks to their insulative character, PET and steel substrates were prepared in 

specific dimensions to be used for tribological test. Here the surface state of steel substrates 

was considered to achieve high adhesion. Also, PET substrates were prepared to be used for 
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tribo-testing since PET is a commonly used material for biosensors. The characteristics of 

substrates used during analysis were indicated in detail below: 

• Amorphous Insulating substrates 

Rounded-shape fused silica specimens in 1 cm diameter were bought from Neyco company. 

They are transparent and resistant to high temperature. They were aimed to be used for XRD 

and XPS analyses. Other glass substrates are actually the materials which can be used as lames 

for analysis in optical microscope from labbox LBG company.They were prepared in different 

shapes and sizes were also used as substrates of Ti-Ag films to be tested for their electrical 

resistivity. 

• Crystalline substrates 

Silicon wafers are very commonly used substrates for the characterization of films prepared by 

Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) processes. In the current work, they were used for 

microstructural characterization of top surface and cross-section of these films. These substrates 

were prepared also in various sizes and shapes as they were cut from a bigger wafer disc with 

a diamond tip pen. 

Observation of films by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) requires very thin self-

standing films. The easiest way to obtain such specimen is to deposit film directly on a NaCl 

single-crystal, which is then dissolved in deionized water, and transferred onto a TEM grid. The 

1*1*10 cm3 sodium chloride block samples are provided by Oxford Instruments SAS and they 

need to be cleaved before deposition. 

• Substrates for the tribological study 

Two types of substrate were used to represent the two families of contact considered: a hard 

contact, involving a steel-ceramic coated mild steel (12*50*2 mm3) system on the one hand, 

and a soft contact with a soft ball rubbing onto a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (12*50*2 

mm3) flat covered by a soft metallic film. For a homogeneity purpose and prior to deposition, 

mild steel (36CrNiMo16) was first mirror-polished, then cleaned with acetone and ethanol in 

ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes. For the polishing process, an automatic procedure was adopted 

on a Struers RotoPol-11 machine where the grinding paper or polishing tissues were placed 

while the samples to be polished were fixed on the Struers RotoForce-1 upper part. Polishing 
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process was started first with an abrasive grinding paper with 15 N of normal load and 300 rpm 

rotation speed for 8 minutes. For this step, de-ionized water was used for lubrication. Then finer 

polishing tissues were used (15 N load, 150 rpm, 4 minutes for each) with a 3 µm diamond 

particle solution and aerosol solution as lubricant.  

For PET, initial surface state was good, and was only cleaned with heptane in ultrasonic bath 

(10 minutes). 

• The counter-face 

Two types of balls were used in the PhD, to mimic either a hard, or soft contact. Their diameter 

is 10 mm. However, upper part of the balls remains above of the sliding arm and this was 

causing a limitation to decrease working distance inside SEM chamber. Thus, they were cut by 

electro-erosion process or with a blade for polymeric balls to obtain a better resolution.  

Steel balls (100Cr6) were produced by CIMAP company. Their hardness value is 210 GPa. 

And the roughness (Ra) is 0.02 µm. Before each test, balls were cleaned in ultrasonic bath with 

acetone and ethanol (10 minutes).  

Polyurethane balls were used to mimic the friction occurring for soft stresses, since it is a proper 

material to be used for a biosensor in contact with the skin [1]. These balls were produced by 

Marteau & Lemaire company, and their Young’s modulus is 360 MPa. Balls were cleaned in 

ultrasonic bath with heptane for 10 minutes before tests. 

3.1.2. Thin Films 

In order to investigate the reliability of our tribometer, different types of representative surfaces 

were tested. In this sense, several films, hard (ceramic-based) and soft (metallic-based), were 

deposited by PVD process. 

3.1.2.1 TiN films 

TiN films (2.3 µm thickness) were deposited onto mild steel substrates by cathodic arc (a 

Physical Vapor Deposition technique) by Ionbond company. These films were used for the 

preliminary tests to examine their tribological behavior in various environmental conditions, 

and to determine the protocol of coupling the tribometer with SEM. The characterization of the 

films has already been done by Mendibe et al. [2].  
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3.1.2.2 Ti-Ag films 

Metallic Ti reference and Ti-Ag films with various Ag contents were deposited on different 

substrates via magnetron sputtering physical vapor deposition process. Their thickness was 

about 1 µm, except for the films deposited on NaCl substrates, for which the thickness was 

about 100 nanometers, in order to be suitable to perform TEM characterization. Anyway, their 

morphology, crystalline structure and overall response was the same as for the thicker ones. 

Two series of films were prepared in the University of Minho (Portugal). For the first series, 

the films were deposited directly of the substrates, while for the second one, a 100 nm-thick 

interlayer of the same composition of the film itself was added before the deposition of the main 

layer.  

The Ti-Ag films were deposited by the magnetron sputtering (another Physical Vapor 

Deposition technique). Such a process is well-adapted for all types of thin films: metals, 

semiconductors and insulators. It provides an easy control of the deposition parameters, even 

for large surface areas, in addition to a good adhesion to most of the substrates normally used 

to coat. It can also provide the deposition of films with relatively high deposition rates, and alsp 

for low temperature with reduced surface defects.  

The principle of magnetron sputtering PVD process is based on placing a closed magnetic field 

as parallel to the target to be deposited. With such a magnetic field, Ar+ plasma is confined on 

the target surface, enhancing the ballistic effect of ions. With increasing ion density and energy, 

high sputtering rates are achieved from the target to substrates [3]. 

In this study, we used the deposition system from the Universidade do Minho - Physics 

department. The device is a custom-made chamber and the substrates were coated via DC 

magnetron sputtering inside this chamber. 

The system is operated with a pumping system to provide high vacuum and thus allowing to 

deposit low-contaminated coatings. The reactor (a cylindrical stainless-steel chamber with a 

capacity of 60 dm3, shown in Figure 3.1) is pumped by a turbomolecular pump, Adixen/Alcatel, 

model ATP 400 (pumping speed of 400 L/s), backed by a primary rotary pump AEG, model 

AMME 80ZCA4, in order to reach a base pressure before deposition, below 2.0 x10-4 Pa. The 

operation pressure is measured by a Pfeiffer Vacuum pressure gauge, model Compact Full 

Range TM Gauge. 
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Figure 3.1: Custom-made deposition system used in the preparation of the Ti-Ag thin 

films. 

The base pressure for the chamber has to be 10-6 mbar to deposit the films by avoiding any 

contamination. The chamber reaches this vacuum level in about 5-6 hours. The target is placed 

7 cm away and parallel to the rotating substrate holder. The substrate holder has a hexagonal 

shape, composed of 6 rectangles to achieve a homogenous sputtering. Each rectangular face has 

a 100 cm2 useful area, so the total deposition area is 600 cm2. The rotation speed of the substrate 

holder can be modified according to the aimed thickness of the film and the deposition 

efficiency of the target. Reactive gases (oxygen, nitrogen, etc.) can be inserted inside the 

chamber if oxide- or nitride-based films are aimed to be deposited. Otherwise, only argon 

(working gas) is inserted to the chamber in order to sputter the target. Prior to the depositions, 

it is needed to clean the target to avoid any substrates surface contaminations and to create some 

micro-defects that will promote the enhancement of coating adhesion to the different substrates. 

For the target cleaning, a short pre-sputtering is done until the monitored voltage of the system 

becomes stable. Then, the substrate holder is placed inside the chamber, fixed, and the 

deposition starts. 

In addition to the mechanical and chemical polishing, an ultimate plasma cleaning of substrates 

was applied in the PVD reactor after initial pumping. This cleaning process was performed 
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during 5 minutes with oxygen, 5 minutes with Ar (both at 0.8-1 mbar and 1.5 A current). The 

film thickness was targeted as 1 µm, and by considering the deposition rates, the deposition 

times for each composition were calculated (Table 3.1). First the prepared target and then the 

substrates were placed on the hexagonal substrate-holder, using double-sided kapton adhesive 

tape, fixed inside the PVD chamber (Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.2: Detail of the vacuum chamber interior. Ag pellets were symmetrically 

distributed in the preferential erosion zone (racetrack) of the Ti target [4]. 

The Ti target was modified with different amounts of cylindrical Ag pellets (individual areas 

of about 16 mm2).  symmetrically distributed along its preferential erosion zone (glued with 

conductive silver paint), in order to change the amount of Ag in the coatings (Figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.3: Targets with Ag pellets for deposition of different Ti-Ag film compositions: 

a) ~10-15%Ag expected, b) ~20-25%Ag expected, c) ~70-75%Ag expected 
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It is then expected that the resulting silver content in the film should reflect the Ti/Ag area ratio 

[5]. It was aimed to obtain four different film compositions, a pure titanium sample and three 

Ti-Ag film compositions, with various Ag contents (from low to high). Thus, it was decided to 

deposit the films first with pure Ti-target, and then by inserting 4, 32 and 120 Ag pellets on Ti-

target by using a silver paint.  

Table 3.1: Deposition process parameters for Ti-Ag films 

Number of Ag pellets on 

Ti target 

Deposition time 

(min) 

Working pressure 

(mbar) 

Working 

Potential (V) 

0 85 3.9*10-3 381 

4 75 3.6*10-3 352 

32 55 3.7*10-3 411 

120 30 3.3*10-3 426 

 

Since some delamination problems occurred for the films deposited in a first series, the 

deposition of a 100nm-thick interlayer before depositing the 1 µm film was decided to enhance 

the adhesion strength of the coatings. For this second series, the chamber was pumped and 

plasma etching was performed. After the interlayer deposition, a second plasma treatment was 

performed to enhance the adhesion of the film (Figure 3.4). 

 

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of deposition process with interlayer involving two 

plasma etching steps 
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The first series of films without interlayer was deposited with an Ar flow rate of 25 sccm 

(standard cubic centimeter per minute), corresponding to working pressure of about 3.10-3 

mbar. A 1.5 A current was applied trough the DC power supply to the target and a rotation 

speed of 5 rpm (rotation per minute) of the substrate holder.  

For the deposition of second series (with interlayer and double plasma etching), the parameters 

were kept the same as those used for the deposition of the first series. However, the ~100 nm 

interlayer was deposited before the deposition of ~1 µm film itself, for each composition. It was 

decided to deposit the interlayer with the same composition and parameters of the 

corresponding film itself. 

 3.2. Characterization methods 

3.2.1. Microstructural Characterization 

In order to correlate the tribological behaviour of coated flats with their microstructure and 

chemical nature, a multiscale approach of characterisation was required. 

3.2.1.1. Light microscopy 

We used a numerical light Keyence digital multi-scan microscope from LaMCoS laboratory, 

team TMI. It could provide a large-scale analysis in ambient air conditions. With the lens of 

this optical microscope, the analysis could be performed from x100 to x1000 magnifications. 

Thanks to its allowed large distance between the optical lens and the sample, the micro-

tribometer could be put in this microscope stage. Therefore, the Keyence microscope was used 

for the preliminary surface analysis of samples, in addition to the in situ the analysis of the wear 

tracks on the samples and post mortem investigation of the ball tracks.  

3.2.1.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy  

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides the analysis and characterization of variety 

of materials from nanometer to micrometer scale by obtaining 3D-like images in small scale 

(secondary electron signal). In SEM, the region to be analyzed is irradiated with an electron 

beam which is accurately focused on this specific area. Types of the signals obtained from this 

interaction can be secondary and/or back-scattered electrons, characteristic photons and some 

other photons based on different energies (e.g. Auger). Back-scattered electrons are the beam 

electrons which escape from the sample as the consequence of multiple elastic scattering, and 
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give a chemical information. Secondary electrons can be defined as the electrons of the sample 

which have a low kinetic energy based on inelastic collisions with the electrons of the beam. 

These signals could provide the characterization of surface topography, and morphology. SEM 

usually has two main components which are the electron column and the control unit. Electron 

column has an electron gun with at least two lenses which are effective on the direction of the 

electrons going down. Generally, below the gun, the pumps are placed to obtain the vacuum in 

desired levels. Electrons source of the two used microscopes was field emission gun (FEG), 

leading to high quality signals and good resolution. 

Collection of electrons by specific detectors gives key-information about the irradiated sample. 

Everhart-Thornley detector (ETD): Developed by Everhart and Thornley in 1960. It is the most 

commonly used SEM detector to collect secondary electrons (SE), and backscattered electrons 

(BSE) in a lesser extent. By considering the schema below (Figure 3.5), when the energized 

electrons hit to the scintillator, the light is emitted and transferred to the photo-multiplier (PM) 

with total internal reflection inside the light guide (LG). The light-formed signal passes through 

a quartz glass window and then through the first electrode of PM to be converted back to 

electrons. These electrons are accelerated to the following electrode in PM and continuously 

increasing cascade of electrons are produced until they reach the collector for imaging [6]. 

 

Figure 3.5: Schema of ETD detector [6] 

Backscattered electron detector: Backscattered electrons are obtained by elastic scattering. 

Electrons moves in the primary electron beam and approaches to the nuclei of the atoms of the 

sample to be analyzed. Regarding the size of the nuclei, the number of backscattered electrons 

varies and this variation provides the color contrast in the image [7]. It provides to detect the 

backscattered electrons in high vacuum and low vacuum testing conditions [8]. 
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Our analyses concerned an examination of surfaces either in "conventional" conditions, i.e. in 

high vacuum mode, or under a low controlled pressure of a gas. 

• Vacuum characterization by SEM ZEISS Supra Gemini 55 VP 

SEM Supra is a FEG scanning electron microscope, which we have used under vacuum. Its 

Gemini column is well adapted to low conductive, even insulating, materials, and give effective 

images at low accelerating voltages. It could be operated in secondary electron, back-scattering 

and in-lens modes and it can be used in the accelerated voltage range between 0.1 kV to 30 kV. 

Measurements can also be performed under various chamber pressures (2-133 Pa). Official 

resolution of the microscope is 1 nm at 15 keV and 4 nm at 0.1 keV. The magnification could 

be modified from x12 to x900000 and the chamber diameter is 270 mm [9] (Figure 3.6a). 

 

Figure 3.6: a) SEM Supra Gemini 55 VP, b) SEM Quattro by Thermo Fisher scientific 

This microscope has been used for the top surface and cross section analysis of all films, in 

addition to the post-mortem wear track EDS analysis of both the coated flats and the. To 

investigate the cross-sections of samples, they were placed on a special stub for cross-section 

analysis with a carbon tape after ionic cross section polishing. Similarly, samples for the top 

surface analysis (for film morphology, wear track and the chemical analysis) were spaced on a 

standard circular stub with a carbon tape. In order to reduce the charging effect, to analyze the 

wear track of the poly-urethane balls in SEM Supra, they were covered with aluminum tape 

from the surroundings and coated with 2.8 nm of carbon layer. 
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Cross section analysis of thin films is always particularly difficult, owing to adhesion problems, 

brittleness/softness of the film in comparison to the substrate. In this sense, conventional 

mechanical preparations are most often inefficient. Therefore, we used a non-contact technic of 

preparation involving an ion polisher Ilion II+ from GATAN. This apparatus provides slightly 

focalized ions of argon with the two guns inside which send Ar+ ions onto zone of the sample 

to be polished (Figure 3.7). It is possible to prepare any kind of materials, their top surfaces 

(e.g. prior to EBSD characterization) and cross sections. It also has a cryogenic plate, thereby 

for sensitive samples, the system could provide the cooling down process during polishing. 

Rotation speed, voltage, angles of the guns, pressure, time for polishing and temperature can be 

adjusted.  

 

Figure 3.7: Ilion ionic polisher and two argon guns inside the chamber [10] 

For the cross-section polishing, titanium masks are used. The sample has to be fixed on the 

mask with silver paint and the polishing depth is about 500 to 1800 µm depending on the sample 

[10] (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8: Sample cross section after ionic polishing 

In our case, films were deposited onto Si wafer. Samples were cut with a diamond tip and then 

placed on titanium mask with silver paint. The polishing process was taken 4 hours as 3 hours 

in 5 keV and 1 hour in 3 keV at 3 rpm with 90° wedge at room temperature.  

• Environmental characterization by eSEM Thermofisher Quattro 

A dedicated electronic column with several compartments allowing different vacuum levels 

was built, thirty years ago, by the Philips company (now Thermofisher Scientific) (Figure 3.6b) 

[11]. It allows to work at different atmospheres up to 4700 Pa pressures. Detection is then done 

through specific detectors. 

Low Vacuum Detector (LVD): Low vacuum detector placed in the SEM Quattro by 

Thermofisher Scientific, collects the signals from SE and BSE up to 200 Pa when the 

microscope is being operated in low vacuum mode (Figure 3.9a). For higher pressure levels, 

i.e. in environment mode, a dedicated detector, GSED, is required. 

Gaseous Secondary Electron Detector (GSED): In hydrated or auxiliary conditions, this 

detector could gather only SE signals for the pressure up to 4700 Pa (Figure 3.9b).  
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Figure 3.9: a) low vacuum, b) gaseous secondary electron detectors 

In this work, SEM-Quattro of CLyM1 was used for morphological characterization of 

films and wear debris during in situ tribological tests. It is a high-resolution scanning electron 

microscope which is operable in environmental mode (ESEM) in addition to high and low 

vacuum modes. The resolution of microscope is 1 nm at high vacuum (10-4 Pa), and 1.3 nm at 

low vacuum and ESEM modes at 30 keV and 3 nm for 1keV at each mode for secondary 

electrons. Everhart-Thornley detector (ETD) were used for high vacuum tests. Additionally, 

low vacuum secondary electron detector (LVD) can be used in low vacuum mode. While 

operating the SEM in low vacuum, the chamber pressure could be increased up to 2600 Pa for 

H2O and 4000 Pa for N2 insertion. Finally, gaseous secondary electron detector (GSED) is 

needed for the analysis while operating the microscope in ESEM mode. There is a five-axis 

motorized stage in 110x110 mm2 and it provides 105° tilting. The sample weight to be tested 

could be up to 5 kg without tilting. The standard sample holder inside could provide fitting 18 

samples with usual circular (Ø 12mm) stubs and the chamber width is 340 mm (Figure 7b). The 

microscope could provide in situ dynamic analysis during the experiments with the ability to 

modify the chamber pressure, gas nature or temperature [8]. 

The main purpose of eSEM Quattro was its coupling with the micro-tribometer to perform high 

resolution small scale in situ tribological analysis of the samples as a function of the controlled 

environment. Several specific media were tested: vacuum, 25% relative humidity (RH), 50% 

relative RH, 100% RH. To achieve these relative humidity levels, water vapor pressure and 

temperature were set as indicated in table 3.2. 

 

                                                      
1 Clym: Consortium Lyon-Saint Etienne de Microscopie (FED 4092), www.clym.fr 
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Table 3.2: Environmental conditions for tribo-tests in SEM 

Environmental condition Pressure of chamber (Pa) Temperature (°C) 

High vacuum 10-3 22 

25% RH 200 4 

50% RH 400.0 4 

100% RH 813.3 4 

• Focused Ion Beam (FIB)  

Ion beams can provide focusing in very small diameters. Thus, with FIB, a piece of material, 

film or an implant can be removed in a very fine pattern without using any mask or resist as an 

advantage over lithography. Even though, it is quite a slow process, it helps to prepare thin 

samples in some nanometers to be analyzed in TEM. FIB system is based on several processes 

with three main components: ion source, column of ions and the sample displacement plate 

(Figure 3.10). The source emits ions from a single point and it can be either liquid metal or 

gaseous field source. However, liquid metal field sources are quite common usually the metal 

is tungsten. Today, several alloys are being used as the liquid source as well as gallium (Ga). 

The source is maintained with a sharp needed and the liquid metal gets it wet and flow down 

while there is a concentric round electrode creating an electric field. The sharper needle tip can 

provide a stronger electric field and liquid metal can be pulled down with following of 

emissions of the ions. Then, ion optics column provides the focusing and alignment of the ions 

to transfer through the sample surface to be exposed to cut with the excitement of electrons in 

the solid by the ions [12]. 

In this study, FIB system was used as coupled with SEM as in two columns. While one column 

is for Gemini 1 FEG SEM NVision 40, Carl Zeiss GmbH microscope, the other one is for SIINT 

zeta FIB from Seiko Instruments. Ga+ are used for the liquid source in this FIB system. The 

resolution of FIB is 4 nm at 30 keV and for 0.1 pA. The current range is between 1-45 pA at 3 

keV and the accelerating voltage range is 1-30 kEV. Coupling the FIB column with SEM 

provided to examine the cut and sealing of the materials during the process. InLens detector is 

used for high resolution analysis. Also, when the SESI secondary electron detector provides to 

investigate the samples (lamellas) when they are thin enough. 
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Figure 3.10: Focused ion beam schematics with components [12] 

3.2.1.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is one of the most efficient instruments for imaging 

materials at the nanometer-scale, and even beyond. It results from the focusing of the electron 

beam onto the specific zone of the specimen, which provides the appearing as the transmitted 

enlarged version of the sample on a fluorescent screen or camera. As many physical techniques, 

it is based on interaction between the energized electrons and the atoms of the specimen. Here, 

this high energy for the electrons is in the hundred keV range in the field of material science 

[13]. TEM can provide a sub-nanometer resolution for a very small-scale measurement. For 

this microscopy technique, samples have to be very thin to be electron-transparent. In our case, 

films are isolated from their NaCl substrate by water dissolution, their put on a grid. Grids is 

placed inside the column of the microscope and with the help of the digital cameras, imaging 

can be done with focusing, astigmatism correction and all the other settings [15]. Since it is a 

very high-resolution microscope, it could be used for analyzing the structure, chemistry, and 

morphology. Finally, the energy resolution could reach 0.01 eV which provides to perform 

imaging for variety of elements efficiently [16]. 
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In this study, we have used a 200 kV FEG Jeol 2010F TEM of Clym, characterized by a 

resolution less than 1 Å (Figure 3.11).  

 

Figure 3.11: Transmission electron Microscope 

3.2.2. Chemical characterization 

To know the chemical nature of specimens is of prime importance. Its characterization may 

result from a direct chemical or indirect crystallographic analysis. 

3.2.2.1 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometry 

Atoms irradiated by a highly energetic electron beam emit X-photons characteristic of the atom 

[17]. Using Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS), we can select and count these 

photons (for Z higher than 5) leading to the composition of the specimen (film, substrate, 

debris…). 

In this work, Oxford Ultim Max 100 instrument was used as spectrometer. Its 

detection/recording speed is 1500000 counts per second (cps). However, for the accuracy of 

composition calculations it is more convenient to select the speed up to 400000 cps. X-ray lines 

could be identified down to 72 eV and it may provide live chemical imaging with large sensor 

size (up to 170 mm2) [18]. Acquisition and interpretation of spectra is allowed by the Aztec 

software. 
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The purpose of using the EDS detector was to estimate the film composition for Ti-Ag films in 

terms of the atomic concentrations of the elements. Additionally, EDS analysis was performed 

for TiN films and ball counter faces during and after the tribo-tests.  

While analyzing the wear tracks of the polymeric balls in SEM, the imagery was affected by 

charging effects related to the insulating nature of PU. Such undesirable effect is particularly 

limiting for EDS analyses, involving quite high acceleration voltages. An alternative consists 

in depositing a very thin layer (~2-3 nm) of carbon on the ball surface to increase its 

conductivity. This carbon deposition was done using a CCU-010 compact coating unit from 

Safematic company (Figure 3.12) which can provide very thin layer of coating and it has 10-

100 mA current range during coating [19]. The deposition pressure was 4.8x10-5 torr and the 

deposition time was about 30 seconds. 

 

Figure 3.12: CCU-010 Compact coating unit for carbon layer deposition 

3.2.2.2. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

X-Ray Photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is another widely preferred technique to do chemical 

analysis of surfaces. The system is based on irradiation of the surface to be analyzed with X-

Rays with a controlled energy, and, in response of this excitation, to investigate the re-emitted 

electrons’ energy. Usually, the photons of the X-rays can penetrate 1-10 µm depth from the 

sample surface to interact with the atoms of the sample and this causes the electron emission 

thanks to the photoelectric effect [20]. 
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In this work, a special design XPS instrument developed from Ecole Centrale Lyon was used 

to perform XPS analysis on Ti-Ag films, which were deposited on SiO2 and Si substrates 

(Figure 3.13). The XPS analysis were carried out on a PHI 5000 Versaprobe 2 apparatus from 

ULVAC-PHI Inc. A monochromatized AlKα source (1486.6 eV) was selected with a spot size 

of 200 µm. A dual beam (electron and Ar+ ion) charge neutralization system was used to limit 

the charging of the sample. For Ti-Ag films, spectra of Ag3d and Ti2p regions were obtained 

using a pass energy of 23.5 eV. All the peaks were fitted with the CasaXOS software using the 

Shirley background.  

 

Figure 3.13: a) XPS instrument in Ecole Centrale Lyon, b) Schematic of the placing the 

samples and pumping mechanism inside the XPS chamber 

3.2.2.3. Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy 

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy is a non-destructive analysis technique which could 

provide the examination of densities and chemical compositions of solid surfaces. In this 

method, charged particles (4He+) are used to obtain a depth profile of solids with a very high 

resolution (100-300 Å). The monoenergetic ion beam of 4He+ is provided by an ion accelerator, 

the target is placed in this ion beam and so α-particle beams interact with the surface of the 

sample. In this point; some of the ions could be scattered elastically by the atoms of the surface 

and some others can penetrate into the target to be backscattered at various depths by losing 

some of their energy (Figure 3.14). These backscattered particles can be analyzed to acquire 

the Rutherford backscattering energy spectrum. By this spectrum, the nature of the elements 

which exist in target and their depth distribution could be investigated. As the main advantage 
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of the RBS, the atomic masses of elements adjacent to the target could be distinguished, so the 

chemical composition of solids could be identified [21]. Additionally, this spectroscopy 

technique provides to quantify the density of thin films in terms of area with a very high 

resolution. It also allows to identify the interdiffusion of elements through the thin film layers 

even if they have a very low-density contrast [22].  

 

Figure 3.14: Schematic representation of RBS technique [20] 

In this work, RBS analysis was performed by C2TN Institute Superior Técnico Lisboa, to 

examine the film densities. Since the films have various Ag contents, it was aimed to investigate 

the role of Ag on the densification of film microstructure.  

3.2.2.4. X-Ray Diffraction 

X-Ray diffraction method can provide a non-destructive and versatile analysis of many material 

properties such as crystal structure and phases, chemical composition, and texture for variety 

of materials in powder form, surface or as bulk solid. Basically, x-rays could be defined as the 

electromagnetic waves (with wavelength (λ) 0.01-10 nm) or photon beams (with energy= 

0.125-125 keV) The wavelength and energy values are proportional with each other. Phases 

could be defined by correlating the x-ray pattern with a reference database. The reflection 

positions could be calculated through the Bragg’s law (Eq. 1). Here, λ is the wavelength, θ is 

the Bragg angle (θB), d is the interplanar spacing (dhkl) and n is the order of the interference 

(n=1,2,3…) [23]. 

𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 (Eq. 1) [23] 
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In this work, it was required to use XRD for the investigation Ti-Ag film compositions. The 

instrument used for this analysis is θ-θ Bruker XRD D8 Advance system which uses Cu 

Ka radiation with l=0.1540 nm. The operating voltage of the device is 40 keV and the current 

used during working is 40mA. The linear detector (LynxEye) collects the data intensity in the 

determined 2θ range with the desired resolution. The accuracy of the instrument is less than 

0.01° for 2θ and it can provide conventional x-ray powder diffraction, analysis of pair 

distribution function (PDF), small-, wide-angle x-ray scattering [24]. Here, the purpose to use 

XRD is to examine the intermetallic phases formed between Titanium and silver in the Ti-Ag 

system.  

3.2.3. Mechanical characterization  

By considering the substrate effect for thin films, it is often difficult to examine their superficial 

mechanical properties. Therefore, very small-scale measurements are needed regarding the 

thickness of the thin film. Nanoindentation is a convenient and easy method to estimate the 

hardness and Young’s modulus of thin films. Usually, Berkovich indenter is used with a sharp 

diamond tip. It is driven into the film and moved up as loading and unloading respectively 

(Figure 3.15). The indentation load and displacement length are continuously recorded for 

hardness and Young’s modulus determination.  

 

Figure 3.15: Nanoindentation schema [24] 

In this study, mechanical properties of the thin films were assessed by nanoindentation by using 

G200 Aligent nanoindenter with a diamond Berkovich tip. Indents were performed using the 

continuous stiffness measurement mode with a 100 nm maximal depth (e.g. about 10% of the 

coatings thickness) to avoid substrate effect. The strain rate is 0.05 s-1 for 20 indentation tests. 

Hardness and Young’s modulus of the films were calculated using Oliver and Pharr method 

[25].  Mean hardness and Young’s modulus values were computed within the 160-220 nm range 

of indentation depth.  
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3.2.4. Electrical characterization 

Four-point probe method is one of the most well-known technique for electrical resistivity 

measurements of surfaces. It was first developed by Wenner in 1916 to measure the resistivity 

of the earth. Even though it was mostly used by geophysicist those times, today it is widely 

used in thin film and semiconductor industries. In the classical arrangement, there are linearly 

placed four need-like electrodes touching to the samples surface (Figure 3.16). The outer two 

electrodes provide the current injection to the material whereas the inner two electrodes 

measure the electric potential distribution on the surface of the material. The purpose of using 

separated 2 electrodes for current supply and electrical potential measurement is avoiding from 

the showing up of the contact resistance between electrodes and tested material [26].  

 

Figure 3.16: Schematic representation of four-point probe method [26] 

In this work, electrical resistivity tests were carried out in Universidade do Minho, by Ossila 

four-point probe device from Sheffield. The probing system is based on spring-loading rather 

than using needle-like electrodes. The spacing between each electrode is 1.27 mm and their 

diameter is 0.48 mm. During the tests, 60 g of spring loading was applied to achieve an efficient 

measurement.  

3.3. Tribological Experiments 

3.3.1 Laboratory-made Microtribometer 

Tribometers are used for the investigation of the friction and wear behaviour of surfaces under 

dry or lubricated conditions [27]. Nature of the contact is correlated with materials and 

geometry, the testing parameters such as normal load, stress and sliding speed. Also, the testing 

environment have a significant role on the tribological behaviour of materials [28]. 
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Conventional tribometers can be classified based on the sliding motion of the tip head: 

rotational motion and reciprocating tribometers. Also based on the geometry of counter-face, 

they could be grouped as pin-on-disc or ball-on-disc system [29]. However, in this work, it is 

aimed to understand the in situ small scale tribological response of thin films by considering 

the effect of environmental conditions. Therefore, rather than a conventional tribometer, it was 

necessary to design a tribometer which has to be implemented inside the SEM. Additionally, 

the tribometer had to be operable in different atmospheric conditions (e.g. pressure, gas nature, 

and temperature) to investigate the effect of the environment. Lastly, it was needed to provide 

dynamic in situ examination to analyse the evaluation of the wear behaviour for every single 

cycle. For all these restrictive reasons, a dedicated laboratory-made mini-tribometer has been 

developed with the electronic team of MATEIS, based on a reciprocating ball-on-disk system. 

(Figure 3.17a, 3.17b). Note that the setup was designed to be also used with a Raman 

spectrometer, by selecting a transparent counter-face.  

 

Figure 3.17: The laboratory-made tribometer: a) preliminary schema, b) dynamic of the 

contact and c) general view  

Moreover, the device provides to set and control the system's temperature to the desired value 

thanks to its temperature sensor and Peltier stages. Such a thermal control combined with the 
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water pressure of the eSEM, could lead to a good definition of the humidity rate of the contact 

environment.  

From a mechanical viewpoint, there is a 3-axis sensor for measuring the normal (z-axis), 

tangential (x-axis) and lateral forces (y-axis). Two motors control the position of the counter-

face. While the main motor provides the sliding motion along the x-axis, the rotational one 

controls loading and unloading of the system by moving the sliding arm along the z-axis. 22755 

elementary steps correspond to 1 mm for the main motor and 3183 steps correspond to 1° for 

the rotational one. The ball is inserted into the sliding arm which is placed on the upper part of 

the micro-tribometer. By reciprocating the arm along x-direction, the counter-face can move 

over the surface of the sample along ±20 mm. The position for displacement, normal load and 

all the other parameters are controlled with the home-made software (TRIBOMEB-MATEIS-

LaMCoS-INSA Lyon) (Figure 3.18).  

 

Figure 3.18: Drive and measure page of the TRIBOMEB software 

By implementing the tribometer into SEM chamber, small scale dynamic characterizations can 

be performed. In addition to normal (Fz), tangential (Fx) and lateral force (Fy) values; time, 

displacement and the number of cycles could also be recorded by the system to obtain more 

detailed tribological information. The range for the applicable force on x and y axes is from -

50N to 50 N while for z-axis the range is from 0N to 50N, and the sliding velocity range is 1-2 

mm/s. Moreover, the device can be operated in the temperature range from 0 to 50°C for the 

tests in ambient air, high and low vacuum conditions. The micro-tribometer is 1.8 kg of weight 

and its dimensions are 16.4 x 13.3 x 5.0 cm (Figure 3.17c). 

One objective of the PhD is to give a multiscale characterization of the friction. Therefore, the 

tribometer has been designed with the purpose to be adapted to different systems, light 

microscope as well as SEM. 
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First of all, the recording process was aimed to investigate in detail. To do that, the recording 

parameters (sampling rate, segment duration, recording time for segments) were adjusted from 

the corresponding interface in the software of the micro-tribometer (Figure 3.19).  

 

Figure 3.19: Data recording parameters interface in Tribo-MEB software 

The number of data to be recorded per second and per segment was adjusted to interpret the 

data after the test easily and in a more reasonable way. To find the best data recording process, 

several trial tests were tried by using various parameters. Finally, it was decided to keep the 

segment duration as 0.1 with for 50 elements during 0.1 s recording time. For the other 

parameters, either very small amount of points was obtained and so some information was lost 

or excessive amount of data was recorded which was not complicated to analyse. 

Before starting the tribological tests, calibration process was carried out to assure the measured 

force values by the sensors. Therefore, reference weights were used to apply force from 0.1 N 

to 10 N along 3 axes. This work is focused on the beginning of the run-in period. Therefore, a 

limited number of cycles was considered (≤100). Tribological tests were performed with a 

determined normal load regarding the Hertzian pressure which was calculated by considering 

the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio of both the film and the ball in addition to the diameter of 

the ball. For the tests performed with TiN film against steel ball, the normal load was selected 

as 6N and for Ti-Ag films, it was determined as 4N both against steel and polyurethane balls.  

3.3.2. Mesoscale approach of friction  

Before any local characterization, tribological tests were first performed under air at a global 

scale, using the light Keyence microscope (Figure 3.20). In order to correlate tribological 

measured parameters (tangential force in particular) with the wear track evolution, the system 
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was unloaded every 10 cycles to acquire images. Three representative regions are specifically 

considered: the central region and both extremities where the force is applied and the direction 

changed.  

 

Figure 3.20: Keyence optical microscope as coupled with the micro-tribometer 

3.3.3. Small-scale approach of friction 

The micro-tribometer was developed to be implemented inside the SEM chamber (Figure 3.21) 

and in situ analysis of tribological behavior of samples could be performed for the same three 

regions of interest along the wear track. The micro-tribometer is placed on a specific polymeric 

insulating stage and connected to the electronic unit with a cable through the wall of the SEM 

chamber. When tests are performed under humidity, two further pipes of the cooling system 

have to be connected to ensure the cooling of Peltier elements.  
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Figure 3.21: Tribometer as implemented into SEM a) from top view, b) inside the SEM 

chamber 

The in situ analysis was performed after each cycle of sliding or after a certain number of cycles 

inside the microscope. In general, ten sliding cycles were applied as one set and then the contact 

was cut and the sliding arm was removed out below the beam to observe the wear track. The 

analyzed coordinates were recorded to investigate the modification after following cycles 

exactly on the same region. In addition to the in situ tests, 100 cycles were also applied in one 

single run and the post mortem analysis of the wear tracks was done to examine the effect of 

loading-unloading of the system.  

Operating under environmental mode, tests were performed in various different controlled 

environmental conditions inside the chamber: in addition to vacuum, 25, 50, and 100% relative 

humidity levels were studied.  

3.3.4. Data Processing for Tribological Tests 

Since it was aimed to perform an in situ characterization, a specific procedure was determined 

and optimised for a proper tribological analysis. In the next chapter which is dedicated to proof 

of the concept, the test procedure and in situ analysis will be explained detailly. However, the 

data processing and the analysis of the interpreted data is needed to be indicated.  

The wear tracks were analysed in three different regions of interest along the wear track by 

SEM: i) the region where the contact and sliding started (Figure 3.22a), ii) the region where the 
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sliding speed is constant (Figure 3.22b) and iii) the region where the sliding direction changed 

(Figure 3.22c).  

 

Figure 3.22: three regions of wear track as a) starting point of the contact, b) where the 

sliding speed is constant, c) where the sliding direction changed – Case of TiN film after 70 

cycles at high vacuum as an example 

These regions were investigated in every 10 cycles by unloading the system and removing the 

contact out from the wear track zone to evaluate the modifications on track morphology and 

debris formation and the recorded quantitative data were correlated with the SEM images of 

the during the in situ analysis. Here, in terms of quantitative data, normal (FZ), tangential (FX) 

and lateral forces (Fy) were considered as the first step for the analysis of each cycle.  

The in situ evaluation of the wear track was aimed to be correlated by the quantitative results 

obtained from recorded data. In this point it was aimed to analyse the stability of the forces 

during the test and calculate the friction coefficient. To precisely calculate the friction 

coefficient, a cut-off procedure was applied for each cycle at each test, so only the region where 

the sliding speed is constant was investigated. Therefore, along 2 mm displacement, ~12.5% of 

the recorded data was eliminated from the beginning point of the contact and the point where 

the direction changed in both forward and backward direction.  

After the cut-off process, mean coefficient of friction values were calculated for each cycle 

separately. Then the overall mean COF value for the corresponding test was calculating with 

the mean COF values of each cycle. The same process was considered as the error calculations. 

The standard deviation between the recorded values for each cycle was calculated. After that to 

calculate the error of the entire test, the standard deviation of the mean COF values of each 

cycle was considered. 
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The stability of normal, tangential and lateral forces during sliding was investigated. Here in 

the image below, tangential force evolution during sliding was indicated as an example for the 

test performed in high vacuum condition with TiN film and steel ball for the cycle 70 (Figure 

3.23).  

 

Figure 3.23: Displacement vs tangential force for cycle 70 of the test with TiN film 

against steel ball at high vacuum 

These force values were investigated with respect to the displacement and the number of cycles 

(Figure 3.24). Then the mean friction coefficient was calculated by dividing mean absolute 

tangential force to the mean normal force (Fx/Fy). Here, it was aimed to observe the stability of 

normal force and the variations on the coefficient of friction values.  

 

Figure 3.24: Tangential force vs cycle and displacement for TiN film-steel ball tests in 

high vacuum 
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To examine the change on the friction coefficient more in detail, friction maps were plotted and 

these maps were considered with the corresponding regions on the wear track as well as for the 

corresponding cycles (Figure 3.25). Thanks to the in situ investigation, the data shown in the 

friction map at any point for every 10 cycles, can be correlated with the microscopy images as 

it was demonstrated below.  

 

Figure 3.25: Friction map for Ti-reference film for the test at 50% RH with three region 

of interest analysis and for the in situ conditions at the centre of the track 

It has to be noted that, with friction maps, the variation on the friction coefficient based on 

particle accumulation or trapping in contact, changes on the sliding speed can be observed. For 

example, in some tests, the friction coefficient seems lower through the extremities of the 

displacement length. This issue could be correlated by deceleration of the sliding speed and 

direction change. The friction maps shown below and in the following chapters were drawn by 

merging the forward and backward direction of sliding for all the cycles. However, by 

considering the material flow, acceleration and deceleration variations in both directions of the 

sliding, two different friction (forward and backward) maps can be drawn to better understand 

the friction behaviour of the films. Here in the figure 3.26, friction maps along the forward and 

backward directions of the same tribo-test were compared. It was seen that while the friction 

coefficient was remarkably lower at the beginning of the displacement in forward direction 
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especially after cycle 50, it was higher along the displacement length through the end of the test 

in backward direction. This weak scattering of values can be attributed to relative motion of the 

ball during sliding and flow of accumulated debris. 

 

Figure 3.26: Friction maps in forward and backward directions for the Ti-reference film 

tribo-test against polyurethane ball at 50% RH 

3.3.5. Post Mortem Characterization of Wear Tracks 

After each test, both the wear track on the samples and on the ball surfaces were investigated 

in post mortem conditions by SEM and EDS. The morphological analysis with microscope is 

required to perform to examine the characteristics of debris and the wear track. The post-

mortem analysis is quite crucial for the ball tracks because in situ investigation is achievable 

only for the flat sample but not for the ball. Also, the post-mortem EDS analysis was done after 

the tests in various environmental conditions to examine the chemical structure of the debris 

and to estimate if there is any material transfer, oxidation or contamination during sliding. 

To investigate the surface profiles and the depth of the wear tracks on the films and the balls, 

the ZeGage Pro non-contact scanning interferometer was used (Figure 3.27). It is an 

interferometer which is able to perform analysis of different surfaces with high resolution and 

repeatability less than 3.5 nm for the topography of the surface. This device was developed by 

Zygo company and it is assisted with MxTM software [30]. The 3-dimension surface topography 

collected are analyzed with MountainsMap (DigitalSurf). In reference to the average plane 

(representing the initial surface, positive or negative volume are calculated).   For that, ten 

profiles all along the wear track were scanned and a mean value of the volume was calculated. 
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Figure 3.27: ZeGage non-contact interferometer (a), and depth scans for the volume 

calculation 

3.4. Conclusion  

The Ti-based films were deposited by magnetron sputtering physical vapour deposition. For Ti-

Ag films, magnetron sputtering technique was used and the film compositions were aimed to 

modify by changing number of Ag pellets inserted into Ti target. Various methods and devices 

were used to investigate their microstructural, mechanical and chemical structures. Here, 

microscopy techniques were specifically preferred to identify the microstructures of the Ti-Ag 

films by increasing Ag content by using SEM, e-SEM, TEM and light microscopy. Also, to 

investigate the chemical and crystal structure of these films numerous spectroscopy techniques 

were used such as EDS, RBS and XPS. Additionally, the crystal structures of these thin films 

were analysed with X-ray diffractometer. To prepare the samples for analysis, ionic polishing 

and focused ion beam were used. Finally, the tribological behaviours of these films were aimed 

to be investigated in various environments. Therefore, a laboratory-made novel design micro-

tribometer was used by implementing it into e-SEM chamber. The parameters to record and 

interpret the data were adjusted from the software of the device accordingly. Moreover, with a 

home-made Matlab code, the friction maps were plotted in addition to the 3D force graphics 

and the graphics for mean friction coefficient with respect to number of cycles to properly 

analyse the data.   
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The procedure used to perform the tribological tests was defined with the micro-tribometer 

in eSEM chamber as the proof of concept. The methodology developed for the evaluation 

of the effect of environment in situ conditions was indicated by using a commercial TiN 

CAE PVD film as the reference coating during the early stages of the contact. The results 

for were explained to better understand the role of environment in this stage in small scale 

both with in situ and post mortem analysis. 
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4. TRIBOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF TiN FILM DURING RUN-IN 

PERIOD: AN IN SITU INVESTIGATION UNDER CONTROLLED 

ENVIRONMENT IN ESEM AS PROOF OF CONCEPT 

(The work represented in this chapter is depending on my article which was titled  as 

“Tribological analysis of TiN film during run-in period: An in situ investigation under 

controlled environment in eSEM” in the journal “Surface and Coatings Technology”) 

 

Tribology is a multidisciplinary science focused on the dynamic study of a system composed 

of two surfaces in contact [1]. The tribological system can be defined by three main 

components: i) the nature of the contact, depending on its geometry, on the different materials 

involved and on their surface properties, ii) the rubbing conditions, linked to the dynamic 

parameters (load, stress, time, speed…), and iii) the environment of the contact zone, associated 

with atmosphere, temperature and the stiffness of the device containing the contact [2, 3]. 

Therefore, many parameters may influence the wear behavior of materials, so that it is often 

complex to assess the tribological response of surfaces [3].  

From a technological viewpoint, tribometer systems which have a pin or ball counter-face over 

a flat surface (pin-on-disk or ball-on disk system) are commonly used. They can be classified 

into two main different categories regarding their kinematics: rotational tribometers, which 

have a rotational actuator, and the reciprocating tribometers, which have an oscillating actuator. 

The selection of the proper type of tribometer is governed by the final targeted application [4]. 

Normally, the films on rigid substrates have a significant place in people’s every-day lives as 

the coatings for numerous devices and applications. It is needed to consider that the 

functionality of these films in terms of their mechanical, electrical, magnetic properties are 

usually driven from the small dimensions [5]. Additionally, the wear procedure and the material 

response are mostly analyzed for lab duration tests at a large scale, through a conventional post-

mortem comparative approach. However, for small-scale engineering devices such as MEMs 

and NEMs, an adapted small-scale analysis of the contact is required, which was on the basis 

of micro-tribology [6]. Additionally, Kumar et al. [7] pointed out the micrometer-sized 

phenomena which is linked to small-scale surface properties (e.g. surface energy, roughness). 

Also, the range of the normal load and the size of the contact have, in particular, to be adapted 

[8]. Recently, there is a considerable interest in examining the micro and nano-scale frictional 

contacts in the field of micro-and nano-sized devices, or to better understand the role of the 
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asperities in macro-scale [9]. Testing procedures in terms of both loads and contact sizes have 

to be adjusted, together with the investigation methods involving physical and chemical 

complementary analyses [9-11].  

For a small-scale tribological characterization, two main types of tribometers are reported in 

the literature. It can be found nanotribometers, which derive from AFM-based systems. They 

are devoted to weakly defective surfaces such as in the electronics field [4]. AFMs with nano-

tribometers can be used for the tribological analysis of small-scale engineering devices. To 

perform in situ tribological analysis in small-scale, AFM is an efficient choice regarding its 

high resolution and high precision on measurement abilities. Also, nano-tribometers can be 

used by coupling with electron microscopes to perform in situ analysis. For example, Deasi et 

al. [12] developed a nano-tribometer which provides dynamic investigation of tribological 

behavior of materials to be used for MEMs for the load range 1-100 nN.  The second class of 

tribometers is called micro-tribometers, which are operable in vacuum or ambient air conditions 

with micro and milli-newton normal load ranges. Here, nano-indenters with AFM or FFM 

(friction for microscopy) could provide the tribological analysis from nano to micro scale load 

ranges [8]. Moreover, to better understand the complex surface/counter-face/environment 

interaction, in situ approaches of characterization are recommended, giving the access to a 

detailed evaluation of the friction nature throughout the phenomenon. It is then possible to 

follow the wear track and friction evolution at every cycle, during the entire process, and with 

well-defined contact conditions. Dynamic of the contact is then considered from a 

(micro)structural point of view by light, electron, or atomic force microscopes [13-20], and/or 

from a chemical point of view through Raman, XPS, AES spectroscopies [21-24]. For instance, 

Murarash et al. [25] examined the tribological behavior of biological surfaces by visual 

inspection in situ conditions by operating the tribometer in SEM chamber. Here, the developed 

tribometer for these particular surfaces has flat-on-flat contact to examine the pulling-off, shear 

and/or the peeling off the surfaces. Also, Naerheim [26] developed a tribometry system which 

is implementable into SEM chamber in addition coupling with XPS and AES. This system was 

based on having a cylinder and pin contact at the same time and tribometer could be operated 

in rolling or sliding mode for in situ analysis.  In another research, to examine the role of 

environmental conditions, Meylan et al. [27] developed a ball-on-disk tribometer to couple with 

digital holographic microscope and to operate in high temperature and high vacuum conditions. 
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The long-term tribological behavior of materials is well-documented in general. [17, 28-31]. 

However, changes on the roughness, grain size or texture of the surface based on the frictional 

contact mostly occur during run-in period which affects the friction coefficient [32, 33]. The 

variations on friction coefficient at run-in period is based on contaminations on the film surface, 

formation of oxide layer, transferred material reaction of lubricants or reorientation of the sub-

surface microstructure during the contact [30]. Thus, the presented approach in this chapter 

involves a dedicated home-made mini-tribometer, which was developed to examine the early 

stages of the contact. To prove the reliability of the tribometer, the system has been selected on 

a model hard surface: titanium nitride. TiN films are indeed well known for a long time for their 

enhanced tribo-chemical properties [22]. They are used in small-scale engineering applications 

such as ohmic contacts for Schottky barriers [23], solar cells, NEMs, MEMs [7], and anti-wear 

applications such as cutting tools, and orthopedic implants or bearings [22]. However, the 

performance of TiN films is sensitive to the tested atmosphere: vacuum environment [34, 35], 

water vapor [36-38], oxygen [39] or nitrogen [35]. For example, Yoon et al. [37] studied the 

wear character of TiN films against a steel ball from 2% to 25% and 85% relative humidity 

levels. It was pointed out that, for a long test (30000 cycles), the coefficient of friction decreased 

with the increasing relative humidity based on the formation of TiO2 on the film surface. 

Besides, the structure of the worn coating was analyzed by Gant et al. [38] under different 

relative humidity environments with Raman spectroscopy. They demonstrated that high relative 

humidity promoted the rutile phase formation, whereas the anatase phase mostly predominated 

at lower humidity levels. In order to assess the effect of the atmosphere on the tribological 

behavior for the small-scale analysis of the contact, the presented mini-tribometer was designed 

to be implemented into the chamber of an environmental SEM (eSEM), in which atmosphere 

of the contact can be controlled, and chemical information can be obtained. In the current 

chapter, modification of the relative humidity will be the variable key-parameter. In this sense, 

the presented mini-tribometer represents a step ahead with respect to existing systems involving 

light microscopes or conventional SEMs [30]. 

This chapter proposes an in situ approach at the meso-scale, to investigate the tribological 

behavior of a material during the run-in period, highlighting the effect of the contact 

environment. The mini-tribometer, the TiN film, and the environmental SEM are first 

described. Both qualitative and quantitative results are then given by considering the coated flat 
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sample as well as the ball counterpart. Results are finally discussed in light of the debris 

dynamic on the one hand, and the effect of the humidity on the other hand.  

4. 1. Materials and Methods for Proof of Concept 

4.1.1. Mini-Tribometer in ESEM 

The mini-tribometer is compact to be implementable in the eSEM chamber, and could be used 

under high vacuum as well as under different environmental conditions (e.g. different relative 

humidity, gas nature, and temperatures). By implementing the tribometer into the eSEM 

chamber, small-scale characterizations can be performed without modifying the atmosphere 

and containing the contact and with Everhart-Thornley detector (ETD). The used SEM-Quattro 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) is a high-resolution scanning electron microscope, which is able to 

operate not only in high vacuum but also in controlled gaseous environments. Furthermore, the 

hygrometry surrounded the contact can be controlled by modifying the flat sample temperature 

(use of cooling Peltier elements) and the water vapor pressure 𝑃𝐻2𝑂 inside the SEM chamber 

[41]. 

4.1.2. Materials and contact conditions 

The TiN film deposited with 2.3 µm-thickness a mirror-polished mild steel substrate by the 

cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) process. As expected, the film presents the conventional fcc-

TiN phase, with the classical heterogeneous microstructure obtained by CAE, gathering some 

pinholes pores, and droplets (Figure 4.2) [42-44]. More details on the film characteristics can 

be found in a previous dedicated paper [45]. 
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Figure 4.1: TiN film – SE image of the pristine surface 

 The applied normal load was 6 N and it was applied along 2 mm of displacement length, with 

a 1 mm/s sliding speed. The Young’s modulus of TiN film was measured at 305 GPa [43], in 

good agreement with literature data [46, 47]. A steel ball (AISI52100) with a 10 mm diameter 

was selected as the counter-face. By considering the materials’ mechanical properties and 

contact conditions, the maximum Hertz contact pressure was calculated as 1130 MPa. 

4.1.3. In situ analysis   

The whole tests were performed according to the procedure reported in Figure 4.2. A reduced 

number of cycles (100) was deliberately chosen to focus on the run-in period.  

Preliminary tests were performed to select the best parameters (total number of cycles and 

periodicity of sets of cycles) leading to significant changes of the surface. To perform in situ 

analysis, sliding was interrupted and the contact was unloaded after every 10 cycles. That allows 

SEM captions of the worn zone, thus, to assess the wear track modifications.  Two regions of 

interest were specifically monitored along the wear track: one edge of the track (turning point) 

and its center (where the sliding speed is constant). The unloading-loading edge was not 

analyzed during the in situ tests. 

Tests were performed in two different environments: under high vacuum (10-4 Pa) and in water 

vapor environment (50% relative humidity). For the targeted 50% relative humidity, the 
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saturated water vapor pressure 𝑃𝐻2𝑂 in the SEM chamber and the coated sample temperature 

were set to 400 Pa and 4°C respectively. 

 

Figure 4.2: Protocol for in situ tribological tests 

4.1.4. Post mortem analysis  

The mini-tribometer as coupled with microscope could provide to perform in situ analysis on 

the flat; however, not for the ball surface. Thereby, it not possible to evaluate the wear tracks 

on the balls after every ten cycles without venting the chamber and since the tests were carried 

out in controlled environment, only post-mortem analysis was done on the ball surfaces.  

Also, on the wear tracks TiN films, three regions of interests were investigated in post mortem 

conditions by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). An Oxford Ultim max 100 

spectrometer was used to analyse the debris and characterise the transferred film.  

Surface profile analysis was performed both on the ball and on the TiN-coated steel to estimate 

their worn volumes. Surface morphologies of the wear tracks and balls were extracted using a 

ZeGage Pro non-contact scanning interferometer from Zygo company. MxTM software 

integrated with interferometer also provides 3D mapping. In this study, the Mountain software 

was used to extract the surface profiles and to calculate the wear volumes.  The average wear 

volume was calculated by the integral method from ten profiles obtained from different regions 

along the whole wear track region. 

1 

cycle 
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4.2. Results 

4.2.1. In situ analysis 

Figure 4.3 shows examples of the tangential force evolution after different number of cycles. 

During each cycle the tangential force is constant for both atmospheres. The tangential force 

evolution for the forward and backward displacement is similar. The applied normal force is 

constant for each cycle and equal to the target value. The elasticity of the system and the 

stiffness of the arm allows a possible movement due to the interface evolution, e.g. the applied 

load might vary but in a very limited range.  

An average friction coefficient was calculated for each reciprocating cycle (COF) when the 

speed is constant, i.e. the data from turning points are omitting (approximately 12 % at each 

track end). The friction coefficient is defined as the ratio between the tangential force to the 

applied normal force.  

 

Figure 4.3: Tangential force vs displacement at different cycle (a) under high vacuum, (b) 

under RH 50%    

Friction tests were monitored by plotting COF as a function of the cycle number (Figure 4.4) 

for both high vacuum and humid environment. A general interpretation of curves allows 

concluding that the COF evolutions are similar whatever the environments, with an increase 

during the first 30 cycles with a higher amplitude at high vacuum (0.90) than for humid 
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conditions (0.55). Then, a similar slow decrease of the COF is recorded down to 0.67 and 0.47 

for the high vacuum test and humid test respectively.  

It is seen that the first cycle of each set systematically presents a lower coefficient of friction 

with respect to the other following 9 cycles in the same set. When the contact was reloaded and 

the sliding was restarted, there was a sharp drop of COF values, phenomenon met every 10 

cycles.  

Figure 4.4: Mean coefficient of friction per cycle for the tests performed at high vacuum and 

50% relative humidity 

In addition to quantitative evaluation of the sliding via COF analysis, a complementary 

observation of the surface throughout the test was performed. SEM images were analyzed at 

low magnification in two specific regions of interest which are the center and the end of the 

wear track (Figure 4.5). It appears that whatever the environment, tracks are mainly identified 

by the debris left at its edges.  

In both atmospheres, it is worth to mention that there was not a significant change observed 

between cycle 30 and cycle 40. In this sense, the highest COF value revealed after 30 cycles 

could be a consequence of particles sticking between the ball and the film surface.  

In comparison with powder-like debris encountered under vacuum, the dynamic of debris 

generated under humidity seemed strongly changed, with a smoother track, in addition to fine 
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and aligned debris. Moreover, the amount of debris observed at the edges is increasing with the 

test duration in humid environment.  

Figure 4.5: Images of wear tracks (center and end) at several numbers of cycles for the two 

environments (NB: due to the gaseous secondary electron detector used for the humid mode, 

the aperture appears in images (top right) at low magnification) 

At higher magnification, in the case of high vacuum, the pores observed on the pristine surface 

(Figure 4.1) were still visible in the center of the friction track, after each 10 cycles set (red 

arrows in figure 4.6). After 10 cycles the flow of particles was detected (e.g. highlighted by 

yellow arrows or circled by a dotted line), but some of those particles tends not to be visible 

afterwards. On the contrary, at 50% of relative humidity, the pores were gradually 

“disappearing” (red arrows on figure 4.7). On the same time, one can note that third body spread 

on the surface together with the formation of agglomerates between 70 and 100 cycles in humid 

environment (yellow arrows and dotted ellipse).   
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Figure 4.6: Center of the wear track after cycle 10, 30, 40, 70 and 100 in high vacuum tests 
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Figure 4.7: Center of the wear track after cycle 10, 30, 40, 70 and 100 in 50% RH tests 

The mean friction coefficients of 100 cycles were compared with the evaluated wear tracks of 

TiN film both under high vacuum and 50% relative humidity by considering the SEM images. 

The difference of friction behavior observed in these two environments can be associated with 

differential arrangements of the particles, and different loss of debris. As a quantitative clue, it 

was seen that the mean friction coefficient varied from 0.65 to 0.49 for high vacuum to humid 

environment. 
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4.2.2. Post mortem analysis 

After 100 cycles, a microstructural characterization of wear tracks for the TiN film and the ball 

counter-face were investigated by SEM and EDS. Since the in situ analysis on the ball was not 

possible after venting the chamber, the ball was removed from the system for SEM observations 

leading to its superficial oxidation. SEM images report different ball track dimensions 

depending on the test environment, in agreement with the width of the films’ wear tracks 

(Figure 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.8: Comparison of wear tracks after 100 cycles for TiN film at a) high vacuum, 

b) 50% relative humidity, and balls tracks rubbed to TiN film at c) high vacuum, d) 50% 

relative humidity 

After 100 cycles, wear tracks are well-defined, but show a strong heterogeneity. To have a 

global view of the wear track morphology, three characteristics zones were again more 

specifically considered: both the extremities and the central area (Figure 4.9). Such specific 

points were selected to qualify the different regions of contact where the load is applied, where 

the sliding speed is constant, and where the sliding direction was changed. It appears quite 

compacted particles at the starting point of the contact in high vacuum conditions. On the other 
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hand, in 50% relative humidity, particles seemed partially spread along the contact-starting 

region. There were also some debris along the track length. In addition, a large amount of third 

body particles are strongly compacted and formed a ductile film at the finishing point of the 

displacement length at humid environment by comparison with the high vacuum mode.  

 

Figure 4.9: Wear track for 3 regions of interest after 100 cycles under high vacuum and 

50% relative humidity 

A complementary chemical analysis of the worn parts was carried by EDS for the coated flat 

sample after 100 cycles at the unloading-loading zone and at the center of the wear track (Figure 

4.10). Titanium, iron, and oxygen were specifically analyzed: titanium signal reveals the nitride 

coating, while iron and oxygen indicate debris of the ball counter-part.   

Whatever the environment, Ti distribution is inverted with Fe and O signals. Thus, at the tips 

of the wear track, debris are composed of iron oxide coming from the ball, compacted in the 

high vacuum test. In presence of relative humidity, the transferred material appeared more 

ductile and homogeneously distributed, as it is shown in the EDS maps.   Also, when the centers 

of the wear tracks were investigated, small iron particles were detected at high vacuum (Figure 

4.10b). However, these particles could come from the ball since there is no significant film 
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removal on this zone. On the other hand, there is a strong oxide signal in addition to detected 

iron on the frontiers of the wear track for the test performed in 50% relative humidity (Figure 

4.10d). It could be stated that the iron oxide was spread over wear track in the humid 

environment. 

 

Figure 4.10: EDS maps of the worn TiN film after 100 cycles under at high vacuum 

from a) the starting of contact, b) center of the contact and at 50% relative humidity from c) 

starting of the contact, d) center of the contact 

In addition to the previous phenomenological approach, a complementary quantitative study 

was also performed regarding topographic measurements. The damaged surface topography of 

the wear tracks of TiN film was scanned with a non-contact interferometer. Figure 4.11 shows 

3D cross-sectional topographies and the surface profiles of the wear track after the test carried 
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out in the two environments. The differences in the wear tracks could be seen in the 3D images 

extracted from the profile analysis.  

Wear volumes were calculated as the average of 10 profiles indicated as the lines on the cross-

section topographies in Figure 4.11. The reference unworn film surface has been defined as the 

0 µm level. Thereby, the volume below the reference surface was considered as the worn 

material, while the volume above the reference surface was accepted as the accumulated 

particles along the frontiers of the wear track. When the gained volume was subtracted from 

the worn volume, the absolute wear volume was calculated. It was seen that the wear volumes 

were dependent on the atmosphere: it was higher for the wear track which has been generated 

in 50% of relative humidity (12762±41µm3) than in high vacuum (9929±23 µm3) test. It could 

be stated that even though the oxide layer formed on the wear track of the film caused a decrease 

of the friction coefficient, it leads to a higher wear volume. 

 

Figure 4.11: Wear track profiles from the beginning of the contact of TiN film with 

schema of wear volume calculation at a) high vacuum, b) 50% relative humidity 

The same microstructural characterization was performed to the ball counter-face (Figure 4.12).  

Titanium was detected over the wear track on the ball surface at vacuum test, whereas almost 

no film material was detected on the surface of the ball used in humid mode. However, for the 

high deformed region of the ball surface, more oxidation was evidenced due to the existence of 

water vapor at 50% humidity. The iron oxide seemed slightly higher in worn region for ball 

used in high vacuum test. Since the chamber had to be vented and the ball exposed to ambient 

air atmosphere, this higher oxidation in the worn zone could be related to an enhanced surface 
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reactivity due to the fresh exposed worn metallic area. Such a local unexpected reactivity is 

often reported in tribo-corrosion experiments of passive materials [48]. On the other hand, in 

humid conditions, a more localized oxidation of the ball is detected on its extremities, without 

any traces of film transfer. 

 

Figure 4.12: Electronic images and EDS maps acquired of the worn steel ball rubbed to 

TiN film for 100 cycles under a) high vacuum, b) 50% relative humidity 

Moreover, profiles of the ball tracks were also characterized by non-contact interferometry 

(Figure 4.13). The surface of the ball rubbed to TiN film at 50% relative humidity exhibits a 

slight visible flattening on the top. It has a rougher topography than high vacuum tests. This 

result is convenient with the wear tracks topographies and wear volumes calculated for 

respective environments.   

 

Figure 4.13: Wear tracks on balls rubbed to TiN film after 100 cycles at a) high vacuum, 

b) 50% relative humidity 
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4.3. Discussion 

4.3.1. Role of a superficial TiN oxidation 

The tribological behavior of thin TiN coating against a steel ball was studied at the mesoscale 

in different environments focusing on the run-in period. It was shown that the tribological 

behavior of materials involved in the contact and so their friction coefficients were influenced 

by the atmosphere. Moreover, the particles formed during the humid environment test were 

more spread and tend to be in crumbled form on the two turning points of the wear track. Under 

vacuum, particles were more localized and compact on the starting point of the contact of the 

wear track. Such a particles distribution could be correlated with the soft oxide layer formed on 

the wear track in humid environment, which was attested by the presence of oxygen by EDS 

analysis.  

The role of humidity on the tribological behavior of TiN coatings has been highlighted in the 

literature. Yoon et al. [27] performed the tests on TiN films where the relative humidity was 

tuned from 2% to 25% to 85% with steel balls. For the beginning of the tests, it was stated that 

while the friction coefficient was ~0.25 for the first 100 cycles at 2% and 25% relative humidity, 

it increased almost up to ~0.35 in 85% relative humidity test. However, with increasing number 

of cycles, lower friction coefficient was exhibited at 85% relative humidity than the rests 

performed in 2% and 25% humidity levels. The role of the titanium oxide corroborates the study 

of Zhang et al. on TiN films in dry and lubricated conditions. They indeed showed that the 

passive layer formed in humid environment on the contact area played the role of a solid 

lubrication film, decreasing the coefficient of friction [26]. As a confirmation, under high 

vacuum, the coefficient of friction was higher than under humidity, which can be interpreted 

by the impossibility for TiN to maintain and feed its superficial passive layer. It is worth 

mentioning that, there are only few studies about the friction behavior of TiN films under high 

vacuum. Chen et al. [29] have for instance reported a lower mean coefficient of friction as 0.31 

under vacuum (0.005 Pa) than in ambient air conditions which was 0.58 (at room temperature, 

22-25% RH). Whereas, in our tests, the mean coefficient of friction was 0.75 in vacuum and it 

decreased to 0.49 for the test performed in 50% RH. These results were defined as unusual also 

in their study and it was explained by the mechanical polishing of the film surface during the 

sliding process, which caused a reduction of the surface roughness lowering the coefficient of 

friction. Nevertheless, their films were unusually thick (10.3 µm) and much higher than ours 
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(2.3 µm) in addition to the longer displacement length that they selected for their procedure. 

This difference in thickness and displacement may affect also the final surface roughness of 

TiN films between two studies, which may contribute to explain the two differential sliding 

regimes.  

4.3.2. Effect of unloading-reloading process: Role of debris dynamics 

To perform in situ analyses, a procedure involving successive loading and unloading of the 

system was required. This procedure caused a relatively lowered mean COF for the first cycle 

of each set, with an increasing trend for the following cycles in the same set (Figure 4.4). This 

issue explains why the both extremities of the wear track, where particles accumulate, is 

dissymmetric, highlighting by the different distribution and volume of the particles. 

In order to estimate influence of the transitory loading-unloading steps, a 100-cycles test was 

performed in a single run without any opening of the contact. Evolution of the mean COF with 

respect to the cycle number appears in figure 4.14. The COF in humid conditions is quite stable 

around 0.40 which is very close to the value of the contact-interrupted in situ test (Figure 4.4). 

However, the tribological response recorded under high vacuum is much more complex, with 

a continuous increase of the COF from 0.45 to 0.90 for the 35 first cycles, strictly similar to the 

one reported in Figure 4.4. Then, from 40 to 60 cycles, the evolution is drastically changed with 

a slight decrease of the COF, which can be attributed to trapping of debris and then ejection of 

them after cycle 60. Finally, a scattered regime is initiated, with fluctuating values reaching 1.0 

to 1.10. Such an evolution suggests a modification of the nature of the contact during the test, 

reaching a steel-steel contact. 
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of the mean coefficient of friction for the tests carried out in a single run 

(without successive opening of the contact) for 100 cycles at high vacuum and 50% relative 

humidity tests. 

Under vacuum, the EDX analysis of the wear track (figure 4.15a) confirmed that the 

uninterrupted test has led to the total removing of the nitride coating, and the underlying steel 

substrate appearing. On ball track, an important transfer of TiN and large amount of particles 

or agglomerates of TiN were also highlighted in the center (figure 4.15c). These debris are 

accumulated at edges of the track, but also stacked to the ball center, which highlighted that 

some TiN debris were trapped in the contact. In the loading-unloading configuration, each 

successive unloading of the contact led to a significant loss of released debris, resulting in an 

under-estimated reduced wear. In opposite, in the case of the uninterrupted test under vacuum, 

debris are emitted during the first 35 cycles and are trapped in the contact area, leading to a 

higher damage of the coating until its total consumption.  

For the test conducted under 50% relative humidity, the film remained whatever the protocol 

adopted: with or without contact opening. Traces of iron oxides are detected all along the track 

coming from the ball (figure 4.15b). Chemical analysis of the ball track has highlighted a local 

oxidation of the ball contact region under humid environment (Figure 4.15d). The beneficial 

effect of the humidity on the sliding conditions, already revealed in the loading-unloading 
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configuration, is confirmed. That confirms the protective role of the passive layer formed under 

relative humidity.  

 

Figure 4.15: EDS Maps after uninterrupted test. Wear track under a) high vacuum, b) 

50% relative humidity and ball track under c) high vacuum, d) 50% relative humidity  

4.3.3. Towards a mechanism of degradation 

Combining the evolution of COF in both configurations, with contact opening (Figure 4.4) or 

as uninterrupted (Figure 4.14), the morphology and the chemical nature of wear tracks, it is 

possible to propose a degradation mechanism highlighting the role of environment on the one 

hand, and the dynamics of debris on the other hand. The results can be revisited in the light of 

the tribological circuit [16] which describes the different third body flows that may take place 

in a contact. The source flow (Qs) corresponds to the detachment of particles due to tribological 

transformations of the structure or damage mechanisms such as cracking, abrasion… It leads to 

the formation of the third body. The internal flow is the flow of the third body circulating inside 

the contact. The recirculation flow (Qr) is composed of the third body escapes from the contact 
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and reintroduced into the contact. Wear flow (Qw), is composed of the third body (wear debris) 

that has been definitively ejected from the contact and can no longer participate in velocity 

accommodation. The wear rate is defined through a balance between the particles formation 

flow (Qs) and the particles ejection flow (Qe) from the contact [49]. Schemas presented in 

Figure 4.16 illustrates the evolution of the contact area throughout the continuous test, 

highlighting the nature of interfaces involved in the contact. 

Under vacuum, the debris at the edges of the wear track are constituted from iron and titanium, 

meaning that source flow of particles come from the ball and the coating. The accumulation of 

those debris at the edges, e.g. outside of the contact, highlighted that wear flow has been 

activated. The particles trapped in the contact contributed to the internal flow and caused 

changes on the friction response of the film. Such hard debris would act as abrasive matter. In 

the loading-unloading configuration, those debris can be lost for the contact because of the 

opening procedure and a new contact steel – TiN is occurred without such debris (the coating 

is still visible after each 10 cycles (Figure 4.5)). Even if the source flow is reactivated to form 

new debris, the ejection of debris at next opening (wear flow) prevent the abrasion. In the single 

run configuration, debris were trapped, preventing this cyclic phenomenon but allowing 

abrasion by activation of the internal flow, causing a dramatic wear of the coating (Figure 

4.16c), until reaching the substrate itself (Figure 4.16d).  

At 50% relative humidity, a plastic deformation was observed on the film and ball surfaces. 

Besides, the film was preserved throughout the 100 cycles. Under humidity, the nature of the 

coating surface is different than under vacuum, and present an initial passive titanium oxide 

layer. Such top layer, in contact with the ball, is soft. Source flow is constituted by particles 

detached from the coating (presence of Ti) and thus of this passive layer and by particles 

detached from the ball (presence of iron). The accumulation of particles at the edges and some 

debris along the track length, e.g. outside the contact, highlighted that wear flow has been 

activated. The third body present in the contact spread on the surface, and contributed to the 

internal flow. Its ductility facilitates is entrapment whatever the configuration. The wear flow 

is not increased between the two configurations. Furthermore, the water vapor environment is 

prone to continuously feed and renew the passive layer, which would be on the basis of the 

stable and lower COF values with time compared to those under vacuum.  
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The small-scale tribological investigation adopted in this study was then able to explain the 

beneficial solid-lubricant role of titanium oxide reported in the literature, and in this sense has 

validated our approach together with the mini-tribometer. 

 

Figure 4.16: Schematic representation of the damaging mechanism of TiN-coated steel under 

a-d) high vacuum, or e-h) 50% relative humidity. 

(The scale of balls and films thickness are not adapted to emphasize the deformation on both 

film and ball surfaces clearly) 

 

4.4. Conclusion 

To sum up, in situ characterization of a model-TiN film was performed during the run-in period 

with a home-made reciprocating mini-tribometer. This device can be introduced into the 

chamber of an environmental SEM, to analyze the effect of the environment on the tribological 

behavior of materials at small scale. The main experimental parameters; loading, displacement 

characteristics and nature of the environment are controlled, while the COF is continuously 

measured. Morphology of the film wear track is recorded in situ throughout the tribo-test. A 

post mortem evaluation of the worn damaged volume was also done on both counterparts, 

together with a morphological and chemical characterization of wear tracks. 

To validate this device, a model-contact was investigated as a proof-of-concept: a PVD 

micrometric TiN film rubbing onto a hard steel ball and the relevance, repeatability and 

efficiency of the mini-tribometer were demonstrated. 
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It was shown that degradation mechanisms of TiN were strongly dependent on its use 

environment: the role of humidity, which allowed a continuous growth of oxide layer favoring 

the sliding was confirmed, while it was demonstrated that the wear of TiN under vacuum was 

rather governed by the dynamic of abrasive debris (third body flows). 

Unfortunately, a real-time chemical characterization of the wear track was not possible with the 

current configuration. This next step can be achieved either by performing EDX analysis in situ 

in SEM, or by using a transparent ball, allowing a continuous analysis of the contact by Raman 

spectroscopy.  
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The deposition parameters for the Ti-Ag films and the details about the deposition process 

were indicated. Then the film characteristics were evaluated in terms of the chemical 

compositions and the microstructural properties. Effect of Ag content on the mechanical 

and electrical properties were explained in addition to the film densities. Moreover, the 

preliminary tribological tests results were discussed in terms of the role of the silver content 

and the environmental conditions. 
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5. FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF Ti-Ag MAGNETRON 

SPUTTERED THIN FILMS – PRELIMINARY TRIBOLOGICAL STUDY 

5.1 Introduction 

In modern medicine, it is necessary to accurately monitor the biopotential generated by human 

body. Electrocardiography (ECG), electroencephalography (EEG) and electromyography 

(EMG) are common examples for which these system electrodes are needed. With the 

exponential interest of the use of bio-sensors for variety of applications, the surface of the 

electrodes was functionalized by conductive films which were formed via PVD processes in 

most of the studies [1-10].  

Titanium with its high corrosion resistance, self-cleaning and bio-compatible character, was 

considered as a suitable material for the thin films to be used in bio-sensor applications [4]. 

Besides, it could be deposited with various alloying elements to enhance the performance of 

the film. As the external element, silver is a good candidate to incorporate with titanium 

regarding its antibacterial nature. It also tends to form intermetallic compounds with titanium 

and improves the film properties [5]. 

In previous studies, several properties of Ti-Ag PVD thin films have been investigated. For 

example, to examine the anti-bacterial character of Ti-Ag films, Wojcieszak et al. observed 

how several bacteria and fungi species do evolve on the surface of these coatings and in 24 

hours all the microbes were dead owing the strong biocide effect of the films [6]. Moreover, to 

analyse the durability of Ti-Ag films, Lopes at el. studied the mechanical properties of them 

and it was seen that these films had good combination of high mechanical strength and low 

Young’s modulus which made them suitable for biosensing [7]. Also, Marques et al. performed 

strain analysis of Ti-Ag films and indicated that, up to 5% of strain, these films could be an 

efficient choice for the piezoresistive sensors [8]. In another study, Lopes et al. investigated the 

tuning of the electrical properties by depositing Ti-Ag films with glancing angle deposition in 

various angles and heat treatment to provide the better signal acquisition. It was seen that with 

increasing temperature, electrical properties were enhanced; however, with increasing angle of 

the flux, the film microstructure became too porous and the electrical resistivity increased [9]. 
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Moreover, Etiemble et al. examined the effect of Ag content on the fracture resistance and 

continuous bio-signal acquisition of these films with an in situ fracture test. It was seen that 

with increasing Ag content crack density and electrical resistivity decreased. Also, the pathway 

of electrical conduction was preserved for the film with the highest Ag content [10].  

Regarding all the aspects mentioned above, it could be stated that Ti-Ag PVD films are good 

candidates for bio-sensor applications and changing Ag content can provide modification on 

the performance of these coatings. Therefore, in this chapter the microstructural, electrical, 

mechanical properties of films will be analysed regarding the role of Ag content. Even though 

there are several studies about the characterization of Ti-Ag PVD coatings as expressed above, 

their tribological behaviour has never been investigated. Thereby, as another goal of this 

chapter, the tribological behaviour of these films were examined considering not only the effect 

of Ag content, but also the influence of the environment.  

5.2. Static Analysis of Ti-Ag films 

A multi-scale characterization was performed on a first series of films, not really optimised for 

their sliding properties. The aim of this chapter is to better understand how silver does influence 

properties of films. In a second part, preliminary tribological test will be conducted in order to 

assess their behaviour in terms of friction.  

Four different films were deposited onto several different substrates. Firstly, pure-Ti target was 

used for deposition of the film without any silver addition. Binary films were also deposited by 

placing 4, 32 and 120 Ag pellets along the erosion zone of the Ti target to achieve various film 

compositions in terms of Ag/Ti ratio.  

5.2.1 Microstructural characterization of Ti-Ag films 

5.2.1.1 SEM analysis 

It was aimed to deposit Ti-Ag films with PVD technique in ~1 µm of thickness. The target 

preparation was done specifically for each composition before the deposition process. While 

Ti-reference film was deposited with pure Ti target, films containing silver were deposited by 

placing certain number of Ag pellets along the erosion zone of Ti target via silver paint. The 

number of Ag pellets inserted on target surface were selected regarding the expected 

composition of the film. In SEM, the films deposited on silicon wafer substrate were analysed 
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for their both cross sections and top surfaces. Since the deposition efficiency of Ag is higher 

than Ti, the deposition time decreased with increasing number of Ag pellets used during the 

deposition to reach ~1 µm of thickness.  

After the deposition process, the chemical composition of each film was investigated. Based on 

the EDS analysis, as expected, Ag content in the final film composition increased with 

increasing number of Ag pellets on Ti target (Figure 5.1).  

 

Figure 5.1: EDS analysis of the compositions for Ti-Ag films deposited with a) 0, b) 4, 

c) 32, d) 120 Ag pellets on Ti target. 

It was seen that for the Ti-Ag film deposited with 4 Ag pellets on Ti-target, Ag content in final 

film composition is 9-10 (at.) % while it is about 48.5-5(at.) % for the film deposited with 32 

pellets and 71.2-73.4% for the film deposited with 120 pellets. Based on these values the atomic 

ratio of Ag to Ti was calculated for each composition as it is shown in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Films composition and thicknesses regarding the number of Ag pellets 

inserted on Ti target during deposition 

Film/Deposition parameters Ag/Ti (at%)  Ag (at.%) Ti (at.%) Thickness (µm) 

Ti-reference 0 0 100 1.05 

Ti-Ag with 4 Ag pellets 0.12 10.7 89.3 1.14 
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Ti-Ag with 32 Ag pellets 0.98 49.5 50.5 1.10 

Ti-Ag with 120 Ag pellets 3.14 75.8 24.2 1.25 

 

As asserted by Lopes [11], silver addition in the film drastically modifies its morphology, in 

terms of plan-view as well as in cross section (Fig. 5.2, 5.3).  

 

Figure 5.2: Top surfaces of Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= a) 0, b) 0.12, c) 0.98, d) 3.14 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Cross section morphology for Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= a) 0, b) 0.12, c) 0.98, 

d) 3.14 
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In this work, different number of Ag pellets were used and so different Ag/Ti ratios were 

obtained than the previous studies. It was seen that while the Ti grains could be easily seen for 

Ti reference film with a more pinned microstructure on the film surface; increasing Ag content 

caused disappearing of these surface microstructures and refined the grains. Additionally, for 

the film has Ag/Ti=0.98, brighter spots appeared (arrowed in Figure 5.2c) similarly as its cross 

section (Figure 5.3c). 

It was examined that along cross section, while the film has a columnar microstructure for Ti-

reference composition, Ag/Ti=0.12 film has a more compact microstructure (Figure 3a, 3b). 

Additionally, for Ag/Ti=0.98, some clusters appeared (shown with arrows in figure 3c) and for 

the Ag-richest film (Ag/Ti=3.14), these clusters become larger (Figure 3d). Previously, 

Benelmekki et al. also asserted the inhomogeneous distribution of Ag clusters based on PVD 

process for the deposition of Ag:TiOx films [12]. Here also, it could be noted that a gradient 

presents on the distribution of the Ag-based particles along the cross section of the film. While 

there are more clusters close to the film-substrate interface, the number of clusters seems 

decreasing through the surface of the film. Such a gradient could be correlated with decreasing 

size of Ag pellets on Ti-target with sputtering, whereas there was higher deposition efficiency 

of Ag at the beginning of the deposition process based on the larger surface area of Ag pellets 

to be sputtered. 

When the EDS analysis was performed on the clusters detected in the film with Ag/Ti=0.98, it 

was seen that they are richer in Ag (Figure 5.4). Thus, it could be stated that, while small amount 

of Ag is infilling the titanium grains, increasing Ag content caused the silver-richer clusters 

along the film thickness. 
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Figure 5.4: EDS analysis of clusters for film Ag/Ti=3.14 

5.2.1.2 RBS Analysis 

It was obvious from the SEM analysis that, increasing Ag content into Ti-film composition 

caused morphological changes and also Ag tends to segregate to generate clusters. To 

investigate these modifications more in detail, film densities were also identified with 

Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) by C2TN Instituto Superior Técnico Lisbon. 

For this analysis, the films deposited on the silicon wafer substrates were used. As it was 

assumed by the qualitative microstructural SEM examination, it was quantitatively proved that, 

increasing Ag content into the film, increases the film density (Table 5.2).  

Table 5.2: Film densities 

Film composition  Density (x1022 at/cm3) 

Ti-reference 6.63 

Ag/Ti=0.12 7.93 

Ag/Ti=0.98 8.39 

Ag/Ti=3.14 8.88 

 

RBS analysis provided to explain the variations on the microstructure of the films with 

increasing Ag content. Indeed, while SEM showed qualitatively (Fig. 3) that grains size was 
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decreasing with the silver content making denser the microstructure, RBS analysis proved this 

fact quantitatively.  

5.2.1.3 TEM Analysis  

A deeper characterization of films at the TEM-scale was carried to explain the role of silver on 

their microstructure. Indeed, by considering the SEM, EDS and RBS analyses, it was aimed to 

identify how Ag was able to densify films. Moreover, Ag-rich clusters were observed by SEM. 

Their architecture at small scale has indeed to be analysed, since they may significantly 

influence properties of the surface, e.g. electric conductivity in particular, as already reported 

by Etiemble et al. [10].  

Since there is no Ag in the Ti-reference film, only the three binary Ti-Ag films were 

investigated. TEM characterization was conducted on 100nm-thick films deposited onto NaCl 

substrates then dissolved and put on a TEM grid. It was examined that for the film with 

Ag/Ti=0.12, Ag filled the surroundings of the grains of titanium as brighter lines (Figure 5.5a), 

which could explain the more compact cross section appearance from SEM images and higher 

film density measured by RBS analyses. Additionally, segregation of Ag in the form of clusters 

was confirmed for Ag-richer films. Their chemical nature, very rich in silver, as it was 

corroborated by EDS analysis. Such dense microstructure confirms Lopes’ study [11] which 

stated that, Ag fills the Ti-grains and segregates Ti-Ag clusters there. For the film with 

Ag/Ti=0.98, there are smaller clusters and some silver accumulated in the grains of Ti matrix 

(figure 5.5b); however, for the film with Ag/Ti=3.14, there are larger Ag-based clusters (Figure 

5.5c). 

Figure 5.5: TEM analysis of Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= a) 0.12, b) 0.98, c) 3.14 
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When the Ag placing in the titanium matrix and segregation of Ag clusters were investigated 

detailly with TEM analysis for the three Ti-Ag compositions, the film densification and 

morphology change could be clearly explained based on increasing Ag content. The role of the 

clusters and their increasing size for the highest Ag containing film could help to enhance 

mechanical, electrical and tribological properties. Therefore, after examining such a 

microstructure with TEM analysis, it was crucial to identify the formed phases to define how 

these properties could be tuned for corresponded microstructures and compositions. 

5.2.2 Crystal Structure Analysis 

5.2.2.1 XRD Analysis 

The solubility of Ti and Ag between each other and formation of their intermetallic phases in 

films were discussed in several studies. Murray et al. [13] stated that, a bcc (βTi) solid solution 

can be formed for films up to Ag/Ti=0.18 (i.e. 15.5 at.%  Ag). The hcp (αTi) solid solution can 

be also achieved with up to Ag/Ti=0.05 (4.7 at.% Ag). Additionally, until Ag/Ti=1 (50% of Ag 

(in at.)) intermetallic phases can be achieved above 600°C as it was shown in the phase diagram 

(Figure 5.6). Therefore, to obtain both solid solution and intermetallic phases is possible for our 

Ti-Ag alloys. 

 

Figure 5.6: Ti-Ag phase diagram [12] 
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The XRD analysis was performed with θ-2θ Bruker XRD D8 advanced diffractometer and the 

computations were done with PDF data base by using EVA and TOPAS software. The samples 

analysed with XRD are the films deposited on the fused silica (SiO2) substrate. Here the purpose 

was to investigate which crystal phases were formed for the corresponding compositions. It was 

aimed to define the solid solution and/or intermetallic compounds forming with increasing Ag 

content.  

Figure 5.7 presents the diffractograms for Ti reference and Ag/Ti=0.12 films. Ti-reference film 

present the expected hexagonal closed packed (hcp) Ti phase (with space group P63/mmc 194). 

However, regarding the bright lines estimated in TEM analysis, it was thought that there could 

be pure Ag phase which was placed surroundings of the Ti grains. Therefore, the fcc-cubic 

phase and the intermetallic tetragonal Ti-Ag phase were also considered for the peaks of this 

composition. However, even though peak intensities varied, it was seen that Ag/Ti=0.12 film 

has the quite similar diffractogram pattern as Ti-reference film. Thus, for this composition, hcp 

(αTi) solid solution phase with similar peaks as pure Ti even if a slight shift towards lower 

angles is recorded. This shift is consistent with the weak enlargement of the lattice induced by 

the bigger silver insertion (atomic radius of elements: 140 and 160pm for Ti and Ag 

respectively). 
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Figure 5.7: XRD analysis for the Ti reference and Ag/Ti=0.12 films 

Additionally, with the further increase in Ag content, Lopes [1], indicated that the structure 

changes to intermetallic phases. It was expected also by considering the phase diagram of Ti-

Ag (Figure 5.6). Two intermetallic different phases were considered for the films with Ag/Ti= 

0.98 and =3.14 compositions: tetragonal Ti2Ag (I4/nmm or 139) and tetragonal TiAg (P4/nmm 

or 129). Furthermore, since there are Ag-based clusters for Ag/Ti=0.98 composition and they 

are enlarging with increasing Ag content for the film with Ag/Ti=3.14, it was expected that, 

face-centred cubic (fcc) Ag metallic phase could also be achieved. Nevertheless, it has to be 

noted that the peaks for intermetallic phases and cubic Ag phase are very close to each other. 

As it was shown in Figure 5.8, the peak positions at 2θ=38° and 81.5°, fcc-Ag phase and TiAg 

intermetallic phase are overlapped.  
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Figure 5.8: Crystal phases for the Ag/TI=0.98 and =3.14 films 

 

Even though there are two intermetallic phases (tetragonal TiAg P4/nmm or tetragonal Ti2Ag 

I4/nmm) could be achieved for these two Ag richer compositions, in the currently used PDF 

database, only TiAg P4/nmm phase exists. However, in previous study, Lopes examined the 

Ti2Ag phase for the composition with Ag/Ti=0.5. Also, it is was considered that the films with 
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Ag/Ti=3.14 has TiAg phase by considering the same previous study for the XRD pattern of the 

film with Ag/Ti=2.42 (Figure 5.9) [11].  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Crystal phase analysis for Ti-Ag films with different compositions from a 

previous research to compare [11] 

To sum up, by considering the Ti-Ag phase diagram and the XRD analysis, it could be stated 

that the film with Ag/Ti=0.12 is in hcp (αTi) solid solution with Ag traces. However, the 

existence of pure Ag phases for this composition or the intermetallic phases as well as the pure 

fcc-Ag phase for Ag-richer compositions cannot be perfectly defined with XPS analysis. 

Therefore, a further analysis technique (XPS) was aimed to perform. 

5.2.2.2 XPS Analysis 

To investigate the change of metal-metal environment detailly with increasing Ag content in 

the film and to discuss any potential Ti-Ag intermetallic phases for the corresponding film 

compositions, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used.  

Before starting to the analysis, to avoid from the quantification of extra oxides or other 

pollutants over the surfaces of the films, they were exposed to Ar+ etching at 3 kV for 5 minutes. 

Samples analysed with XPS are the films deposited on both silicon wafer and fused silica 
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substrates. By considering the XRD analysis, three more compositions were deposited. Here, it 

was aimed to investigate the solubility limits of Ag in Ti matrix and the ranges of the Ag content 

to achieve the intermetallic phases in the film. These extra three compositions can be defined 

as extremely Ti-rich (Ag/Ti (at.) = 0.08, deposited with 2 Ag pellets on Ti target), extremely 

Ag rich (Ag/Ti (at.) = 24, deposited with 4 Ti pellets on Ag target) and Ag-reference film 

(deposited with pure Ag target). The films with Ag/Ti=24 and Ag-reference film were aimed 

to better understand the transition from intermetallic Ti-Ag phase to solid solution of fcc-Ag 

with Ti in it and then to pure Ag phase. 

Films deposited on SiO2 substrates were investigated and it was seen that the Ti peaks were 

slightly disappeared with increasing Ag content. However, for the films with Ag/Ti=0.08 and 

Ag/Ti=0.12, Ag peaks were barely detected. Even though for the film with Ag/Ti=0.08, the 

intensity of Ag peak is quite small, it became easily recognisable for the Ag/Ti=0.12 film 

composition which confirms the co-existing of Ag phase in addition to the hexagonal Ti phase. 

Moreover, the intensity of Ti peaks decreased while the intensities of Ag peaks were increasing 

for the films having higher Ag content (Figure 5.10).  

  

Figure 5.10: XPS analysis of Ti-Ag films on SiO2 substrate 

When the films on Si substrates were investigated, it was seen that the film compositions are 

the same as they were estimated with EDS. However, there is a considerable amount of 

oxidation along the film thicknesses which was correlated with the placing of Ag in Ti grains 
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as it was confirmed with TEM, since both Ti and Ag are highly tend to oxidise. Even though 

there is no continuous trend on the oxidation tendencies with increasing Ag content in the films, 

the highest oxidation was observed for the film with Ag/Ti=3.14 in addition to a strong noise 

for Ti content for the same composition.   

Consequently, while the Ti-reference and Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti=0.08 and =0.12 behaved 

similarly as pure titanium (with small amount of Ag contamination for Ti-Ag films); transition 

was seen with high noise of Ti2p peaks for the film with Ag/Ti=0.98. For three Ag-richer 

compositions Ag peaks detected so intermetallic Ti-Ag and/or pure fcc-Ag phases are existing 

for these compositions. However, also XPS could not provide the exact information on the 

structure of phases existing in these compositions. 

5.2.3 Mechanical and Electrical Properties 

5.2.3.1 Nano-indentation Test 

To investigate the mechanical properties of Ti-Ag films, nanoindentation tests were performed 

with a Berkovich nano-indenter tip. The indentation frequency was set as 45 Hz and the 

penetration depth limit was 500 nm. For this analysis, samples deposited on fused silica 

substrates were tested. It was seen that with increasing Ag content, both hardness and Young’s 

modulus are slightly increasing. Even though there is not a continuous increment, the films 

could be grouped as Ti richer ones (Ag/Ti= 0 and 0.12) and Ag richer ones (Ag/Ti=0.98 and 

3.12) in terms of their mechanical properties (Table 5.3). The small amount of increase on 

mechanical properties can be correlated with increasing oxide content which was estimated by 

XPS analysis. It was seen that the brittle metal oxides helped to achieve higher modulus and 

hardness. The slight decrease of the mechanical properties for the composition with Ag/Ti=3.14 

could be explained with the increasing pure Ag phase (large Ag clusters as fcc-Ag) and so 

increasing ductility of the film. This point could be explained as the indents are covering not 

only the titanium phase but also the clusters.  

Table 5.3: Mechanical properties of Ti-Ag films 

Films for Ag/Ti (at.) Young’s modulus (GPa) Hardness (GPa) 

0 89.97 (±9.06) 3.47 (±0.70) 

0.12 91.13 (±10.55) 3.54 (±0.73) 

0.98 103.5 (±1.44) 4.78 (±0.10) 
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3.14 98.92 (±1.73) 4.20 (±0.14) 

 

It could be expressed that increasing Ag content helped to slightly enhanced the mechanical 

properties of Ti-Ag films regarding the nanoindentation test. However, larger standard 

deviation on the measurement for two Ti-richer compositions can be explained with the 

columnar nature of Ti along the indentation depth, whereas there are denser microstructures 

and ductile clusters for Ag-richer films. 

5.2.3.2 Four Point Probe Test 

The electrical properties were investigated with four-point-probe electrical resistivity technique 

in Universidade do Minho (Portugal). The sheet resistivity values for each composition were 

multiplied with the film thicknesses. The purpose of this analysis is to investigate the effect of 

Ag content on the electrical conductivity of these films, since it was aimed to use them for 

biosensor applications. 

The similar behaviour was observed for the electrical resistivity as the mechanical properties 

(Table 5.4). While it was increasing with Ag content in the film, there is a decrease for the 

composition with the Ag/Ti=3.14. Here the resistivity increase with increasing Ag content 

could be explained with the presence of intermetallic phases which were assumed with the XRD 

analysis. However, it can be stated that there is a maximum level of resistivity increase with 

increasing Ag content which is lower than Ag/Ti=3.14. This issue could be based on enlarging 

of Ag richer clusters and formation of pure Ag phase which is highly ductile and conductive. 

Therefore, the film with Ag/Ti=3.14 was performed higher conductivity since resistivity is 

inversely proportional with conductivity [14].  

Table 5.4: Electrical resistivities of Ti-Ag films 

Films for Ag/Ti (at.) Electrical resistivity (Ωm (*10-6)) 

0 1.17 (±0.10) 

0.12 2.13 (±0.02) 

0.98 2.34 (±0.04) 
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3.14 1.33 (±0.01) 

 

It could be concluded as in addition to the increased ductility to provide discontinuous crack 

propagation for a longer signal acquisition as it was expressed in previous study [10], increasing 

Ag content also helped to achieve higher film conductivity. This characteristic makes the film 

with Ag/Ti=3.14 quite suitable material for bio-sensor application. 

5.2.4. Preliminary Tribological Analysis  

The tribological tests were applied with the laboratory-made micro-tribometer which was 

validated with the preliminary tests carried with TiN film. It was aimed to investigate the 

tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films, in early stages since they can expose to sliding motion 

at joints and against human skin or clothes. To perform the tribological test in small scale in 

situ conditions, the micro-tribometer was operated by coupling it with a light microscope and 

also once it was implemented into SEM chamber (SEM Quattro). First tests in SEM were 

performed in high vacuum conditions (10-3 Pa). Additionally, for the first tests, steel balls 

(AISI52100, Ø10mm) were used as the sliding counter-face. The hardness of Ti-Ag films is 

~210 GPa with Poisson’s ratio is 0.27 [15], giving a maximum contact pressure calculated with 

the Hertzian theory of 0.55-0.60 GPa for 4N of normal load. 

The tribological tests were performed on the films deposited on the steel substrates with 2mm 

of wear track to achieve a region where the sliding speed is constant. Finally, the sliding speed 

was fixed as 1 mm/s. The normal, tangential and lateral forces in addition to time and 

displacement were recorded for the further data analysis by the TRIBOMEB software to 

calculate the friction coefficient for each cycle.  

When the first tests were performed with steel ball, strong delamination issue was examined for 

most of the compositions. Additionally, debris formation and particle accumulation occurred at 

the frontiers of the wear track in both ambient air (Figure 5.11) and high vacuum conditions 

(Figure 5.12). During the test performed in ambient air conditions, the film removed along the 

sliding distance for Ti-reference composition. Also, for the compositions with Ag/Ti=0.12 and 

0.98, the film was delaminated around the sides of the wear track. It can be noted that the 

delamination was larger along the wear track for the composition with Ag/Ti=0.98. Since this 

large amount of delamination and film removal was seen with optical microscope only after 3 
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cycles, the tests were stopped at this point. However, no film removal or delamination was 

detected after three cycles for the film with Ag/Ti=3.14. This enhanced wear character can be 

correlated with the formed Ag-rich clusters which might help the sliding of the coating. 

 

Figure 5.11: Wear tracks of a) Ti reference film and the Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= 

b)0.07, c)0.98, d)3.14 

Furthermore, the tests were performed in high vacuum conditions inside the SEM chamber. 

Similar behavior was examined on the corresponding compositions with the tests carried out in 

ambient air conditions. Debris formations and film delamination were detected for the first three 

compositions after 3 cycles, whereas there was no delamination on the film with the 

Ag/Ti=3.14.  
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Figure 5.12: Wear tracks after 3 cycles for Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= a) 0, b) 0.12, c) 

0.98, d) 3.14 

It was seen that Ti-reference film as well as the films with Ag/Ti=0.12 and 0.98, the film was 

almost totally removed even only after 3 cycles. However, the situation was completely 

different for the Ag richest composition (Figure 5.11d and 5.12d). There was no film removal, 

debris or particle accumulation at the edges or along the length of the wear track for this 

composition. 

Additionally, friction coefficients were calculated. The friction coefficient of the Ti-Ag film 

with Ag/Ti=3.14 was remarkably lower than the friction coefficients of the other three 

compositions. There is no trend on the decrease of the friction coefficient with increasing Ag 

content but from the Ti-reference film, to Ag-richest Ti-Ag film, there is almost one order of 

magnitude decrease on friction coefficient values (Table 5.5). 

Table 5.5: Friction coefficients of Ti-Ag films  

Film for Ag/Ti (at.) COF at ambient air COF at high vacuum 

0 0.78 (±0.29) 0.83 (±0.31) 

0.12 0.31 (±0.14) 0.43 (±0.27) 

0.98 0.45 (±0.10) 0.60 (±0.28) 

3.14 0.08 (±0.04) 0.08 (±0.02) 
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The smoother wear track appearance without any debris and delamination in addition to the 

smallest friction coefficient in both environmental conditions for the film with Ag/Ti=3.14 

could be explained by a solid lubricant effect of ductile Ag-based clusters. Here, the clusters 

were appeared in nanoparticle form. It is worth mentioning that, Ag nanoparticles have already 

been used as an additive solid lubricant to enhance the tribological behavior of various materials 

[16-19].  

In addition to the analysis of the effect of film composition on tribological behaviors of Ti-Ag 

films, the effect of environmental conditions on tribological susceptibility of these films were 

also investigated. As it was seen in table 5 above, there is an increase on friction coefficient 

from ambient air to high vacuum conditions for the first three compositions. Additionally, the 

composition with Ag/Ti=0.98 was tested also in low vacuum conditions. Here the purpose was 

to better understand the role of clusters with humidity since the Ag richer clusters was firstly 

detected in this composition. The first tests were performed in ambient air condition (~23% 

relative humidity) with an optical microscope and also in both low (173 Pa) and high vacuum 

(10-3 Pa) conditions in SEM. When the wear tracks were compared for the film in two controlled 

environments in SEM, it was seen that the wear track of the film has larger delamination and 

more removed film particles at high vacuum (Figure 5.13e) than at low vacuum (Figure 5.13c). 

Also, Figure 5.13d and 5.13e shows that the particles on the ball surface was more spread at 

low vacuum test whereas, there is a larger track with more compact particles on the ball used 

at high vacuum. On the other hand, at ambient air atmosphere, even though the ball has a wear 

track showing more compact debris, it was clearly seen that there is large amount of 

delamination on the surroundings of the wear track of the film (Figure 5.13). 
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Figure 5.13: Wear tracks of the Ti-Ag (Ag/Ti=0.98) film after tribo-test with 3 cycles at 

ambient air a) on film, b) on ball; at low vacuum c) on film, d) on ball; at high vacuum e) on 

film, f) on ball  

Furthermore, it was seen that from ambient air to increasing vacuum, the friction 

coefficient was slightly increased (Table 5.6). The tuning of the friction coefficient with 

increasing vacuum could be explained with the tendency of oxidation of the metals in ambient 

air atmosphere (both for Ti and Ag). It was confirmed by XPS analysis that, the Ti-Ag 

(Ag/Ti=0.98) film has high tendency to be oxidized. Also, as it was explained in the previous 

studies that continuously forming oxide layer of titanium provides a solid lubricant effect along 

the wear track for Ti-based films [20-25]. Therefore, the oxide layer formed along the wear 

track based on the existence of humidity could be at the origin of the measured friction 

coefficient decreases.  

Table 5.6: Comparison of friction coefficients for Ti-Ag film (Ag/Ti=0.98) at different 

environmental conditions 

Testing environment Ambient air Low vacuum High vacuum 

Friction coefficient 0.45 (±0.08) 0.58 (±0.05) 0.60 (±0.07) 
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Moreover, since there was strong delamination detected on the films surfaces except the 

composition with Ag/Ti=3.14, it was aimed to investigate the change on the mean friction 

coefficient from one cycle to another. Therefore, the COF values of the films tested in high 

vacuum conditions were analyzed. It was seen that for the first three compositions there is a 

clearer increase or decrease at cycle 2; nevertheless, the friction coefficient was relatively stable 

for the film with Ag/Ti=3.14. Even though there is a variation on the cycle 2 for the first three 

compositions, there is not a strong jump which actually shows that film removal occurred at the 

very beginning of the contact (Figure 5.14). Thereby, improvement of the adhesion of these 

films was a significant requirement to be able to analyze their tribological susceptibility. 

 

Figure 5.14: Mean friction coefficients of Ti-Ag films for 3 cycles at high vacuum 

Lastly, Ag-richer clusters helped to enhance the tribological behavior of Ti-Ag films by acting 

the role as a solid lubricant for the Ag/Ti=3.14 film composition. Also, increasing humidity 

caused a slight decrease in friction coefficient of the film with Ag/Ti=0.98 based on the 

formation of continuous oxide layer of titanium with the existence of the water vapor in the 

environment. However, the films were mostly delaminated as large particles over the substrate 

surface only after 3 cycles. Thus, it was aimed to enhance their adhesion character and the tests 

repeated to achieve with more adherent films to deeply investigate their tribological behavior 

in early stages. 
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5.3. Conclusion  

Four different compositions were deposited with varying number of Ag pellets on Ti-target via 

magnetron sputtering PVD technique. The film behaviors were analyzed to examine the effect 

of Ag content. It was seen that mechanical and electrical properties are slightly enhanced in 

addition to the densification of the film microstructure. Regarding the TEM analysis, firstly Ag 

filled the Ti-grains and then accumulated in nanocluster form in the film matrix with its 

increasing content. When the tribological behaviors of these films were analyzed with 

laboratory-made ball-on-disk micro-tribometer, it was seen that only the film with Ag/Ti=3.14 

had a good resistance against friction. While the other compositions were almost totally 

removed, the enlarged Ag-based clusters for the film with Ag/Ti=3.14 provided a solid 

lubrication effect and enhanced the wear resistance of the film for the tests performed both in 

high vacuum and ambient air atmosphere. Moreover, slight effect of humidity on the friction 

coefficient of these films were detected, yet the films removed only after three cycles. 

Therefore, regarding the outcomes of this chapter, it was aimed to enhance their adhesion 

character to analyze the in situ tribological behaviors in early stages of the contact and to 

investigate the role of contact environment more in detail for Ti-Ag films. 
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The 2nd series of Ti-Ag films (with interlayer) and their properties were indicated. Then, 

their tribological behaviours were examined by rubbing against a polyurethane ball.  First 

the role of the testing procedure at high humidity level was explained. After the selection 

of the proper procedure, the effect of the environment was evaluated on the tribological 

behaviour of the films with the highest Ag content. Finally, the effect of films composition 

on the friction and wear behaviour of these films were asserted in terms of increasing Ag 

content. 
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6. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF TRIBOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR of Ti-Ag 

FILMS 

6.1. Introduction 

Thin film for biosensor applications have some specific requirements. First of all, it is 

significant to choose the proper substrate and counter-face selection by considering the possible 

friction [1, 2, 3]. For most of the bio-sensors, polymeric materials are being used based on their 

light weight, flexibility and durability [4]. Also, to provide the electrical acquisition, conductive 

polymers are the preliminary choice as the substrate materials [1, 3, 5].  

As well as the substrate, the selection of the counter-face material is also crucial. In addition to 

the use of polymers for the substrate of the film, use of polymeric counter-part is also convenient 

for a bio mimicking system [3,6]. 

Normally, the relative motion like on pulse or cardiographic measurements [7], or movements 

on joint prosthesis of knees or hips, are endlessly repeating during the lifetime [8, 9]. Even 

though the amount of the normal load varies at different body parts, it is necessary to investigate 

the damaging mechanism in early stages of the contact of the sensors and/or body-prosthesis 

which are exposing a repeating sliding motion. 

Furthermore, friction of the counterparts has a vital importance for a bio-system [6]. In this 

case, the counter-face was selected as a polymeric ball (polyurethane- PU) in 10 mm diameter 

to mimic the bio-contact [11, 12]. In addition to the material choice, the contact pressure also 

has a significant role. There is a commonly used model (Greenwood-Williamson) for contact 

area calculation of the rigid solid surfaces but for polymers this calculation is not easily 

adaptable. Therefore, the contact pressure can be roughly calculated but it is also needed to 

consider the molecular interactions between surfaces for the case of polymeric contact [5]. 

In previous studies polyurethane have been used both as substrate for a film [10] and/or as in a 

functionalised form for bio-sensor applications [11, 12, 13]. In addition to bio-sensors, 

polyurethane is a commonly selected material for polymeric catheters [14], artificial joints [8], 

or foot soles [15] in biomedical applications regarding its low friction character [10]. 
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Previously, in situ tensile behaviour of Ti-Ag films on PET substrates for biosensors were 

studied in terms of the effect of Ag content for the data acquisition [16]. Furthermore, Ti, TiO2 

[15,17] and TiN [18,19] films deposited on PET substrate to be used for bio-sensor application 

and their tribological performance analysed against metallic balls were tested. However, metal-

polymer contact is quite different than metal-ceramic or metal-metal contact because the 

polymeric system is mainly elastic [3]. In this point the interaction of dynamic contact is 

significant for polymers because, contact pressure, sliding temperature and speed has an 

important role on friction [4]. When the roles of these parameters were investigated, it could be 

stated that: 

• Normal load and sliding speed: Friction coefficient is normally independent than these 

values; however, it decreases with increasing normal load or relative velocity within the 

deformation limit of polymer and the contact temperature. 

• Temperature and glass transition temperature (Tg): The melting point of polymers is 

lower than metals and ceramics. Here the normal load and sliding speed have to be 

considered for contact temperature. Also, even though the variation of friction 

coefficient from the semi-crystalline to amorphous phase is often neglected, it might be 

quite different above and below of Tg [3]. 

In this chapter firstly, the static analysis of the Ti-Ag films deposited with interlayer (2nd series 

of films) were investigated in terms of their microstructural, chemical, mechanical and electrical 

behaviours. Then, the methodology of the dynamic analysis of tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag 

films was described with a reference test (Ag/Ti=0.72, at 50% relative humidity). Finally, the 

in situ small scale characterization was performed considering three main factors: i) testing 

procedure, ii) environment, iii) effect of film composition.  

6.2. Static Analysis of Ti-Ag films with interlayer 

To enhance the adhesion, multilayer deposition was performed with a ~100 nm interlayer 

between the substrate and film itself. Here, the same target was used for the deposition of the 

interlayer and film itself. So, for each of the four compositions, the interlayers have the same 

chemical composition as each film itself deposited over them. It was though that, as well as the 

adhesion behavior, all the other characteristics of the films could be modified in comparison 

with the previous Ti-Ag film series because of the interlayer. Therefore, these behaviors were 

investigated thoroughly. 
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6.2.1. Microstructural and Chemical Analysis  

6.2.1.1. SEM & EDS Analysis 

The microstructural and chemical analysis for the 2nd series of films (deposited with ~100 nm 

interlayer), were performed with SEM and EDS and the film compositions and thicknesses were 

examined (Table 6.1).  

Table 6.1: Composition of 2nd series of Ti-Ag films deposited 

Films (with number of Ag pellets 

used during deposition) 

Ti (at.%) Ag (at.%) Thickness (µm) 

Ti reference with 0 Ag pellets 100 0 1.07 

Ti-Ag with 4 Ag pellets 93.56 6.44  1.33 

Ti-Ag with 32 Ag pellets 67.44 32.56 1.04 

Ti-Ag with 120 Ag pellets 58.62 41.38 0.89 

 

A variation was noticed on the film composition of the second series, compared with the first 

series (chapter 5), as it was seen in table 6.2, even though both series of films were deposited 

with the same parameters (voltage, current, pressure, deposition time, number of Ag pellets).  

Table 6.2: Comparison of film compositions in terms of Ag/Ti (at.) ratios of 1st and 2nd series 

 Ag/Ti (at.) 

Films (with number of Ag pellets 

used during deposition) 

1st series 

(no interlayer) 

2nd series 

(~100 nm interlayer) 

Ti reference with 0 Ag pellets 0 0 

Ti-Ag with 4 Ag pellets 0.12 0.07 

Ti-Ag with 32 Ag pellets 0.98 0.48 

Ti-Ag with 120 Ag pellets 3.14 0.72 

 

The variation on the film compositions could be explained by modification of deposition 

efficiencies of metals (Ti and Ag) based on the erosion rate of the target. During the sputtering 

process, the target erodes and a ring shaped “race track” forms on target surface. Therefore, the 

deposit quality changes with changing depth of this race track. Even though the PVD method 
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is quite reproducible, the depth of the erosion ring on target surface has a crucial role to modify 

the deposition rate [20]. To explain the effect of target erosion on sputtering yield, Schoff [21] 

investigated the time-evolution of target consuming by using a copper target. With that study, 

it was seen that by increasing erosion depth of the target, both the sputtering yield and coating 

rate decreases based on the reducing of the gun voltage. Also, since the target geometry changes 

with the erosion, the power of the felt magnetic field changes as well, which may affect the 

sputtering yield. Thus, the decrease on the silver amount for the second series explained with 

two reasons: 

• In the first series, an already eroded Ti target was used. For the deposition of the second 

series, a brand new Ti target was used without any erosion. Therefore, it had higher 

sputtering yield for titanium.  

• Secondly, it is significant to place the Ag pellets precisely along the erosion zone of the 

target. However, because the Ti-target was not eroded for the second set of deposition, 

Ag pellets were placed regarding the estimated erosion zone of the target. Thereby, the 

small variations on their location caused to have a difference on the final film 

composition. 

Additionally, the film microstructures were investigated for these 2nd series of films with SEM. 

The grain refinement with increasing Ag content in the film composition was clearly seen 

(Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1: Top surface of the films with Ag/Ti= a) 0, b) 0.07, c) 0.48, d) 0.72 
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The cross sections of the 2nd series films with interlayer were also investigated. It has to be 

noted that, the Ag-richer clusters were appeared along the cross section of the films both with 

Ag/Ti=0.48 and =0.72 (Figure 6.2). However, these clusters were quite small for the film with 

Ag/Ti=0.48. It was also seen that in the first series of films, the ionic polishing had an artifact 

on the density for the cross-section appearance. Thus, the samples were aimed to be analyzed 

only by breaking with a diamond tip. The columnar microstructure was noticed not only for Ti-

reference film but also for the films with Ag/Ti=0.07 and Ag/Ti=0.48. For the film with 

Ag/Ti=0.72, to reach a clear cross-section appearance by breaking the sample on the Si substrate 

was a challenge based on the ductility of the film with high Ag content. Therefore, ionic 

polishing was done to detect the distribution and size of the Ag-based clusters with this sample. 

Yet, it was aimed to investigate the cross-section microstructure of this film with further TEM 

analysis. Also, it is worthy to mention that the size and distribution of clusters have a gradient 

along the cross section of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72. 

 

Figure 6.2: Cross sections of the films with Ag/Ti= a) 0, b) 0.07, c) 0.48, d) 0.72 

Furthermore, according to the EDS analysis, it was seen that some of the clusters formed along 

the cross section of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72, could be purely Ag (Figure 6.3).  
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Figure 6.3: EDS analysis of the clusters for the Ti-Ag film with Ag/Ti=0.72  

To sum up, it was seen that, Ag richer clusters were present along the cross section of the film 

with Ag/Ti=0.72. Grain refinement was seen with increasing Ag content as expected. 

Additionally, while the Ti-reference film has a quite columnar microstructure, an obvious 

densification was achieved with increasing Ag content. On the other hand, since a new Ti-target 

was used during the deposition process, film composition of the 2nd series was different from 

the 1st series in terms of Ag/Ti ratio. 

6.2.1.2. RBS Analysis 

It was seen that the distribution of Ag-based clusters for the Ag-richest film was not uniform in 

the film thickness (Figure 6.2.d and 6.3). In order to quantify such a distribution RBS analysis 

was done (Figure 6.4). It was observed that there is a gradient on the distribution of the Ag-

based nanoclusters along the film thickness and this gradient causes a variation on the film 

density as well as on the composition along the thickness. The gradient of the Ag content 

appeared more clearly for the Ag richest composition as five layers (the film with Ag/Ti=0.72).  
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of Ag content along the thickness of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 

Furthermore, the effect of Ag content on the densification of the film was analysed for this 

second series for all the Ti-Ag films. It was confirmed that increasing Ag content helps to 

slightly densify the film microstructure (Table 6.3). 

 

 

Table 6.3: Film Densities of 2nd series 

Film composition  Density (x1022 at/cm3) 

Ag/Ti=0.07 5.59 

Ag/Ti=0.48 5.71 

Ag/Ti=0.72 5.76 

6.2.1.3. TEM Analysis 

For the second set of deposition, it was aimed to investigate the film microstructure in detail in 

addition to the location of Ag-richer nanoparticles along the thickness of the film. Another 

purpose of the microstructural analysis with TEM was to investigate the interlayer which was 

deposited to enhance the adhesion since it was not detected with SEM analysis. Therefore, the 

cross sections of the films which were deposited on Si substrate were examined after cutting 

them with FIB. Only the films with Ag/Ti=0.48 and =0.72 were investigated since they have 

higher Ag content and possibly have clusters. 
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The columnar microstructure was still clearly visible for both compositions. However, columns 

were more appeared for the film with Ag/Ti=0.48 (Figure 6.5a) whereas Ag-richer clusters 

stuck in the direction of film growth were easily detectable along the cross section of the film 

with Ag/Ti=0.72 (Red circles in figure 6.5b). 

 

  

Figure 6.5: TEM analysis of the cross section of 2nd set of film series for the films with Ag/Ti 

a) =0.48 and b) =0.72 

Some Ag-based nanoparticles were seen also in the film matrix for the film with Ag/Ti=0.48. 

Additionally, bigger clusters were appeared on the top surface of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 

(Figure 6.6). 

Figure 6.6: 

Ag-richer nano-clusters with TEM in films with Ag/Ti a) =0.48, b) =0.72 
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Finally, the deposited interlayer to improve the film adhesion was detected with TEM analysis 

and the interlayer thicknesses were measured as ~83-87 nm (Figure 6.7). 

 

Figure 6.7: Film interlayers detected with SEM for the films with Ag/Ti a) =0.48, b) =0.72 

In summary, with TEM analysis it was examined that the columnar micro-structure was 

protected even for the film with the highest Ag content (Ag/Ti=0.72). Moreover, interlayers 

were detected for both compositions, with a thickness of ~83-87 nm. TEM analysis confirmed 

the cluster formation for both compositions. 

6.2.2. Crystal Structure Analysis 

The crystal structures of the 2nd set of films were investigated with XRD technique. The film 

deposited with 4 Ag pellets has the similar pattern of peaks as Ti-reference film (Figure 6.8). 

By considering the solubility of Ag into Ti, the film with Ag/Ti=0.07 evidenced the hcp(αTi) 

structure with Ag atoms probably in substitution regarding their respective radii (rTi=187 pm, 

rAg=172 pm). 
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Figure 6.8: XRD analysis of Ti-reference and Ag/Ti=0.07 films with interlayer 

For the two other compositions which have higher Ag content, both intermetallic Ti-Ag phases 

and pure fcc-Ag phase were considered to be co-existing (Figure 6.9). However, since the peaks 

of both phases are overlapping, it was again challenging to identified them for corresponding 

compositions. 
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Figure 6.9: XRD Analysis of Ag/Ti=0.48 and =0.72 films with interlayer 

In conclusion, also for the second set of films the crystal phases were not exactly detected with 

XRD analysis, since the peaks are very close to each other. However, the first two Ti-richer 

compositions (Ti-reference and Ag/Ti=0.07) and the last two Ag-richer compositions (Ag/Ti= 

0.48, =0.72) have the similar diffraction patterns.  
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6.2.3. Mechanical and Electrical Properties 

6.2.3.1. Nano-indentation 

To estimate the mechanical properties of 2nd series, nanoindentation test was performed. It was 

seen that, even though there is not a continuous trend with increasing Ag content in the film 

composition, the highest elastic modulus was reached for the film with Ag/Ti=0.48. This film 

is the first composition which has intermetallic phase in addition to tiny Ag-based clusters as it 

was expressed in XRD and TEM analysis. On the other hand, the second film which has 

intermetallic phase with higher Ag content (Ag/Ti=0.72) reached the highest hardness value 

even though it has the lowest elastic modulus within these four compositions (Table 6.4). 

However, this lowest modulus could be correlated with the formation of the pure fcc-Ag phase 

in larger clusters in the film composition.   

 Table 6.4: Mechanical properties of 2nd set of deposition Ti-Ag films 

 

 

 

 

6.2.3.2. Four-Point Probe Test 

Before to perform the tribological analysis in situ conditions in small scale, also the electrical 

properties of these films were aimed to analyze. It was noted that while the resistivity firstly 

increases with the small amount of Ag addition, it decreased for the film with the highest Ag 

content (Table 6.5). 

Table 6.5: Electrical resistivities of 2nd set of deposition Ti-Ag films 

Film for Ag/Ti (at.) Electrical Resistivity (Ωm (*10-6)) 

0 0.38 (±0.02) 

0.07 2.18 (±0.08) 

0.48 2.03 (±0.90) 

Films for Ag/Ti (at.) Young’s modulus (GPa) Hardness (GPa) 

0 106.67 (±9.87) 4.66 (±0.72) 

0.07 106.47 (±8.16) 3.69 (±0.50) 

0.48 120.5 (±8.71) 5.58 (±0.74) 

0.72 102.27 (±3.3) 6.4 (±0.38) 
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0.72 0.28 (±0.07) 

 

The higher resistivity for the films which contain less Ag could was attributed to the columnar 

microstructure of the film. Since the Ti grains were surrounded by Ag along the film thickness, 

the conductivity was more on the vertical direction. However, for the film with Ag/Ti=0,72 the 

lowest resistivity value was reached which could be correlated with the densification of the film 

and the formation of pure Ag phase (Ag-clusters). Thus, more uniform and higher electrical 

conductivity was achieved for this composition.  

 

6.3. Methodology of in situ Tribological Analysis 

During the tribological tests for the Ti-Ag films with interlayer, by rubbing against PU ball, the 

applied normal force was 4 N, the sliding distance was 2 mm and the sliding speed was 1 mm/s. 

Since the Young’s modulus of polyurethane ball was indicated as 360 MPa by the provider 

(Marteau & Lemaire company) and the Young’s modulus of Ti-Ag films was calculated with 

nanoindentation test as in the range between 102-120 GPa, the maximum Hertzian contact 

pressure was calculated as ~ 20 MPa. The microscope images were investigated in the same 

way as the protocol defined previously (Chapter 4, section 4.1.3), after every 10 cycles for three 

different regions of interest in various magnifications. Here below, images with high 

magnification were shown from these three regions of interest (Figure 6.10). As it was seen, 

while the contact point for the reference test is clearly visible after 100 cycles, the wear track 

on the region where the sliding speed was constant has a smoother appearance and some particle 

accumulation was detected on the region while direction changed. 
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Figure 6.10: Film with Ag/Ti=072 - Wear track after 100 cycles, a) starting region of the 

contact, b) the region where the sliding speed is constant, c) the region where the sliding 

direction changed 

The in situ analysis was performed on these three regions every 10 cycles. Since the clearer 

changes were seen on the region where the sliding direction changed, this region is shown as 

an example. With increasing number of cycles, more debris accumulation was detected on this 

region.  (Figure 6.11).  

 

Figure 6.11: In situ analysis of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 from the region where the sliding 

direction changed after 10, 40, 70, 100 number of cycles at 50% RH 
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Also, the recorded normal and tangential forces and the friction coefficients were measured for 

each cycle from the recorded data. The tangential forces were indicated for a reference test 

which was performed at 50% RH for the film with Ag/Ti=0.78 during in situ analysis (Figure 

6.12). It was seen that the tangential force was lower at the beginning of the test. The increase 

on the further cycles could be correlated with the third body formation and material flow along 

the sliding distance with the effect of oxidation of the freshly worn zone in humid environment.  

 

Figure 6.12: Tangential force (from -4 to 4 N) along displacement length (from 0 to 16 mm) 

for the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 at 50% RH 

During the in situ analysis of the tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films, the film with 

Ag/Ti=0.72 was tested in various environmental conditions inside the eSEM chamber to 

evaluate the effect of humidity with high Ag amount of Ag. Finally, the role of Ag content on 

the tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films was studied since it was examined in chapter five that 

increasing Ag content may enhance the friction and wear character of these coatings. 

 

6.4. In Situ Tribological Analysis 

6.4.1. Effect of Environment 

All the films were analysed in ambient air conditions (22±2°C, 25±2% RH), in addition to the 

controlled environment in eSEM chamber at 50% relative humidity (4°C, 400 Pa). Here it is 

worthy to note that both titanium and silver tend to oxidise in the existence of humidity. 

Therefore, tribological behaviour of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 was investigated under these two 
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environmental conditions. Figure 6.13 presents the evolution of the COF throughout the 100-

cycle test. 

 

 

Figure 6.13: Mean COF for the films with Ag/Ti=0.72 in two different environments 

Even though there are slight variations on the curve, the lower and well-stable mean COF values 

were achieved in ambient air. At 50% RH, the mean COF values increased and became 

remarkably unstable for every ten cycles. Here, while the overall mean COF value for the test 

performed in ambient air was 0.33 (±0.026), it was 0.77 (±0.05) for the test performed in 50% 

RH. Especially for the first 30 cycles, significant variations were detected on mean COF values 

in 50% RH test, while they are relatively more stable for the higher number of cycles in this 

condition. Therefore, the first 30 cycles were deeply investigated by considering the in situ 

images for both testing conditions (Figure 6.14). 
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Figure 6.14: Wear track from the turning point of sliding for the first 30 cycles for the tests 

performed at a) ambient air (light microscope images), b) 50% RH (SEM images) for the film 

with Ag/Ti=0.72 

Regarding the in situ recorded images from the turning point of the sliding for the first 30 cycles, 

the deformation of the film slightly increased from 10 to 30 cycles for the ambient air test while 

the mean COF values are more stable. At 50% RH, some small debris were detected at the very 

early stage of the contact and the deformation of film increased with increasing number of 

cycles. After the cycle 40, the friction coefficient was relatively stabilized which could be 

attributed with the staying of the debris at the contact region. To confirm this, a post mortem 

analysis was required, and Figure 6.15 shows the two rubbing surfaces after the test.  

When the wear tracks of the films (their respective widths are indicated by red arrows) and the 

balls were investigated in post mortem conditions, it was seen that both the film and the ball 

rubbed in ambient air atmosphere displayed less deformation with respect to 50% RH test. No 

debris were appeared on the center of the film surface while the wear track was barely appeared 

as a darker zone of the ball surface. On the other hand, for the tests performed in 50% RH, the 

wear tracks of the film and the ball were clearly seen with some debris.  
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Figure 6.15: Wear tracks from the center of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 a) in ambient air, 

b)50% RH and ball tracks c) in ambient air, d)50%RH 

 

Besides, a further chemical analysis of the tracks was performed by EDS (Figure 6.16). This 

analysis did not conclude on significant differences between both environments, but has 

confirmed that the film integrity was preserved, without any traces of iron. In order to 

quantitively estimate the effects of wear, a 3D profile for each track was performed (Figure 

6.17). 
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Figure 6.16: EDS analysis of the center of wear tracks of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 a) in 

ambient air, b) in 50% RH 

As already qualitatively suggested in electronic images of the worn surface (Figures 6.15 a,b), 

the wear track resulting from the ambient air appears very smooth, whereas under 50% humidity 

the wear profile is more complex, indicating a more important wear on both edges of the track. 

 

Figure 6.17: 3D profiles of the wear tracks for the tests performed a) in ambient air, b) at 50% 

RH for the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 
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To determine the potential role of the counter-face on the wear behaviour, both balls were 

analysed. Their electronic and X-ray maps appear Figure 6.18. 

For the ball used in 50% RH test, distribution of silver and titanium is quite homogeneous and 

at a very low level. In opposite, rubbing under humidity reveals a strong localised enrichment 

of metals, aligned in the sliding direction, associated with an accumulation of debris 

constituting to a film transfer.  

 

Figure 6.18: EDS analysis of the material transfer on ball track for the test performed at a) in 

ambient air, b) at 50% RH rubbed against the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 after 100 cycles 

To verify this assumption at a deeper scale, a deeper characterisation by TEM was conducted. 

Thin foils were then extracted from the wear tracks by FIB, observed by TEM (STEM HAADF 

mode, Figure 6.19), and analysed by EDS (Figure 6.20). Thus, the centres of the wear tracks 

were compared under post mortem conditions. Here, while neither debris nor large amount of 

deformation was detected along width of the wear track for the test performed in ambient air 

(25%RH, 25°C), dispersed bright debris as a discontinuous thin layer was detected as spread 

over the surface of the wear track at 50% RH test. It has to be noted that, except the debris 

formed on the contact region, the film itself and its columnar structure was seen as undeformed. 
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Figure 6.19: Cross section analysis of the wear tracks of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 for the tests 

performed at a) ambient air, b) 50% RH in post mortem conditions 

When an EDS analysis was performed for the cross section of the wear track from the test 

performed at 50% RH, it was seen that the debris formed and stuck on the contact zone is mostly 

composed of silver without significant traces of neither titanium, nor oxygen.  

Figure 6.20: EDS maps of the cross section wear track of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 for the test 

performed at 50% RH. 

Considering previous chemical and topographical information, a scenario for the surface 

damaging has to be built. The increase of the Ag-based debris at the contact interface with 

increasing number of sliding was aimed to be shown. It is important to note that the 

accumulation of debris in the contact region, their chemistry and their effect on wear 

mechanism was modified with increase of humidity. Likewise, it is also important to remind 

that the controlled humidity rate into the SEM chamber results from an imposed (Water 
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pressure, temperature) couple. Therefore, not only the humidity level, but also the temperature 

parameter, are changing between the two test conditions: ambient air: 22°C, 50% RH: 4°C. 

Surely such an indirect difference was also met for the preliminary tests conducted with TiN 

deposited onto steel (see Chapter 4), but without any functional effect considering the intrinsic 

thermal stability of both film and substrate. In our case, the problem is different because the 

contact involves two thermal sensitive material: silver on the one hand and PU on the other 

hand.  

The effect of humidity on the tribological behaviour of silver added to WS2 films has already 

been studied by Wang et al. [23]. They attested best performance for the film containing 41% 

of Ag and for tests performed both under vacuum and at 60% RH, but at the room temperature. 

However, Logan et al. [25] showed that silver can be considered as a thermal sensitive material, 

for which the mechanical properties (flow stress) strongly change with temperature in the 

[77°K-473°K] range (Figure 6.21a) and also with strain rate. It was seen that while the stress 

decreases, a brittle to ductile transition occurs with increasing temperature. Therefore, in our 

case it could be stated that Ag-based nanoclusters in Ti-Ag films could show a more brittle/rigid 

character at 4°C for the test performed in 50% RH and these harder particles, behaving as 

abrasive particles. The interfacial film formed is different and it may explain the difference in 

the mean COF values. Additionally, these clusters adopted a more ductile nature at room 

temperature for the test performed in ambient air, and so they behaved like solid lubricant 

providing a lower and more stable mean COF values. Such thermal modification on the silver 

mechanical properties was also confirmed by Wakamoto et al. [24] stated that both the elastic 

modulus and the ultimate tensile strength decreased continuously with increasing temperature 

for pure Ag film (10µm of thickness).  

As well as the silver, it is also necessary to consider the effect of the environmental conditions 

on the counter-face. The mechanical properties and crystallinity of polyurethane are known to 

change with the temperature [26, 27]. Tobushi et al. [26] analysed the mechanical properties of 

polyurethane below and above its glass transition temperature (Figure 6.21b). It was seen that 

above the glass transition temperature of PU (318°K) the deformation resistance increases with 

increasing cyclic motion. 
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Figure 6.21: Temperature dependence on mechanical properties from literature, a) for silver 

[25] and b) for PU [26] 

 Also, Huh et al. [27] investigated the changes on the mechanical properties of PU dynamically 

from -150 to 200 °C and it was seen that the elastic modulus of the two types of tested 

polyurethanes decreased with increasing temperature in addition to several relaxation states. 

Therefore, from 4°C to 22°C, the mechanical properties and crystallinity of PU ball could be 

different and this may cause a change on the stress and wear behaviour of the ball.  

Considering such thermal effect of both Ag-containing film and ball, a scenario is proposed to 

explain damaging (Figure 6.21). In this "damaging model", PU should have a rather soft 

character at room temperature, and would change towards a more rigid one at 4°C. Similarly, 

silver mechanical behaviour would change, respectively, from a ductile to more rigid behaviour. 

Therefore, in ambient air (i.e. at room temperature), application of the load to the soft PU ball 

leads to its deformation, accommodating a part of the shear. The contact is then made less 

severe. Besides, superficial silver clusters are ductile, prone to be deformed in the contact area, 

without propensity to stick to the counter-face (Figure 6.22a). Resulting debris are rare and not 

really aggressive for the rubbed surface. 
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In opposite, under 50% RH conditions, i.e.at 4°C, mechanical properties of both PU ball, and 

silver clusters are changing, becoming harder and more rigid. Affinity of the ball to stick silver 

is by far higher than at room temperature, giving rise, quite early, to an accumulation of silver-

based debris on the ball and on the film track (Figure 6.22b). The silver debris formed may 

behave as an abrasive material. Thus, the interfacial material observed at the end of the test is 

composed of silver (see the tracks on figure 6.16 and 6.18) and titanium (see silver + titanium 

on the ball on figure 6.18).  It has a lower ductility at 4°C than at 22°C. This interfacial layer 

sheared during the test in SEM, leading to a high friction coefficient. 

Figure 6.22 Schema of damaging mechanism of the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 for the test 

performed at a) ambient air, b) 50% RH 

6.4.2. Effect of Film Composition 

The role of the film composition on tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films was considered in 

terms of varying Ag content. Three previously defined Ti-Ag films (the compositions with 

Ag/Ti=0.07, =0.48, =0.72) were used for the tribo-tests. Here, it is important to remind that in 

previous set of series, Ag-richest composition had performed the best wear resistance by 

comparison to the others in ambient air and vacuum conditions. Considering the role of 

humidity on Ag as it was explained in section 6.4.1, it was also aimed to examine the role of 

increasing Ag content under 50% RH.  
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NB: The reason for selecting 50% RH is to perform the analysis in the range of the relative 

humidity standards for thermal comfort of the environment which was determined by ASHRAE 

(American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc) [28].  

All the other test parameters (normal load, sliding speed and sliding distance) were kept same 

as before. It was seen that, on the contrary of the literature [22, 23, 29] for the tests performed 

in lower humidity levels, the tribological behaviours of the films are strictly different with 

increasing Ag content, for 50% relative humidity level in controlled environments.  

Figure 6.23 shows the friction maps obtained for the three compositions for a comparison 

purpose. Both the beginning and end of the displacement distance (corresponding to a 0.4 mm 

length) were cut off to use the values only where the sliding speed is constant. Comparing maps, 

we can easily conclude that the film where Ag is incorporated as a solid solution present a stable 

and good tribological behaviour with a low coefficient of friction, whatever the cycle type 

(inward, backward) and time. For a moderate silver content (Ag/Ti=0.48), two regions can be 

discriminated: below 20 cycles sliding is quite low then COF continuously increases until 30 

cycles, from which a steady state is reached. For the film with Ag/Ti=0.72, except in the region 

where sliding direction changed (in blue), the COF evolution is similar, with a higher level for 

the stable final reached COF values.  

 

Figure 6.23: Friction maps of the different films performed in 50% RH 

The same tendencies display more quantitatively Figure 6.24, where the mean values of COF 

for each cycle was calculated, and reported for the different films. The lowest and well-stable 
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COF values are obtained for the solid solution film at 0.52 (±0.05). Films attesting Ag/Ti ratios 

=0.48 or 0,72 indicate mean COF at 0.62 (±0.04) and 0.77(±0.50) respectively.  

 

Figure 6.24: Effect of the film composition on mean COFs of Ti-Ag films in 50% RH 

To consider the effect of wear on the rubbed surface, the resulting worn track was in situ 

observed throughout the test (Figure 6.25-27). The film with Ag/Ti=0.07 shows several scratch 

marks detected on the wear track with a smooth appereance (Figure 6.25). For the film with 

Ag/Ti=0.48, a plastic deformation on the turning point of the sliding was seen for the early 

stages, highlighted by some white bright particles appearing through the end of the test (after 

100 cycles) on the same region of the wear track (Figure 6.26). For the highest silver content, 

these white bright debris appeared even from the first cycles (after 10 cycles) of sliding process 

(Figure 6.27).  
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Figure 6.25: In situ analysis of the turning point of the wear tracks for the tests at 50% RH of 

the Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= 0.07  

 

Figure 6.26: In situ analysis of the turning point of the wear tracks for the tests at 50% RH of 

the Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= 0.48 
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Figure 6.27: In situ analysis of the turning point of the wear tracks for the tests at 50% RH of 

the Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti= 0.72 

A further chemical analysis by EDS was performed, leading to elemental map (Figure 6.28). 

They did not reveal a significant difference of the different wear tracks composition. 

Nevertheless, iron X-ray map, again, indicate the film preservation without traces of the 

substrate, independently on the film silver content.  
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Figure 6.28: EDS analysis of film surfaces of Ti-Ag films with a) Ag/Ti=0.07, b) Ag/Ti=0.48, 

c) Ag/Ti=0.72 films at 50% RH after 100 cycles 

Thus, chemistry of the worn film cannot explain the different tribological behaviours. What 

about the counter-face? Figure 6.29 presents then analysis of the ball, after the test. Balls 

revealed strict differences after rubbing against the three different compositions. In particular, 

a large amount of film material was detected on the surface of the ball which rubbed to the Ag-

richest film. The strong material transfer is in line with the highest friction coefficient for this 

composition. Also, several localised film particles were detected on the ball surfaces which 

were rubbed to the films with Ag/Ti=0.07 and =0.48. This small amount of material transfer 

and the slight deformation on the surface of the balls can explain their relatively lower and more 

stable mean COF values.  
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Figure 6.29: EDS analysis of PU balls surfaces after rubbing to the Ti-Ag films with a) 

Ag/Ti=0.07, b) Ag/Ti=0.48, c) Ag/Ti=0.72 films at 50% RH 

The role of Ag content at 50% relative humidity can be summarised through a scenario 

representing the state of the contact area as a function of the test progression. 

The literature reports most often a positive effect of silver on tribology of silver-containing 

films. Such beneficial influence would be based, for instance, on good sliding properties of Ag-

based added particles [22, 23], or on an Ag-induced smoothing effect [30]. In our case, such a 

positive effect was not evidenced, but, as mentioned above, tests were not done in conventional 

conditions regarding the tested temperature, susceptible to modify mechanical properties of 

materials involved in the contact. Indeed, at 50%RH, the contact is hold at a 4°C temperature, 

which makes PU ball and silver clusters more rigid. Such a combination of stickable hard silver 

debris would be on the basis of the important wear met for the silver richest film (Figure 6.30c). 

In this sense, the better tribological behaviour in terms of lower mean COF and wear can be 

explained by the smaller amount and size of silver clusters (Figure 6.30b). Finally, the best 

stable sliding behaviour is given by the film devoid from particles, where silver is present as a 

solid solution (Figure 6.30a). Such titanium matrix is prone to be oxidized, giving rise to a 

continuous passive layer, able to behave as a solid lubricant layer. 
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Figure 6.30: Schematics of in situ damaging mechanism of Ti-Ag films at 50% RH for the 

compositions with Ag/Ti= a)0.07, b)0.48, c)0.72. 

 

6.5. Conclusion 

To conclude, Ti-Ag films were deposited with a further interlayer to enhance their adhesion 

character. Their chemical compositions, microstructures, densities, electrical and mechanical 

properties were investigated to evaluate the effect of Ag content on film properties. The 

tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films deposited on steel substrates were analysed by rubbing 

against PU balls.  

The role of the environment (ambient air or 50%RH) was investigated for the silver-richest film 

(Ag/Ti=0.72). The wear behaviour was discussed in light of the affinity for the surface to 

"catch" Ag-based debris coming from the clusters. Such a sticking characteristic could be an 

indirect consequence of a change in mechanical properties of the contact materials induced by 
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the temperature difference of both environments. Indeed, based on the literature the PU ball as 

well as silver clusters present a soft, ductile behaviour at 22°C, and become more rigid at 4°C. 

In the later condition, silver-based debris stick to the PU counter-face, accumulate on its 

surface, and finally constitute abrasive materials with a detrimental influence on wear.   

The effect of Ag content was also investigated on tribological behaviour of Ti-Ag films in 

humid conditions (50%RH). As reminded above, in constant temperature (4°C) condition, the 

combination of a rigid PU ball and hard silver clusters lead to activate the wear flow. Silver 

clusters can be then considered as harmful for the sliding. In this sense, the cluster-free film 

(Ag/Ti=0.07) took profit of its intrinsic passive-ability to form a protective lubricant-like layer 

in those conditions.  

Finally, from a pragmatic viewpoint and considering the bio-sensor targeted application, it is 

worth mentioning that Ag cluster are required for increasing the electric conductivity. In this 

sense, we can recommend the use of the moderately enriched-Ag film (Ag/Ti= 0.48), combining 

good electric properties with an enhanced tribological behaviour. 
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The verification of the developed system and the procedure was indicated. The final 

comments and discussions were explained according to the obtained results after the 

tribological tests. The future plans for the project and the upcoming tests were stated. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

In this research, it was aimed to better understand the tribological behaviour of titanium based 

PVD films in small scale in situ conditions. In this framework, the effect of the contact 

environment was investigated in terms of tribological susceptibility of thin films with a 

laboratory-made ball-on-disk micro-tribometer which is implementable into eSEM chamber. 

The testing protocol as well as the analysing strategy was determined with preliminary tests 

performed with conventional TiN hard film prepared with CAE PVD technique against steel 

ball during run-in period for 100 cycles. The modifications on the wear track were analysed 

after each sliding and, there was no significant change observed. Thus, to perform the test in 

situ conditions, the system was unloaded after every 10 cycles and the wear track on the film 

was evaluated in three specific regions of interest (starting point of the contact, constant sliding 

speed zone and turning point of sliding direction). With this set-up, it is possible to measure 

and quantify the recorded information (normal force, tangential force friction coefficient…) for 

any region of the wear track at any cycle. Also, the effect of various environmental conditions 

can be tested on the wear behaviour of thin films in the eSEM chamber (high vacuum, low 

vacuum, humid conditions, nitrogen atmosphere, synthesized air…) 

Tests were performed both in high vacuum and humid conditions to test the operability of the 

micro-tribometer in different environments and to examine the effect of contact environment 

on tribological behaviour of TiN film. From this study it was proven that, the novel developed 

system is qualified for in situ small scale tribological tests under various environmental 

conditions. Also 50% RH has a positive effect on tribological response of TiN films. As a 

consequence, in humid conditions, an oxide layer formed on freshly worn film surface in 

addition to the oxidised particle formation which behaved as solid lubricant by reducing the 

friction coefficient.  

Ti-Ag films were previously selected for biosensor applications since titanium is bio-adaptable 

and silver is anti-bacterial. The mechanical and electrical behaviour of these films were 

investigated, and it was shown that increasing Ag content provides a higher fracture resistance 

and longer signal acquisition for Ti-Ag films which makes them suitable for bio-sensors. 

However, their tribological character was not studied although this parameter may have a 

significant role by considering their exposing to relative motion at joints or against skin or 
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clothes. Therefore, in this study, 1 µm thick Ti-Ag films were deposited with varying Ag 

content by magnetron sputtering PVD technique in Universidade do Minho. First, to ensure the 

effect of Ag content on the film properties, various tests were performed and their 

microstructural, chemical, mechanical and electrical properties were investigated. While the 

columnar microstructure of titanium film densifies by filling of its grains with Ag, further 

increase in Ag content might enhancing Ag-based nanocluster in the film matrix. Furthermore, 

both electrical and mechanical properties of these films were slightly enhanced with increasing 

Ag content. Lastly, the first tribological tests were applied with steel ball in ambient air and 

high vacuum conditions and it was seen that the films were almost totally removed with poor 

adhesion even after 3 cycles except the film with Ag/Ti=3.14. On the other hand, this Ag richest 

composition performed higher wear resistance without any film removal or debris formation 

and with the lowest friction coefficient in both of the environmental conditions. This study 

verified that Ag addition enhances the mechanical and electrical behaviour of titanium films. 

Also grain refinement, reduced film roughness and solid lubricant effect of Ag-based 

nanocluster with increasing Ag content, provides enhanced tribological character to these thin 

films. 

As the next step, a new (2nd) series of films were prepared with an interlayer which has the same 

composition as film itself to improve their adhesion. Before the tribological tests, the 

characteristics of these films were also identified and then their tribological behaviour were 

tested by considering the effect of environment and Ag content. To better mimic the bio-contact 

conditions poly-urethane ball was used as the counter-face.  

Firstly, since both Ti and Ag tend to oxidise, the effect of humidity on the tribological response 

of these films was investigated. Here, the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 was examined in ambient air, 

and 50% RH. Ag based clusters performed negative effect for the wear character of the film 

based on the effect of temperature change of the mechanical properties of silver. Also, the effect 

of temperature was considered for the friction resistance of the counter-face since PU ball would 

be more rigid at 4°C than at room temperature based on the literature. The modifications on the 

mechanical properties of both Ag and PU ball caused catching of the Ag-based debris by PU 

ball and increase the friction coefficient in 4°C (at 50%RH). 

Lastly, three Ti-Ag film compositions were investigated in terms of their tribological behaviour: 

Ag/Ti=0.07, =0.48, =0.72. It was verified that at lower humidity levels (ambient air condition 

with 25% RH) increasing Ag content significantly reduces the friction coefficient and the debris 
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formation. Here, while it is well known that increasing Ag content in ambient air enhances the 

tribological behaviour of films; Ag based clusters performed different sliding character by 

interacting with water vapour in controlled environment in eSEM chamber. The mean COF 

values increased with increasing Ag content regarding the formation of more Ag-based debris 

as a thin layer in contact region based on the existence of more Ag-based nanoclusters. On the 

other hand, the cluster free film took the profit of forming the titanium based passive oxide 

layer with the existence of humidity as a solid lubricant over the film surface and achieving the 

lower mean COF. 

In this research work, there are numerous perspectives which can prolongate this PhD. Mainly, 

they could be gathered into two categories: the first ones are already planned while in progress, 

and the second ones could be considered for the future experiments. As the first on-going 

perspective, it was aimed to define a code, which could perform the image analysis of the wear 

track. Here, since the tribometer was implemented inside the eSEM chamber, a small-scale 

dynamic analysis can be performed to investigate the formation of the particles and the 

evolution of the track texture (surface, morphology, materials flow) during the running-in 

period under different environmental conditions (vacuum, gas nature, gas pressure, relative 

humidity). The particle distribution and the morphology of the wear track aimed to analyse. 

This part of the work is still going on and the analysis are being performed with steel-steel 

contact (Figure 7.1) in collaboration with Alizée Bouchot (LaMCoS-LGF PhD student, EUR 

Manutech Sleight). Different descriptors have been established during A. Bouchot’s thesis 

which is still ongoing [1]. In this joint work the effect of detectors used (i.e. the contrast 

obtained) for a specific environment have to be studied on the results. The objective is to 

correlate relevant quantitative indicators, characteristic to the rheological behaviour of solid 

interfaces formed in situ and to tribological properties. 
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Figure 7.1: Steel-steel contact, contact pressure of 800 MPa (normal force 4N)-Morphology 

evolution in the centre of the track 

 

In addition to the thin films or bare steel surfaces, many different types of surfaces could be 

analysed with this novel system by implementing the laboratory-made micro-tribometer inside 

the eSEM chamber. Thereby, as the second continuing perspective, it is targeted to mimic the 

friction of snake skin against sand with this current set-up to better understand the deformation 

on the skin surface based on sliding direction and contact conditions.  

Material architecture and surface structure of the skin influence the details of material failure. 

The abrasion pattern and material failure strongly differ between the species tested (Figure 7.2) 

correlating with the native wear observed. The biologists do not know much about the exact 

snake skin performance in vivo [2, 3]. 

 

 

Figure 7.2: SEM images of the wear appearance of the ventral scales exuvium from different 

snakes [4]  

 

The tests are aimed to be carried out under various environmental conditions in directions of 

the skin flakes and/or the orientation of the sliding in x-y direction. This work is in progress by 
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collaborating with Prof. Stanislav GORB from Kiel university-Germany (team “Functional 

Morphology and Biomechanics”).  

 As another future work a real-time tribo-chemical analysis can be performed by coupling the 

micro-tribometer with Raman spectrometer. Here, to provide the fully transmission of the laser 

beam from spectrometer to sample surface, it is necessary to use a transparent counter-part such 

as glass. During this study, it was aimed to perform this kind of analysis but unfortunately, a 

totally transparent glass ball could not be supplied from the conventional bearing companies; 

however, it could be specifically designed for an order. Then, a perfectly in situ investigation 

can be achieved at every point along the wear track during the contact and sliding. 

Additionally, when the films were deposited on polymeric substrate, based on the low melting 

temperature of PET, the film had a textured surface after cooling down of the sample and 

shrinkage of the substrate. Nevertheless, the films could be deposited on a more thermally 

resistant substrate or the targeted film thickness could be reduced by decreasing the deposition 

time, so the PVD chamber would heat up less. These parameters, could help to provide better 

adhesion and uniformity of Ti-Ag films on polymeric substrate. Then, by using a polymer 

counter-face as well, a bio-mechanical system could be simulated in a better condition for the 

future tests. In this way, more precise tribological analysis could be achieved with the proper 

contact conditions.  

Also, further tests could be performed by modifying the recording parameters, such as sampling 

rate, segment duration and elements per segment from the software of the system. These 

changes could provide to do interpretation in a more precise or easier way. Here, it is important 

to deeply understand these parameters and their relation with each other to find the optimum 

recording conditions. 

To conclude, since the system is quite new, many forecasts are possible for the feature works. 

The image analysis and the experiments with various materials such as snake skin as the flat 

are already aimed. Also, real-time investigation of the wear track, setting the software 

parameters for better interpretation of the results and changes on mechanical components of the 

device more developed in situ small scale examinations can be performed. 
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APPENDIX 

Calibration of 3-Axes Sensor of Micro-Tribometer 

The calibration process was carried out with universal calibration weighs starting from 10 g to 

1000 g. When the weighs were started to place (or hang), the data was recorded to evaluate the 

precision of the applied load with gradually increasing load. During this process, the applied 

load was also fellow from the interface of the TRIBOMEB software as it was shown in the red 

circle below (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Controlling the applied load during calibration 

Since the loads applied separately in three different direction, finally three files of recorded data 

were evaluated for i) normal force (z-direction), ii) tangential force (x-direction), iii) lateral 

force (y-direction). After that, the slopes of the time versus force graphics were calculated and 

they were indicated in TRIBOMEB software as a particular model (orange rectangles in figure 

2) to be used for the following tribo-tests. 
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Figure 2: Model definition after calibration 

Optimising Data Recording Process of Micro-tribometer 

In the TRIBOMEB software, number of recorded data as in segments, recording frequency and 

recording time could be modified. This characteristic can provide to optimise the recording 

process both to achieve reliable results and to reduce the noise in the recorded data. There are 

certain number of elements can be determined as in one segment. The duration of one segment 

can be also changed which can be correlated with the recording time. As well as the settings 

based on segments, frequency of the sampling rate per second can be modified. Regarding these 

aspects the overall file of the recorded data during the sliding process could be improved. Tests 

were performed with steel-steel contact and the 8 N of normal load was applied along 3 cycles 

for 2 mm of displacement. Several changes were done on the recording parameters and the data 

was analysed in terms of displacement with respect to real time. Firstly, segment duration was 

considered as 0.1 s for 10 elements per segment. Then the recording time set as 0.1and 0.2 to 

examine its effect. Here the sliding speed was kept constant as 1 mm/s for both of the test. When 

the test performed with 0.2 seconds of recording time, it was seen that the number of recorded 

segments decreased to half (Figure 3) 
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Figure 3: Tribo-test performed with 0.1s segment duration, 10 elements and 0.2s recording time. 

Then, the recording time was set as 0.1 which is equal to segment duration. In this case it was 

seen that all the segments were recorded (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Tribo-test performed with 0.1s segment duration, 10 elements and 0.1s recording time. 
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However, even though the segments were equally distributed along displacement, the recorded 

number of data was still not enough for the precise calculations of the friction coefficient since 

there was significant gaps between each point along the sliding. Therefore, number of elements 

were increased from 10 to 50. Finally, the recorded data points achieved a more continuous 

distribution (Figure 5) and these recording parameters were used for the entire tests. It was not 

tried for the higher number of elements to be recorded to avoid from obtaining noisy results. 

 

Figure 5: Tribo-test performed with 0.1 segment duration, 50 elements and 0.1 recording time. 

Effect of Testing Procedure 

The testing procedure has a great importance on tribological susceptibility of Ti-Ag films. Here 

it was aimed to investigate its role at 100% relative humidity because several different 

procedures can be fellow to examine the wear tracks in this humidity level.  

Ag richest composition was selected particularly because (Ag/Ti=0.72) at 100% relative 

humidity, it was noticed that there is a large deformation on the film surface with the highest 

mean friction coefficient by comparison to other compositions. This characteristic was not 

expected since the corresponding film composition has Ag-clusters and these clusters have a 

good sliding behaviour as it was confirmed with the tests performed against steel ball. In 

addition to the solid lubrication effect of these Ag-based clusters, it was also expected to have 

a titanium-oxide film formed on the freshly formed wear track which helps to reduce the friction 
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coefficient as it was seen in chapter 4. To lighten this issue, as it was stated before, Wang et al. 

expressed that Ag is very sensitive to environment and this sensitivity causes an increase on 

friction coefficient for higher humidity levels. However, this behaviour of Ag richest film 

composition was aimed to investigate more in detail since the modification is quite remarkable.  

Unfortunately, decreasing the chamber pressure is the only way to perform the in situ analysis 

on the wear track in 100% RH. Because with increasing humidity, based on the higher chamber 

pressure, some water droplets condensate on the wear track surface which cover the wear track 

and made impossible to analyse it in situ conditions. Additionally, as it was seen for the 

tribological analysis of TiN films previously that, loading and unloading of the system may 

have a role on the tribological responses of the materials Therefore, three testing procedures 

were considered (Table 1).  

The first test was almost the same than the one described in chapter 4, section 4.2.1, but the 

observation step is different. The pressure was first increased to 813 Pa while the temperature 

was 4°C to reach 100% relative humidity. This step provided the condensation of water droplets 

on the film surface (Figure 6). After that, the sliding for 10 cycles were performed. 

 

Figure 6: Water droplets on Ti-Ag (Ag/Ti=0.48) film surface at 100% RH 

When the sliding process was finished and the system was totally unloaded, the water vapour 

pressure decreased to 400Pa so the humidity level decreased to 50%. The purpose here was to 

evaporate the water to be able to examine the wear track in microscope, and to perform in situ 

analysis.  Basically, it could be stated that the sliding was performed at 100% RH, whereas the 

observation was performed at 50% RH. Yet, the change on the water vapour pressure may cause 

variation on the oxidation process of both Ti and Ag.  
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Therefore, a second procedure was performed by following exactly the same procedure (by 

interrupting the contact after every 10 cycles) but without changing the water pressure. No in 

situ observations were done for this test. And the third procedure was done as a single run 

without any opening of the contact, at 100% RH. 

Table 1: Parameters to investigate the effect of testing procedure for the film with Ag/Ti=0.72 

in 100% RH 

 test Chamber pressure Contact condition In situ imaging 

1 813 Pa during sliding, 400 Pa during imaging Interrupted in 10 cycles Yes 

2 813 Pa (constant) Interrupted in 10 cycles No 

3 813 Pa (constant) No interruption No 

 

It was examined that for three different procedures, the tribological responses of the film are 

strictly different. Since only ex situ analysis was performed for the last two tests, the wear tracks 

were analysed after 100 cycles. However, the mean COF was calculated for each cycle for the 

tests performed in these three different conditions (Figure 7).   

 

Figure 7: Mean COF values per cycle for the with Ag/Ti=0.72 at 100% RH based on different 

testing procedures 
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First of all, the effect of the pressure change in the chamber was clearly seen with a higher mean 

COF and instable trend of the curve during the test #1 with increasing cycle number. Even 

though it was aimed to decrease the pressure gradually and precisely for a more uniform 

evaporation of water droplets over the surface of the wear track, the pressure change time was 

not perfectly the same after every set of sliding with 10 cycles. Thereby, variations were quite 

possible on the rate of the oxidation reaction of the particles and worn film surface.  

On the other hand, the mean COF (over the 100 cycles) was 0.46 (±0.03) for the test performed 

without changing the pressure (test 2) and it was quite lower than the previous pressure-

changed test (test 1) which was 0.65 (±0.03).  

Additionally, the effect of loading & unloading of the system was less clear but still exist for 

the test performed under the constant pressure at 100% RH (test 2).  

Finally, for the test performed in single run (test 3), without loading & unloading, it was seen 

that the mean COF was even lower (0.40 (±0.02)) but still quite close to test 2 and it is 

following a more stable trend with increasing number of cycles. Thus, it could be stated that 

the test procedure has a significant effect on the quantitative tribological analysis. 

When the strong variation on the friction coefficient values were seen based on test procedure, 

the friction maps were plotted and both the difference on friction coefficient along the length 

of the wear track and effect of loading & unloading the system were identified clearly (Figure 

8).  
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Figure 8: Friction maps for Ti-Ag film (Ag/Ti=0.072) in 100% RH for 3 different testing 

procedures 

In addition to the higher friction coefficient values for in situ test (based on pressure change), 

the friction coefficient is quite constant for each set with 10 cycles along the displacement. On 

the other hand, for the test #2 (by interrupting the contact) at constant pressure, more uniform 

friction coefficient was achieved. The strong change on COF values for each 10 cycles were 

observed in both testing conditions as bold lines with colour change. The colour change was 

more outstanding for the test performed by decreasing the pressure; whereas, this was not the 

case for single run test performed in 100% RH. 

Furthermore, when the wear tracks were analysed for these three testing conditions, and more 

debris and film deformation was seen for the test performed by interrupting the contact and by 

changing the pressure for in situ imaging. However, relatively less debris was formed at the 

centre of the wear track for the test performed in a constant pressure even though the contact 

was interrupted. Finally, the wear track has a smoother appearance for single run test as it was 

seen in the figure 9 which confirms the lowest friction coefficient for this specific testing 

condition. 
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Figure 9: Centre of the wear tracks for the tests performed with the Ti-Ag film (Ag/Ti=0.72) at 

100% RH a) by interrupting the contact and changing the pressure, b) by interrupting the contact 

at contact pressure, c) as single-run.  

When the 3D profiles were analysed it was seen that the deformation mechanism under three 

different conditions was different. While the film deformed along the width of the wear track 

for the test performed in situ conditions with a pressure change, the wear track profile was 

relatively smoother for the test performed in constant pressure (test #2). However, in single run 

test, the deep deformation was detected only on the centre of the width of the wear track (Figure 

10). 

 

Figure 10: Wear track profiles of the tests performed with the Ti-Ag film (Ag/Ti=0.72) at 

100% RH a) by interrupting the contact and changing the pressure, b) by interrupting the 

contact at contact pressure, c) as single-run. 
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When the EDS analysis were performed on the wear tracks formed with these three procedures, 

it was seen that there is more oxidation on the wear track for the test performed by interrupting 

the contact and changing the pressure (test #1). Additionally, on the dark regions where the 

particles were observed on the SE image, no silver was detected. Since the substrate material 

was not reached, these zones could be considered as either transferred ball material or oxide of 

titanium. Similar behaviour was examined also for the other two testing conditions; however, 

it was noticed that there is less oxygen detected for the film without pressure change (test #2) 

than the other one. Also, the less oxidized regions were obtained on the wear track formed in 

single-run tests (Figure 11). This difference on the oxide quantity could be correlated with the 

testing durations. In the first test, even the relative humidity of the chamber was modified, the 

sample was always exposed to a certain level of water vapour and it was the longest test by 

comparison to the other two procedures. For the second test performed by interrupting the 

contact at constant relative humidity, there is lower oxygen because this wear track exposed to 

water vapour for a shorter duration than the previous one. However, the contact was unloaded 

and the ball moved out from the contact point after every 10 cycles. Thus, this test was longer 

than the single run test which is the procedure that the lowest oxide amount was detected. 
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Figure 11: EDS analysis of the wear tracks for the tests performed with the Ti-Ag film 

(Ag/Ti=0.72) at 100% RH a) by interrupting the contact and changing the pressure, b) by 

interrupting the contact at contact pressure, c) as single-run. 

Here, it could be expressed that the friction coefficient decreased with decreasing oxide layer 

formation on the wear track. For this high Ag-containing Ti-Ag film composition, silver oxide 

caused a negative effect on friction behaviour of the film.  

On the other hand, when the balls rubbed to Ti-Ag films with Ag/Ti=0.72 analysed after these 

three testing procedures with EDS and the material transfer from film to ball was confirmed. 

There is more compact material transfer detected for the test performed by changing the 

pressure and interrupting the contact to do in situ analysis. The film particles were less compact 

on ball surface for the test #2. Here, the effect of constant pressure was observed as less oxygen 

detection on the ball surface. On the other hand, for the test performed in single run (at constant 

pressure with continuous contact), the film material was spread on the ball surface along the 

sliding direction and less transferred material was detected from film to ball (Figure 12). The 

remarkable difference of the ball surfaces is in line with the chemical analysis of the film wear 

tracks at 100% RH as it was shown in figure 6.19. 

 

Figure 12: EDS analysis of the of the balls rubbed to Ti-Ag film (Ag/Ti=0.72) at 100% RH 

RH a) by interrupting the contact and changing the pressure, b) by interrupting the contact at 

contact pressure, c) as single-run. 
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Since the in situ analysis could not proceed for the last two testing procedure, the possible 

damaging mechanism was represented in the schema below, after several number of cycles. For 

the schema drawing, it was considered the compactness and alignment of the particles and the 

oxide layer formation during the sliding process (Figure 13). It was indicated that with 

increasing number of cycles, the thickness of the oxide layer was increased in addition to the 

large debris formation for the in situ test. However, for the test performed at constant pressure, 

even though the oxide layer formed, it is assumed that it has a lower thickness with the less 

debris formation both on the film and ball surface. Lastly, for the single run test, it is predicted 

that, the oxide layer thickness increased quite slowly from one cycle to another with a slight 

debris on both of the counter-parts.   

 

 

Figure 13: Schematic representation of contact conditions for the tests performed at 100% RH 

with Ti-Ag film (Ag/Ti=0.72) for a) by interrupting the contact and changing the pressure, b) 

by interrupting the contact at contact pressure, c) as single-run. 

In conclusion, even though the pressure changed was mandatory for in situ analysis for the tests 

performed at 100% RH, it caused a negative effect on the wear mechanism of the coating by 
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increasing the friction coefficient and debris formation. When the pressure was kept constant 

and the contact was interrupted after every ten cycles without in situ imaging, a lower friction 

coefficient was obtained with a more stable curve for 100 cycles. Finally, for the test performed 

as single run, the effect of loading and unloading was eliminated and smoother curve was 

achieved for a lower mean COF. Unfortunately, for the last two methods dynamic investigation 

of the wear track was not possible. Ye, the 2nd test was selected in the following section (6.4.2.) 

for the analysis of effect of environment in post-mortem conditions since the testing procedure 

was the same as the tests performed in ambient air and 50% RH. 
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